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gernent to me, gqing through the whole manuscript vJi th 
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C H A P T E R I. 

INTRODUCTION 

The different areas of early Bengal, covering an area 

of 80,000 square miles 1 with an immense source of alluvial 

deposit between the Tippara hills in the East, the Shillong 

plateau and Nepalese Terai in the North and the high lands 

of the Rajmahal and Chhotanagpur in the West, with the 

Janapadas of Gaud a - Pundra - Varendra - Radha - S umha -. . . 
Tamralipti - Samatata - Var'lga - Vaflgala - Harikela watered 

1 

by the BhagTrathl - Karatoya - Brahmaputra - Padma - Heghna 

and many other tributories2 , played a very significant part 

in moulding the history of ancient India. 

On the basis of information it has been possible to 

locate the principal divisions of early Bengal. Accordingly 

four political and cultural regions have been identified, 

each of which had distinct character of its own. The different 

areas (Janapadas) of early Bengal came to be known after the 

names of the original inhabitants. Fbr example, the Pundras 

exercises control over the regions lying between the North 

of the Ganges and the W3s t of the Brahamaputra. The area was 

known as Pundravardhana. The Sumhas or the Radhas inhabited the . " ,,. 

area lying to the western part of the Ganges. It was known 



2 

as ancient RS.dha._ The vangas inhabited the area lying 
- ·-

between the Bhagirathi in the west, the Padma, the lower 

Brahamaputra and the Meghna in the east corresponding to 

the ancient Kingdom of Venga, possibly Gangaridai of the 

classical! writers. The poet Kalidasa place~:. the Vaflgas amidst 

the stream of the Ganges. In some Jaina works the region to. 

the west of the Bhagirathi such as Tamluk, is included in 

Va~ga. But Vaflga proper was restricted ·to the Eastern part 

of the Gangetic delta. 

In the east of the Heghna lie the ancient Kingdom of 

Samatata corresponding to modern Chittagong divisions. The 
. - ·- . 

territory was mentioned the Allahabad Pillar inscription of 

Samudra Gupta and others records. The Brihat-Samhitf~ a work 
• 

of the 6th Century A.D. distinguishes it from Vanga which has 

been supported by the narrative of Hiuen-Tsang in the next 

Century . where he. describes it as a low and moist country on 

the sea side that lay to the South of Kamarupa which has been 

identified with Badkamta in the district of Tippera lying 12 

miles west of Camilla. 

rater on, another political sub-region called Gauda, 
-· 

lying in the Hooghly-BhB.girathi zone and inhabited by ·a 

section of people called the Gau~as, came into existence in 

early Bengal. 
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The city of G~udapura has been mentioned by P.anini and Gauda 
• • 

as the name of a country occured in the Artha~astra of Kautilya 
• 

and other sansKrit works. In the Brihat-Samhita Gauda territory . 
is distinguished from Pundra (North Bengal) and Tamralinata 

•. ! 

as well as from Vanga and Samalata • • 

Human life in the Delta has been deeply influencedbv 

the rivers like the Brahmaputra, the tla~ga ~nd the Meghna had 

played significant part in the field of the agrarian production 

of the area. Besides rene wing the fields, the rivers carry an 

immense npmber of fish which provide a ready source of food 

for the delta dwellers. The network of tributaries also provides 

a ready made system of interconnecting waterways for easy 

communication and economical transportation. 4 The rivers have 

been of strategic importance as is attested by the.establishment 

of principal political centres, beside the rivers commanding 

access to the ~ifferent geographic areas of the delta. The 

area being girdled by numerous unsurmountable rivers made the 

region inaccessible as well as inadmissible to foreign invaders. 

Hence a sense of gregariousness was fostered in the .nature of 

.the people. Prolonged rainy season and frequent flood made the 

I 1 

area impassable and the people indomitable IIJho could successfully 

resist foreign aggression and whenever opportunity came they rose 
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in rebellion. Horeover the alluvic.l soil of the regions 

resulted in the huge agrarian production. The warmhumid 

climate, in conjunction with the fartility of the land, 

made the region an extraordinary productive agricultural 

land which wa_s capable of s Upf:O rt ing a large surplus 

consuming class. Over and above the gulf region of the 

South-Eastern J:art of Bengal and so many nevigable rivers 

with natural ports fostered the trade and commerce of the 

area. These enriched the economic condition and this economic 

self-sufficiency gave birth to the sprit of political 

self-sufficiency of the area. 

In the Vedic Age the different areas were not included 

within the frontier of Aryandom. The J.iteraya Brahmana refers 

to the Pundras as robbers (Dashyus) living beyond the pale 

of .Aryan civilization5. In the Aitareya .Aranyaka, there is 

the earliest mention of va~ga6 . Ba~d~;ana in the Dharmasutra 

regarded the Pundras and the Vaflgas as impure. But the areas . . 
did not remain outside the Aryan influences for long time. 

The Ramayana mentions the Vc:.ngas as people entering into . 
political relation with the Kshatriye. patricians of Ayodhya 

(rtamayana 11.10.37). The i''!Rhabharata describes the campaigns 

of Karna, Vasudeva and Bhlma in Bengal. Karna is said to have 
• 

defeated the Kings of the Pundras ,' the Vc..flgas and Sumhas 
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··~ OhJt, 

and . . VaOga and A0ga into Vishaya7• In the Vanaparva 
I\ 

section of the Mahabnarata, the river Karatoya flowing by 

'· 

the Pundravardhana is regarded as a holy river. This reference to 
•• 

Bengal in the epics shows its inclusion within the folds of_the 

Aryan India. The IchB.raflga-sutta describes the RadhB.s and the 

Vaflgas ·as the Aryans8 , The Buddhist ca~oriical work Sarnyuttanikaya 

as well as the introduction of Telapatta Jataka speaks of the 

Buddha's visit to a locality called Dasaka or Saketa in the 

Sumha country in the South west of .Bengal9 which i_s equivalent 

to RB.db8. Classical historians like curt ius, plutarch Solon ius 

and Diodorus took notice of the people living in the eastern 

India as the people of Gangaridai who had apparently mobilised 

their military strength in anticipation of a possible invasion 

. 10 
of Alexander·~~ 

'• 

In the Deltafturing the third century B.C, the Mauryas 

exercised political control over parts of Bengal is evidenced 

by the discovery of the Manasthan inscription in Pundravardhana. 
• • 

From the archa~ological-excavations at Manasthan, many Mauryan 

coin (Punch-marked) and other artifacts in the 4th or·3rd 

centuries B.C. have been discovered. The outline of the ancient 

city of Pu~~ranagar can now be traced with certain degree of 
'. 

accuracy. The discovery cf another early epigraph ffu~ the 

deltaic region of Bengal (cf Silua in the Noa:-lthali district 

of Bangladesh of the Second Century B. c.) may be mentioned 

~re 10 a 
• 



~ . .· . 
.... :.'. · .. 

.: .... 

It bas' rightly been suggested that Aryanism s·pread 

in Va:Oga through the terri tcry of the Pundras. It appears 
•• 

that the northern & later on Southern areas of Bengal 

became stronghold of Aryan culture 10b. 

After the decline cf the Haurya Empire, a number 

of smaller and shorter lived empires exercised control 

in the central ganges valley and might have dominated 

parts of the Delta. The remains of the Su~gas and the 

Kustanas have been recovered from the Delta. It has not 
• 

been possible to find out the nature of political control 

over the area and, if so, for how long. 

The political history of Bengal from the close of 

the third Century A.D. to the beginning of the fourth 

century A.D. presents an interesting picture of the gradual 

expansion cf the Gupta empire in the province right from 

~ri Gupta who built the Mrlgastnapana stupa at varendra. 
• 

The process of tbe extension of the authority of the Guptas 

was further aggravated during the reigns of Samundragupta, 

Cbandragupta and Skandagupta. The Damcdarpur copper plate 

.. ot Budha Gupta indicates that Northern Bengal formed an 

6 

integral part of his empire. From a border territory(Pratyanta) 

unde-r Samudragupta, Samatata came under the direct rule of the 
• 
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Guptas in 607-03 1~. r. under Va ieys Gupta, a s c icn cf the 

imperial Gupta family. 

The fall of the Gupta empire was marked by the rise 

of petty independent states in several parts cf Ncrth India. 

The feudal ruler~ of Bent;al also took the advc..ntage of the 

p9litical situation to shake cff the fcreifn yoke and the 

powerful independent Kingdoms viz ; Va~ga and Gauda came into . 
existence in the 6th Century A.D. Frcm the 6th to the 9th 

Century A.D. several ether independent minor dynasties came 

into existence. Here we are inciined to confine ourselves tc 

the study of the minor _dynasties and not directly with the 

well known rulers like Gau~ndhl;::a ta~2.flka, and those cf the 

palas and the Sena dynasties. Frcm tne available epigra_I:;hic 

and numismatic sources it appears that during the period from 

the 6th Century A.D. to the 9th Century A.D. Sarnacharadeva, 

- 11 - 12 - 13 Gopachandra and Dharmad i tya, the Ra tas, the Na thas , the 

Khadgas 
14

and the De vas 15 came intc existence in Var'lga-Sa.mata.ta. 

and the dynasty of Jayanega. in Gauda. 

The emergence cf the Palas in '750 A.D. curbed tr.e powers 

cf the minor inde_I::endent dym:.sties c.nd a. scrt cf obsta.cle was 

set in force in the field of the rising of minor dynasties. 

During the time of the decline of the 1-~las in tr_e reigns of 

Go pal~ II and his son Vigre.hapala IJ there erne rt::ed a. number 



/ 

of petty independent Kin6dom~. F'rcm the 10thCent~ry J.;.D. 

tc12th CentL<ry A.D. the dyaasties of tr:e Chandras 
16 

and the 

varmans 17 came into prom int:nce in vanga s ama ta ta in the 

- - - C l - ' Ih •r b ' 13 h 11 Iz.lmaiNainamati LLturc.J. reg1cns ... e 1\am OJaS , a i 

tribe of the Ncrth had earlier captt..;red the Northern and 

Western Bengal. During the disintegrating phase of the 

pala Empire under 11ahlpala II ttere tcok place a rebelJ.icn of 

the feudatories under Divya, a leader of the Kaivarta class 

and curved cut an indeperJdent terrjtcry in Varendrc:. in the 

last part of the 11th Century .h..L. In the Redha subregions, 

the dynasty of turas came into existence at the sc.me period 

which assumed prominence ever Dakshin .ftedha 19. In the RRdha 

region sometime tte 12th Century A.D., a section of Gopa or 

20 Kayastha feudal chiefs known as the Ghoshas emer[ed intc 

the limelight of history. 

A long time after, during the 13th Century, a few small 

independent states also came intc existence in some parts of 

21 
early Bengal. The dynasty of the Devas became prominent in 

Tippera, Noakhali and Chitta.gong regions during the decadant 

stages of the Senas. The Hainamati copper plate of Rar2avarikamalJ.a 

Harikaladeva
22 

unveils history of 2 new dynasty of Pattikera. 

Thus from the available epigraphic and other sources of infcrmat 



it is not altcgetter impossible to scrt out scme dete.iled 

account of the histcry of the miner dyne.sties of Bengal 

stretching from the 6th Century A.D. to the 13th Century 

A.D. A number of scholars while writing the History of 

Bengal made stray reference to the minor dynasties as 

addendum. Among them mention may be made of the works of 

9 

such eminent historians like R.C.Hajumder, History of Bengal, 

vcl.I; N.£\.Roy, Bangallr Itihas, Adiparva(Bengali), D.C.Sircar, 

pal-Sen-yuger Vamsanucharit, palrurva-Yuger Vanlanucharit, 

iSilalekh o T2mrasesc.n2dir Prc.saflgc. (Bengali), H.C.ncy, 

Dynastic History of Ncrth India , Vel. I, R. P. Chc.nda, 

Gan~arE:Jamala (Bengali), A. K. Haitreya, Gan~alekhamala(Bengali), 

Fall of the FB:la Empire, N. N. vasu, vatJger Jatiya Itihas, 

N. G. Majumdar·, Inscrirtion.s of Bengal, Vel. III, R. G. Be.sak, 

A History of North Eastern Indic., J •• H. Choudhury, Dync-:stic 

History of Bengal, Sahe.narc. Hussain, Everyday Life of the F3.las 

and many other bocks and Journals have thrown immense light on 

the subject. out no serious c.ttem~t hc.s so far been made to 

work out a comprehensive hi~tcry of tte t1inor dync.sties and 

their role in the making of the composite history of Bengal 

in the early cent u r ie s • b.S a result ci tr:e erne rge nee of 

ia£aflka c:nd the prominent dyn&sties of tne palas and the Senas, 

the role of the miner dynasties has been eve rshadcl ved. 
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Hence we intend to make up the lacuna in the historical study 

of the rebicn with the help cf available sources. 

Besides coins and monuments which are lying scattered 

in the different parts cf the regions with which we are 

concerned, a iarge number of inscriptions came tc cur great 

assistance. The inscriptions are nc t iced and recorded by 

many schoiars like A· K. Naitreya, N. G. Hajumder, D. C. Sircar 

and A. H. Dani. Recently R. R. Mukherjee and S. K. t1aiti have 

compiled the inscriptions of Bengal. But more recent discoveries 

in mid-Bengal and the deltaic region cf Bengal (BangJ,adesh) 

awaits fresh interpretation. These materials undoubtedly are 

to be taken into consideration. 

The literary sources, llcwever, shed we...Lccme light to 

the various Socio-religious probiems of the regions, particularly 

in the context of the social tension that we visualise in the 

outbreak of the Kaivarta rebellion, are mostlJZ available from 

the 11th and 12th Century A.D. onwards. Among these we may 

mention Brihadharmapurana, Brahma- Vai va rtapurana, Rame.chari t, 
' . . 

Dayc:bhaga of J1mutavahana, Chh~ccge. Ke.rmanushthan-paddhe.ti cf 

Bha~~abhavadeva, Mima~sasarvasva of Halayudha etc . 

.For the convenience cf study we have divided the work 

into several chapters in adcition to the present one where we 

have attempted to outline the his tort cal geography, aod the 
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background of the rise of independent Kingdoms in early 

Bengal. 

In the next cnapter followed a discussion en the 

minor independent dynasties that flourished during the 

period from the 6th Century A.D. to the 9th Century A.D. 

These include the rules of Va~ga Kings like Gcpachandra, 

Dharmaditya and Sarnacharadeva who emerged in the political 

scene in post- Gupta epoch. The rise of the R.atas, the N2thas, 

the Khadgas, and the De vas in Sam a ta ta and the Nag a dynasty 
• • 

in Gauda have also been taken into consideration in this 

Chapter. 

In the Third we are mainly concerned with the dyne.sties 

flourished during the 10th to 11th Century J. .D. V-ie have 

discussed in details the history of the emergence of the 

rule of the Kambojas and the Kaivartas in varendra and the 

Chandras in Va~ga-samatata. The historical background of the 

dynasties their political activities, conquest of territories 

and other factors have been treated with special em~hasis. 

In the Fourth we have deed t with the emergence of 

minor dynasties which f~ourished from the 12th to 13th Century 

A.D. This includes the study of the dynasties like the 

varman, the Devas and fianava~Kcmalla i~ Va~ga-Samatata and 
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the Ghoshas in .Radha. The factors facilitatin~:: their emer!::ence 

and other relevant matters hc:ve been discu.ssed here. 

In the Fifth we deal with the Socio-Economic position 

of the people of that 'lfime. The Socio-econor:,ic interc:ctions 

am one; d iffe rent rulers, their e ccnom ic resources, condition 

of agriculture, industry, trc:de and ccmrnerce, medium cf 

exchange, presence cf gold coins in the delta and its impact 

have been dealt with. 

In the last Chc:pter we intend tc study the religious 

condition of that time. The position cf Buddhism, the influence 

of Brahmanical Hinduism, Tantricism and the subsequent decline 

.of Buddhism have been nc:rrated here in scme detail. 

A discussion on the problem cf currency during the 

period cf our study has also been incorporated in the 

appendiX. A mc:p and a few relevant plates hc:ve c:lso been 

agpended at the end. 
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Dhulla copper pluto, E.I. XXXIII, P- 134 : Edilpur Copper 

plate, E.I. XVII, PP- 139- 90 : Dacca copper plate of 
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Kalyanchandra, Proceeding of Indian Historical Congress, 

Aligarh Session, XXIII Part I, P - 36 ; Mainarna ti copper 

plate of Ladaha Chandra, E.I., XXXVIII, P 197; Bharalla 
• 

Image inscription of Ladaha Chandra, E. I., XVII, P 349 : 

17 Sarnantasanvcopper ~late of Harivarrnan, E.I. XXX, P 255 : 

Bhuvaneswar inscription of Bhatta Bhavadeva, E.I. Vol VI, .. 
pp 203 - 07 ; Bajrayogin1 copper plate of Sarnalavarrnan, 

E.I., XXX, P 259 ; Belavo copper ·flate of Bhojawarman 

E.I., Vol. XII, PP 37- 43 

18 
- ......_,. -

Bangad inscription of Kunjara-ghata-varsha, Inscription of .. 

Northern India, ( 1762) Irda copper plate of Nayapala 

E.I., Vol XXII, PP 150- 54 : Kalanda copper plate,Grissa 

Historical Research Journal, Vol. XVI, 4-XXII,PP 11 ff. 

19 Tirurnalai inscription of Rajendra Chela, E.r., XXVII. 

20 R. D. Banerjee, Gp cit, P 263 

21 11ehar copper plate of Damodar deva, E.I. Vol. XXVII, 

0 
P 182 : s-.bharampur copper plate of Damcdardeva,Inscription 

/\ 

of Bengal, Vol. III, P 158 : Adabad 1coppe r plate of 
• 

nLsarathadeva, Inscription of Bengal, Vol. III, PP. 181-82 

- -22 1~inarnati copper plate of Ranavankarnalla Harikeladeva, 

Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol . .IX, pp 282 ff. 
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C H A P T E R II 

Political History from 6th Century A. D. to 

9th Century A. D. 

The territories of early Bengal became an integral 

part of the Gupta empire. But it would not be proper to 

say that the people of Bengal submitted to the mighty 

Gupta emperors rather meekly. At least, we have one 

instance to show that the people of Bengal rose like one 

man and gave stiff resistence to the invading forces under 

King Chandra, though ultimately they were beaten. 

In view of the inevitable chaos that followed the 

dismemberment of the Gupta empire, the people of Bengal 

for the first time emerged into the limelight of political 

history of India and curved out independent principalities. 

The downfall of the Guptas marked the breaking up 

of northern India into a number of small states. Saurast

racame under the domination of the Haitrakas of Valavi. 

Thane§_vara was taken over by the Pushyabhut is, while the 

Haukhauris held sway in Kanauj. y£sodharman, a military 

adventurer, attempted to set up an ephemeral empire in 

central India, Rajputana and other parts of the Punjab 1• 



Magadha and Mal wa pas sed under the sway of the Later 

Guptas who ~ay have been an offshoot of the Imperial 

Guptas, but as yet we have no positive evidence in 

support of this view. Bengal also took advantage of 

the political situation tc shake off the foreign yoke 

and two powerful independent Kingdoms, viz. Vanga and 

Gauda were established there in the siXth and seventh 
• 

Century A. D. 2 

~outh-eastern Bengal i.e. the South-Eastern 

region of modern Bangladesh i.e. the area lying between 

the Fadma and the Yamuna is denoted by the term South 

eastern Bengal. This area was known at different times 

as Vanga, Samatata or Harikela. Though it is difficult 
• 

to ascertain the exact location of these ancient 

geographical names, it is fairly certain that all of them 

may well be grouped under one common name vaflga ( 'Bang' 

of the Muslim historians)3 Vanga was able to preserve an 

independent status throughout centuries. During the 

period from the decline of the Guptas to the rise of ~ 

Senas, this part of Bengal was never amalgamated with 

north and western Bengal, inspite of repeated attempts 

to this effect. The discovery of the archaeological 

17 



remains at Mainamatr which have thrown immense light 

on the history of this part of Bengal and in fact 

4 changed the course of the history of the deltaic Bengal • 

We have already analysed the forces which shaped the 

characteristics of the people of the area under review 

in general. Here we are inclined to examine more closely 

the factors that helped to maintain the political and 

cultural identity of the people of va~ga-Samatata region . 
for centuries inspite of the presence of strong centralised 

administration of the ~las and the Senas. This has 

rightly been examined in a recent publication, 11 with 

the hilly and jungle terrain on the east and north, tb..e 

turbulent sea and swampy forest in the south, the very 

big and erosion prone rivers in the centre and west ,_ it 

is subject to severe natural hazards like flood and 

cyclones. Hazardous life and the pressure of population 

have made the people of deltaic Bengal much more individu-

alistic, emotional, willing to migrate and face hardship, 

more rough in speech, but warm at heart, more aggressive 

but easily mollified and more ready tc revolt against 

authority and yet appreciative of generous gesture than 

some of their neighbours"5. A large number of leaders of 

thought and action, rebel~ and militants and fighter~ for 

nationalism came from this region. 6 

1~ 
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Independent VAnga Kingdoms 

The first independent Kingdom that came into 

.·existence in Bengal on the ruins of the Gupta empire 

appears to have comprised originally the Eastern and 

aouthern Bengal and southern part of western Bengal. 

TWo of its important provinces administered by Governors 

- - _/ -of Vardhamanabhukti and Navyavakasika roughly corresponding 

to respectively western and sourhern Bengal7• 

Five inscription discovered at Kotalipada in the 
• • 

district of Faridpur and one in the Bufdwan district as 

well as the discovery of coins reveal the existence of 

three independent rulers of this region bearing Haharajadhiraja 

- - - 8 titled named Gopachandra, Dharmaditya and Samacharadeva • 

According to N. K. Bhatta,shali they were probably related 

to one another and they set up a dynasty that took the 

place of the Guptas in Eastern India9. It seems likely that 

these rulers were rulling over Samatata with full and indep-. 
endent powers exercising over adjoining regions like Varakamandala .. 
and also having fe~datory chiefs under them10 • 



It is interesting to note that Gopachandra and 

other two kings ruled from the place wherefrom Vainya 

Gupta also had done years before them. It has been held 

that after the downfall of the imperial Gupta dynasty, 

central Bengal (the portion known by name Karnasuvar~a) 
----!------'-

and North Bengal were assimilated with the Kingdom of 

the later Gupta dynasty of Hagadha till the rise of 

~a6aflka. 

The title of Maharajadhiraja assumed by the rulers 

following Vainya Gupta rul:jng earlier in the same region 

as noticed above clearly indicates the imperial authority 

of the Guptas ceased to exist over this region. The issue 

of gold coins by ~amacharadeva supports the view~. The 

20 

Mallasarul inscription indicates the rule of Haharajadhiraja 

Gopachandra in the Vardhamana bhukti. 

Hoernle at first suggested that Dharmaditya was 

identical with Samudra Gupta12 , but later on with 

ya£odharman 13 who took the title of Vishnu Gupta when he 
• 

became emperor and was apparently known popularly as 

Vikramaditya. He was reverenced as an ideally upright and 

just monarch and was popularly known as Dhar~maditya who 



ascended the throne on 529-30 A. D. 

Hoernle places GoPachandra's accession in 568 A.D 

and accordingly his Faridpur place (dated 19th year) was 

engraved in 586 A.D. Hoernle identified the emperor 

Gopachandra with Prince Govichandra (: Gopichandra) who 

is mentioned in a certain confused tradition cited by 

rarana th in his 'Tibetan his tory of Buddhism in India'. 

It has been suggested by raranath that Govichandra was 

a grandson of Baladitya and was the son of the Last Gupta 

emperor Kumaragupta II whom Ya~odharmao displaced. This 

has led Pargiter to believe that Govichandra alias 

Gopachandra while reigning over this extreme eastern 

province never hesitated to assume the imperial title of 

Haharajadhiraja 14 • But it seems however, almost improbable 

to draw any serious chronological conclusion from the 

muddled account of early history preserved in tradition. 

On the other hand we know from Sarnath inscription that 

Kumara Gupta II's reign came to an end between 473 A.D. -

476 A.D. It was, therefore, impossible for his son to 

ascend the throne in 568 A.D. and rule for a period of , .... 
18 years J. 

A connection between the old Kingdom of Vainya 

Gupta and the new Kingdoms of the independent Va~ga Kings 

21 



appears to be established oy the facts that one Haharaja 

Vijayasena was probably a vassal chief both of Vainya 

Gupta and of Gopachandra. Vijayasena is the Dutaka of 

the Gunaighar grant and is described as "Mahapratihara-

Hahapilupa ti-.Pa.'nchadhikarana- Uparika and Maharaja /srT 
• 

- - 16 l 1 t. . . t1ahasamanta • In the Mal asaru inscrip 1.on Vl.Jayasena 

is called Maharaja, but he uses his own seal. The iden-

tity of the person of this name serving under these two 

Kings cannot be definitely proved, but it is generally 

accepted by the scholars, who believe that there was no 

gap between the reigns of Vainya Gupta and Gopachandra. 

It may further be suggested that Vijayasena who ruled 

over vardhamana bhukti under Gopachandra, possibly also 

held the same office under Vainya Gupta, and hence, 
Aw-.J. 

Vainya Gupta . ruled over Eastern Southern and 

Western Bengal as well. 

The Faridpur copper place of Gopachandra records 

the grant of land in Dandabhukti which, therefore, .. 
formed a part of his dominion. The Dandabhukti - mandala 

• • . . 
has been identified by scholars with the marchland 

between Orissa and Bengal, corresponding to southern 

and south-western part of the Midnapore district. This 

22 



name has probably been preserved in tnodern Danton, not 

- 17 very far from the 5uvarnarekha river • 

There is no uniformity among scholars regarding 

the relationship of the Kings Dharmaditya, Gopachandra 

and Samacharadeva and their chronological sequence. 

Pargiter held that Dharmaditya was earlier than Gopa-

chandra. His view is based on some factors. Firstly, 

the use of earlier and later form~'Ya' in the respective 

plates of Dharmad i tya and Gopachandra and secondly, the 

additional epithet Pratitadharma ~1la applied to the 

land measurer/Sivachandra in the plate of Gopachandra 18 • 

A. H. Dani supports the contention of Pargiter, when he 

holds that Pdlaeographically the inscriptions of Dharma-

ditya shows earlier form. The difference can be marked 

not only in the form of Ya , but also in the form of a 

tha , dha , pa , la and ha • But the 1·1allasarul plate 

mention the name of Maharaja Vijayasena who is identified 

with his namesake mentioned in the Gunaighar plate of 

Vainya Gupta. Hence Dharu1aditya should be taKen to be 

the successor of Gopachandra, though Palaeographically 

the plate of Dharmaditya appears to be earlier than 

Gopachandra. ~. H. Dani, however adds that by about this 

time greater change had already taken place in the forms 

of the ~etters in the neighbouring provincG of Bihar as 

23 



attested by the inscription of the Hagadha Hauj{haris. 

AS the same change was to affect Bengal, it is hard to 

be dogmatic as to the exact tiille when the change actually 

started. We must allow a wargin for the transition period 

in which the new and old forms were used simultaneously~ 

some preferring the new and the others the old. The 

lesson is that Palaeography is of little help in settling 

the question oi succession of rulers when only a short 

duration of rule is involved 19. 

R. C. Hajumdar has also the sau1e view. He states 

that Palaeography cannot be safe basis for settling 

chronology of kings of short period, say, less than a 

century. This is clearly indicated by the fact that 

in the i•iallasarul copper plate or Gopachandra, the 

earliest of the tnree Kings, forms of 'Ya' noted by 

pargiter has been exclusively used, while the first 

plate of Dharmaditya shows a distinctly later form of 

of ia•. The addition of the epithet of ~ivachandra 

may no doubt be explained by his attainment of seniority 

in· service. It may also be argued that the epithets were 

done away with after £ivachandra had been sufficiently 

24 
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long in service when his name was too well known to 

require any testimonials. On the other hand, if Gopachandra 

ruled after Dharmaditya, we have to assume that Vijayasena 

served as governor under Vain~Gupta, Dharmtiditya, 

Gopachandra and other Kings. But at the present state of 

our knowledge, it is difficult to make' this postulation. 

Moreover, the name of Vijayasena is not referred to as 

Governor in any other records of other Kings. Hence, like 

R. c. Majumdar we also believe that Gopachandra preceded 

Dharmaditya. 

The relationship between the three Kings is shrouded 

in obscurity. The scholars are also not unanimous on this 

point. The inscriptional sources do not definitely point 

out their blood connection, if any. But on the basis of 

information about same officials engaged in similar types 

of jobs under different Kings, it may be possible to infer 

that there was no great interval between them, and they 

might have possibly ruled in succession. AS for example, 

Uparika Nagadeva and another officer Jyeshtha-Kayastha 

Nayasena who had the opportunity of serving under both 

Dharmaditya and Gopachandra might be connecting link 

between the two Kings. The two Kings, therefore, appear 



to have been related in point of time. The assistance 

of iivachandra was utilised in connection with the 

measurement of land - during the rules of Dharmad i tya 

and Gopachandra21 • But it may be noted her~ that snme 

set of officials working under succeeding Kings do not 

definitely indicate the blood relationship among them. 

AS for example, Haharaja Vijayasena of Gunaighar 

inscription of Vainya Gupta was the same person as 

appeared in the Nallasarul ins cript icn of Gopacr1andra 

though the Kings do not appear to have been closely 

related. 

Inspite of these difficulties, it may be presumed 

that the change of Kings might have caused change of 

officials unless they were closely related, though it 

might not have been an usual practice. It may be that 

Gopachandra and Dharmaditya were closely related probably 

because they retained the service of the same officials 

like Nagadeva, Nayasena and i'ivachandra. It is possible 

that the assignments of the officials could have been 

altered unless Gopachandra and Dharmaditya were not 

related to one another. Though we do not have any 
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definite proof in support of their relationship, we cannot 

altogether brash aside such an argument as figment of 

imagination. 

The Ghugrahati copper plate of Samacharadeva refers 

issued in the 14th year of his reign. In that year 

Jivadatta was the viceroy or Governor in Navyavaka£ika 

which appears to have been divisional headquarter. The 

district officer in the district of varakarnandala approved .. 
by Jivadatta was Pavittruka. 'I'he later was assisted in 

his administration by district court presided over by 

Damuka. The affairs of the village or locality to which 

this refers were in the joint care of a number of Elders 
\f ·~...OJ<f-0-' 

( -. Haha ttarah). Other men cf experience in the 

village had also a say in village affairs. These repre-

sented the villagers and like .Panchayets of the present 

day, transacted the ordinary Civil and Criminal affairs 

22 of the State • 

N. K. rlhattasali also refers to two gold coins of 

Samacharadeva, one of them being Bajaliti type found near 
-------

Mahammadpur in Jessore district of Bengal along with a 



gold coin £a£a~ka and another being the gold coin of 

the light weight "Imitation Gupta" type23 • Besides, 

the Ghagrahati copper place inscription of Samacharadeva 

has been discovered not far from the find spot of one 

of those coins (Rajal1la type) and the lettering of 
----------

whose name as written en his copfer plate, closely 

agrees to the lettering on these coins
24

• The inference 

derived from the legends of the gold coin of Samacharadeva 

is that ~amacharadeva was vassal of ~a~anka2 5. It rests 

upon the doubtful reading •£ri No.rendrc.vinata 1 on the 

reverse. Smith said that the three letters following 

Narendra 1look like Vinata' but All&n read the legend 

d -d. 26 as Naren ra 1tya and the legend on the reverse of the 

other type of coins Samacharadev~ has been read with 

- 27 certainty by both amith and hll&o as Narendraditya . 

R. D. Banerjee read the legend in both the cases as 

Narendravinata and held that it can not be anything 

else. But the reading Na-rendraditya seems to be prefe-

rable and we may reasonably hold that Samacharade va 

assumed the title Narendraditya in imitation of the 

Gupta Kings. R. C. Hajurndar held that if Narendravinata 

is correct, its interpretation as "fully subdued or 

obedient to Narendra" and tte identification of Narendra 

28 
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V) 

with £a'a~ka of extremely doubtful character. On the 
1\ 

contrary the evidences in the inscription of Samacharadeva 

- - 28 is a definite proof of the independent status of Samacharadeva. 

Some conclusion may carefully be drawn from the 

observation of the coin cf Samacharadeva as held by 

N. K. Bhattasali29. Firstly, Allan attributes the 'Archer 

type' of coin of Samacharadeve to a period earlier than 

that of £a.£aflk.a and from the replacing the Garuda standard 
• 

of the Gupta by the bull standard on the coin, infers 

that the coin was of a devout £aiva. Secondly, the King 

was certainly not of the Gupta lineage but had been a 

successor of the Guptas in the dominion where the Guptas 

had once held away. Thirdly, Samacharadeva must, en 

palaecgraphic ground, be placed earlier than ~a§aflka 

whose immediate successors in Eastern India were first 

Harsha and then Adityasena and his descendants. Fourthly, 

be was a devout~aiva. The continuance cf bull symbol by 

by £a~a~ka makes it almost certain that Samacharadeva 

was a predecessor of ~a~ank.a. 

Thus from the foregoing discussion, it appears that 

Gopachandra, who probably founded the independent Kingdom, 
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must have flourished not later than the second quarter of 

the 6th Century A-D~ (within a generation of Vainyagupta, 

for as we have found above Haharaja Vijayasena was a 

vassal chief of both). Gn a modern estimate R.C.Hajumdar 

puts the total reign period of all the rulers of Vaflga-

S.amata~a( Gopachandra, Dharmaditya and Samecharadeva) to 

fifty years. They reigned possibly cetween 525 A· D. -

575 A.D. with the margin of a few years both at the begi-

nning and at the end. F'rom the epigraphic evidences, it 

appears that there was a free, strong and stable Government 

in Bengal which brought peace and prosperity to the people. 

Regarding the decline of the independent Kingdoms 

and the time when it took place nothing is known for certain. 

The circumstances responsible for the expiration of Sarna-

charadeva rs authority are unknown, but the Nahakuta pillar 

inscription 30 dated in the fifth year of the reign of the 

western Chalukya King .Ranavik.ranta (C. 601 - 602 A.D.) 

records that Klrtivarman I defeated the Kings of Vaflga, 

A~ga_} Kalinga, Va tt Lira and Nagadha. If it is true that the 

Chalukya King successfully invaded Va!Jga, it may have 

seriously affected the fortunes of Samacharadeva which 

ultimately led to the break up of the Kingdom of Vaflga3 1 • 



Before concluding the discussion on the few above mentioned 

rulers of Southeastern Bengal we have to bear in mind the 

existence of a few more rulers known from the gold coins 

issued by them and found mostly in different parts of 

eastern Bengal and sometimes along with the coins of 

ia6aflka and Samacharadeva. One of such type bears rude 

of Gupta coin of 'Archer type' and the name of the king 

possibly Prithuvira, Prithujavira or Prithuviraja31 ~ . . ~·----------

The legend of the second type of coin has been read as 

copy 

- - 31b Sudhanya or Sudhanyaditya • In the recent time the legend 

~udhanyaditya has been read as vasuvarman, possibly of the 

dynasty of the Khadgas3 1c 

Bhadra dynasty in Eastern Bengal 

On the basis of some sources of information we may 

probably assume that there flourished in Eastern Bengal 

some Kings whose names end in Bhadra. Hiuentsang states 

that £Ilbhadra, the famous Buddhist teacher who flourished 

in the first half of the 7th Century A.D. belonged to the 

Brahmanical royal family of Samatata32• ACcording to 

D. C. 5ircar33 •~Ilbhadra• is a Buddhist name of the 

Principal which he adopted at the time of conversion to 

Buddhism. Hence, it wouid be wrong to assume the existence 

31 



of the Brahmana royal family or Samatata ending in 
• 

bhadra. But as to the existence of the " bhadra" 

royal family it may, however be pointed out that 

in v. 868 of the Sanskrit text of the Maf)ju£rimulakalpa 

it is stated that there would be a King whose initial 

is Svada, but in the Tibetan Text of the same book the 

name is Rajabhadra. The family is placed before Gopala I 

of the pala dynasty. On the other hand Gopala I's. wife 

Deddadev1 is spoken of a Guhya Kapateh bhadreva bhadratmaja . 
in the Khalimpur plate of Dharmapala. According to Keilhorn, 

the above passage indicates that Deddadevl, the mother of 

Dharmapala, was the daughter of a Bhadra King34 • A. K. Haitra 

rejected the view on the ground that there was the reference 

only of a pura~ic mythology without having any historical 

basis35. But if we agree with the explanation, the expre-

ssion 'Bhadratmaja becomes redundant because to compare 

Deddadevl with Bhadra, wife of Kuvera, the expression 

Guhya Kapeti Bhadreva is sufficient. Hence, Keilhorn's 

explanation that Deddadevi was the daughter of one Bhadra 

King stands to reason36 • There is also reference to a 

vassal chief named Jyes~habhadra in the Nidhanpur copper 

plate of Bhaskaravarman37 • A vassal chief named Narayanabhadra 
·' 

is found in the Vappaghoshavata grant of Jayanaga38. 



From all these sources, it is evident that there 

existed a line of Kings in Eastern Bengal whose names 

ended with 'Bhadra 1 • But there is a possibility acco
/ 

ding to which the Bhadra Kings may be identified with 

the Khadgas of ~amatata39. N. K. Bhattasali remarks . . 
that tllabhadra was probably a Khadga •. But Bhattasali 

does not try to solve the difficulty arising out of 

Yuan-Chwang 1s statement that tllabhadra was a scion 

of the Brahmahical royal family while the Kha~gas were , 

professedly Buddhists40 • 

P.L.Paul41 was of opinion that the family was 

originally known as Khadga and when the name and fame 
• 

of ~Ilabhadra, a member of this family was fully 

established in the Buddhist world, the family came 

to be known as Bhadra and so Rajabhata has been des-
. fl' 

cribed as ~jabhadra in some 

no reference to this view in 

records. p. 1. Paul makes 
. 't2-

fvlW-vt..$Y">.v 
his later. In a recent 

1\·. 

article D. c. Sircar suggests that the Brahmana royal 

family to which ~llabhadra belonged might be the Rata 

1 f 
.
1 

42a roya am~ y • 

The most reasonable explanation is that the 

33 

Bhadra dynasty flourished in Samatata almost simultaneously 

with the Khadgas and Ratas • 
• 



The Dynasty of LOkanatha : 

Between Harsha's death, whiCh broke up his vast 

empire in Northern India and the rise of the K.hadga 
• 

dynasty in East Bengal, we come across another line 

of feudatory chiefs that came into the limelight of 

history with its dynastic title Natha. The earlier 

ruler of the dynasty appears to have acknowledged 

·suzerainty to some rulers mentioned in the Faridpur 

grant or to the Later Gupta dynasty of Hagadha 
43 • 

The Tippera copper plate grant of Lokanatha 

supplies us with the history of the Natha family of 

Samatata Trippera. The rulers are known to be the . 
followers of £aivism. The name of the first King whose 

name though not clear, but it ends Natha. He assumed 

34 

We do not know, however, when he asserted his independence. 

It is possible that he adopted defiant attitude towards 

any of the sovereigns of the Faridpur plates 44 , though 

we do not have any conclusive evidence in this regard. 

The second King of this dynasty was i rlna tha who 

was a hero and known in history for valour in battle. 
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But very little is known about him. His son Bhavanatha 

had religious bent of mind and gave up royalty in favour 

of his brother's sen whose name is not mentioned. The 

next King was Lokanatha, the donor of the grant. Lokanatha 

has been supposed to be a son of Bhavanatha's brother and~~ 

Bhavanatha. 

There is a controversy among scholars regarding the 

data of Tippera grant and the time of the rise of Lokanatha 

to prominence in history. The copper plate grant of 

Lokanatha bears a date. R. G. Basak read it as 44 at first. 

But just before the letters signifying 44 the word adhika 

occurs and D. R. Ehandarkar suggested the date as 144 while 

R. G. Basak revised hi~ earlier stand and read it as 344 and 

referred it as Gupta era, i.e. equivalent to 663 - 64 A. D. 

D. C. &ircar also is of the opinion that the Tippera record 

may be dated, on the basis cf palaeography, in the Gupta 

year 344 corresponding to 664 A. D. 46 

D. C. Sircar also believes that irldharanarat'' of tbe 
;, 

Kailan grant was more or less a contemporary of Lokanetha of 

the Tippera grant and cf the Khadga Kings 47. The inscription 
• 

cf Lokanatha and Kailan plate of ~ridharanarata fall in the 
• 

first half of the 7th Century A.D. 48 
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If we accept the above dating of the Tipperu plate, 

it may be held reasonably that Lokanatha was a feudatory 

of the Khadga dynasty and it is evident from the epigraphs 

of the Khadgas that Jatakhadga defeated his enemies and . 
Devakhadga had a member of feudal rulers under him. But 

• 

there is doubt among scholars wnether the Khadgas exercised . 
supremacy ever Lckanatha. According to D. C. Sircar, the 

Ratas of Sametata and the Khadgas cf vanga were originally . . 
feudatories cf tne Gauda King and they became semiindepen-. 
dent after Gauda had been temporarily subdued by the Kings 

oi Kanauj and Kamarupa in the second quarter of the 7th 

48a 
Century A.D. 

There are some information about the achievements 

of Lokanatha. It has been described that he was a very 

4'1 
able King and "his soldiers depended fer victory on their 

own swords and en the intelJect of his ministers 115°. He 

had a fine cavalry. It has been referred to in the verse 

7 that a large number of scld ie r~ of tbe _pararr,ount 

severeign (parameivara) wa::, seriously defeated in the 

battle, but it is not known for certain with whom the 

paramount fought and defeated. According to D. C. s ircar·, 

tne verses 7 to 9 of the Tippera grant indicate that 

Jayatungavarsha and Jivadharana were two refractory 



feudatories of the .Parameivara who was probably the ruler 

of 'Gauda' of wnom I.cko.nathe:. was a faithful subcrd inate. 

That Jayatungavarsa was defeated by Lekanatha en behalf 

cf his master who next sent him against Jlvadh~ra~a of 

the Rata family and that a~though Jlvadharana could not 
• 

be completely subdued, r~ had to placate Lokanatha and 

probably alsc the Param~svara by surrendering a territory 

and by the payment of a large sum of mcney or by an cffer 

of hi5 acceptance cf a subsidiary alliance with the 

para~esvara. 

There is a controversy amont;. scholars c:.s to who 
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was the Fara~esvara ? R. G. rlasak held that the Para6esvara 

of verse 7 and the 1nripa' Jlvadharana cf verse 9 cannot 

be the same person and we should not think that Jlvadharana 

was defeated in a conflict with LOkanatha. Regarding the 

identity cf Jayatungavarsha, it has been held by R.G.Basak 

that the ~s traku~a Kings of the Bed ie val ages used various 

birudas like avaloka, Tunga, Varsha and Vallabha. Fleet . 
informs us that other families also adopted those birudas 

as a result of r:Jatrimoniai alliances. He refers to cne 

Jaytungasiniha of Kama country, but he belonged to a later 

51 age • Dr. R. C. Majumdar regards Jayatungavarsha as a 

title ra tre r than a proper name 52• 



It may be suggested that Adityasena of the IP.ter 

Gupta dynasty appears to have been ruling over Eastern 

India after Harsla•s death. It is not unlikely that LOka
' 

natha who has been styled as nripa and Kumaramatya was a 

feudatory chief in East Bengal under Adityasena of Magadha. 

We come across 'Kumaramatya' which was a technically 

official title used during and after the Gupta period, 

not only with regard to ministers, but also with regard 

to feudatory chiefs.53 If we accept the hypothesis of the 

discontinuation of the rule of the imperial monarchs of 

the Faridpur plates in East Bengal during Harsha's reign 

or after his death, it is most likely that LOkanatha owed 

his allegiance to Adityasena and the parame§vara was 

Iokanatha's own liegelord54. D. C. Sircar holds that the 

Parame~vara was p.robably the imperial ruler of Gauda. 

Lokanatha has been described as Karana by caste. 

He was born of his mother named Gotradevl who was the 

daughter of Ke~ava mentioned as a para£ava by caste. The 

great grandfather and the grandfather of his mother are 

called dvijavarah and dvijasattamah respectively but his 
--------~· . 

mother's father is described as Para£ava. So we see that 

the first few ancestors (both paternal and maternal 
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of I.ok.anatha were Br~hmana. His maternal grandfather had not 
• 

been of pure Brihmana origin, since it may be inferred that 
• 

his Brahmana father married a £udra, his mother and he was, 

therefore, known to have been a Para£ava. The anuloma form 

of marriage in Hindu society was prevalent in the 7th Cent-
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ury A.D. as is evident from the fact that Banabatta's orthadox 
• • 

father Chitrabhanu of the orthodox Brahmana caste married a . 
£udra and had two sons Para£ava by caste~~We may now imagine 

that the social status of a Para£ava in the 7th Century A.D. 

was not at all low, otherwise Ke£ava could not have e~ercised 

the function of an army officer and held in high esteem. 

There is also reference to the age cf anarchy 

(mitsyanyana) in Bengal that took. place between the death cf 

Harsha and the rise of the .fiila Kingdcm in the 9th Century 

A.D. We do not find even a latent allusion to Buddhism although 

the Bala Kings themselves were Saugatas. From the account of 

the Chinese Pilgrim Hiuentsang, we learn that during this 

time he could find no sign of Buddhism in Kamarupc2~ we cannot 

possibly connect the plate with any of the Kamarupa Kings of 

that time. It is learnt that the ancestcrs of LOkanatha were 

devotees of iankara and that his Brahmana mahasamanta Pradosh-
• 

asarman (the grantee) wished to set up an image of Ananta-Narayana. 



The existence of Brahmanic influence in Eastern India at 
• 

the time can rightly be inferred also from the mention of 

the sacred fire, fC:!.Jran ic deities, Brahman as versed in the . . 
four Vedas in this inscription57. 

The Dynasty of the Ratas in Samatata 

It is possible to discern the history of a new 

dynasty styled as the Ra.tas, from the newly discovered 

Kailan copper plate from a village South-west of Camilla 

and 13 miles west of the ~lmai Railway Station58• The 

copper plate was issued in the eighth regnal year of King 

trldharana of Samatata or the Tippera-Noakhali region. of the 
• • 

south-east Bengal. The time of the grant may be determined 

by considering the Ralaeography as there is no mention of 
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any date of known era with the help the meticulous observation 

ot the letter of the Kailan inscription with those of the 

records of the time o~ £atanka, Lokanatha, Devakhadga and 
• • 

Rajaraja of the so called Khadga dynasty and the Fala King . 
Dharmapala show that ~ridharana ruled sometime between the 

days of ia6anka (600- 25 A.D.) and those of Dharmapala 
• 

(769- 315 A.D.) and that he was more or less of contemporary 

of Lokanatha of the Tippera grant and of the Khadga Kings • 
• 
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The inscriptions of the .Khadgas are now generally assigned 
• 

the end of the 7th ~nd the beginning of the 8th Century A.D. 

and I.okanatha's Tippera grant is usually assigned to the 

middle of the 7th Century A.D. 59 AS I.okana tha was a contem-

porary of iivadharana, the father of t>rldharanarata of the 

Rata dynasty, the Kailan grant of 5rldharana may be placed 
• 

rightly little later than the Tippera grant of LOkanatha. 

~o it would be judicious to place the grant on the ground 

of Palaeography to about the second half of the same century. 

It has been held by D.C.Sircar that it is reasonable to assign 

the reign of Jlvadharana•s son Srldharana roughly to the third . . 
6o or fourth quarter of the same Century • 

This copper plate grant of the feudatory King srldharana 

Rata who calls himself Samatateivara was issued from a place 

named Devaparvata. The adoration of God Hari in first verse 

of the grant indicates that the Ratas were devout Vaishnavas 

and the verse 13 of the grant declares Srldharana as a 

.Parama-Vaishnava. Two other members of the family were the 
• 

King's father Jlvadharana Rata and the Yuvaraja Baladharana 
• 

R8ta. The King Jlvadharana has been mentioned in the Tippera 

grant of Lokanatha. All these would show that Jlvadharana, 
• 

~ridharana & Baladharana belonged to the Rata dynasty61 
• 
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Reference has been made to Devaparvata, a provincial 

headquarter which is said to have been encircled by the river 

Kshlroda 11as if by a moat". ACcording to H. K. Bhattasali the 

river Kshlroda is the modern Khira or Khirna, a dried up river . 
course still traceable as branching off from the Gomati just 

west of the town of Camilla. It flows by the eastern side of 

the Hainamatf hills and skirts the southern end of the hills 

near Chandimura peak, where another branch of the river meets .. 
if flowing by the western side of the hill. The river thus 

surrounds the southern end of the Hainamati hills where the 

ancient hill fort Devaparvata seems to have been situated. 

irldharana Rata has been styled as Samatateivara but 

is not endowed with any other imperial titles. On the other 

hand the significant epithet 'Prapta-Fancha mahaiabda' bestowed 

on irldharana indicates nis feudatory position. Whatever may 

have been the significance of the feudatory title in regard 

to south east Bengal, there is no doubt that Srldharana was 

at least theoretically a feudatory of some other monarch, but 

in reality he enjoyed the power of a sovereign ruler. It seems 

that his adhirajya or sovereignty had probably reached to him 

from his father which is indicated in the passage in line 

'Pitrasvayam arpitadhirajyq'. It has been held from the 



absence of the name of the eve rlord in the charter that 

~rldharana was actually almost an independent ruler since 
• 

the days of his father Jlvadharana. We do not come across 

any earlier member of the BEta family other than Jlvadharana. 

King Jlvadharana is not endowed with an imperial title and 
• 

he is originally known as Samatatesvara and 'Pratap-opanata-

samanta-Chakra'. He was probably a semi-independent feudatory 

like his son Srldharana. Though the Ratas were defacto 

independent rulers dejure they acknowledged allegiance to an 

old and established imperial family for a considerably long 

period of time
62

• The position is comparable with that of the 

Nawabwazir of Oudh after the decline of the Iimurid imperial 

house of Delhi63 . 

There is no unanimity regarding the identity of the 

overlord of the Ratas. We should take into account the claim 

of ia(anka of Gaud a, that of Bhaskara--VarmG.na of Kamarupa and . 
that of the Kha~gas of the Vatlga country. ThG Kha~gas probably 

came to power in the first half of the 7th Century almost 

simultaneously with the BEtas and under the same political 

condition. It is assumed that the Batas and the Khadgas were . 
feudatories of a great power whose fall in the first half of 

.. 
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the 7th Century A.D. gave them opportunity to rise to power. 

It has been supfosed that the Ratas of Samatata and the 

Khadgas of Vanga were really feudatories of the Gauda King, 
• • 

but as noticed above, they began ruling semi-independently 

after Gauda had been temporarily defeated by the Kings of 
• 

Kanauj and Kamarupa in the second quar~er of the 7th Century 

A.n. 64 • It would appear from the foregoing discussion that 

the R8tas in Samatata and the Khadga Kings Deva-Khadga and . . . 
his son Rajaraja or Rajadhiraja all flourished about the 

second half of the 7th Century ~.n. 6 5 

King ~rldharana who was the follower of the Bhagavata 

form of Vaishnavism disliked the destruction of living beings 

which was not approved by the fastras and granted life to 

thousands of creatures. These probably suggest as.D.C.Sircar 

holds that the Vaishnava King was a verse to the slaughter 
• 

of animals in connection with the worship of deities66 • He 

was a poet and the composer of excellent sweet songs. We are 

unlucky as none of his writings come down to us. He was also 

/ -very learned in'5abdavidya (grammar and rsxicography) and in 

the other sciences and arts. Above all, King ~rldharana Rata 

is said to have been cordial to his subjects (Piteva palayita). 

His relation with the Yuvaraja who is styled as "Prapta-pancha

mahaiabcta-i rl-Baladhara~a- ra ta-Bha ttarakasya ,·, is not 
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definitely known. But from the references to his father and 

grandfather it may be inferred that he was the son of the 

reigning King. He is primarily held to be a student of 

iabdavidya and secondarily of the science of taming and 

managing elephants and horses. The love of the ~tas for 

grammar and lexicography seems to have been due to their 

love of literature. They were not only Patrons of learning 

but were learned men themselves. 67 

We come across from the grant that the Hahasandhi

vigrahik.a (minister for war and peace) Jayanatha approached 

King ~rldharana for the grant of a piece of land which he 

desired to dedicate to Bhagavat Tathagataratna (Buddha) or 

Ratnatraya (the Buddhist trinity of Buddha, Dharma and Samgha). 

He aiso wanted the worship of the Buddha, the reading and 

writing of Buddhist religious texts and the provision of 

food, clothing and others. His another purpose was to distribute 

lands among a number of learned Brahmanas for their performance 

of their p-a'ncrJamo.hajna. Srldharana was pleased to accept the 

prayer of Jayanatha and granted 25 Patek.as for distribution. 

The Ratas of Samatata cherished the spirit of religious 

toleration. ht a time when the Brahma9ical and Buddhist 
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Philosophers were bent upon refuting one another's views, 

the life of ordinary men appears to have been marked by 

absolute religious toleration and the Buddhist laymen 

68 
were gradually nearing absorption into Brahmanical society. 

The Khadga Dynasty of Vanga-Samatata 
• • 

A line of Kings belonging to the Khadga dynasty 
• 

seems to have cropped up in the political scene of East 

Bengal between the interval after Harsha's death and the 

rise of the pala dynasty of Bengal, i.e. the period between 

650 - 750 A.D. It is possible to cull information about 

the history of this dynasty somewhat definitely from the 

two copper plates discovered along with a Chaitya about 

80 years ago near a tank at AShrafpur about 30 miles north 

west of Dacca69. The third inscription of the dynasty. is 

engraved on a Sarvani image dedicated by Queen Prabhavatl 

discovered in or near a village called Deulbadi situated 

about 14 miles outh of Comilla in the district of Tippera7°. 

The date of the Khadga Kings of Samatata can only be 
• • 

determined by a study cf the Palaeography in the Ashrafpur 

plates 71 • There are divergences of opinion among scholars 
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about the date of the inscriptions. According to G.M.Iashkar 

who edited these plates, suggests on palaeographic conside-

rations that these the inscriptions may be dated to be 3th 

or 9th Century A.D. R.D.Banerjee assigned it to the 9th or 

10th Century A.n?3R. C. 1-iajumdar holds that the dynasty 

established its supremacy almost immediately after Harsha's 

time74. h. G. Basak also supports the view75 • N.K.Bhattasali 
·,,,_(N(f 

believes that the Khadga inscriptionsAbe assigned to the 
• 

beginning of the 8th Century A.~ 

The script of the Ashrafpur plates and the Deulbadi 
• 

image inscriptions bear close resemblance to those of the 

A~had inscription of Adityasena and Dec-Baranark inscription 

of Jivitagupta II of the later Gupta dynasty and Khalimpur 

plate. From a comparative study of the Khalimpur and 

Ashrafpur plates, it is evident that the scribe of latter 

was not an expert in his art like that of the former and the 

letters have not been so finely incised and nicely arranged. 

and that led ~erne scholars to assign it to 10th Century A.D. 

So from the comparative study of the above inscriptions, the 

ashrafpur plates may be rightly placed tc the latter half 

of the 7th and the beginning of the dth Century A.n.76 

The inscriptions of the Khadgas show that they ruled . 
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From the two AShrafpur copper plates of Devakhadga 

and Bajaraja respectively, we know the names of the Kings 

- -like Khadgodyama, Jatakhadga, Devnkhadga and Rajaraja. -· . . . 
The plate of Itajaraja mentions the name of Udirana Khadga . . 
as belonging to the royal family 73 • ~e ds not know anything 

about the predecessors of Khadgodyama and successors of 

Rajaraja. We are not in a position to say whether Udirana 

was an ancestor of Devakhadga79 • 
• 

The extent of the sway of these Kings is not known, 

but the absence of the titles of Paramount power such as 

'.Paramabhattaraka' .Paramefvara indicates that they were 

feudatory Kings. Kha~godyama is called 'nripadhiraja' in 
• 

the Deulbari inscription of this queen. We know that the 

Ratas who were 'Prapta- Panchamahafabda' , (i.e. feudatories) 

also refers to their •adhirajya' and •samanta Chakra'. 

Devakhadga's seal attached to the Ashrafpur grant doe.s not 

prove anything as we have records with seals of subordinate 

rulers (cf the Mallasarul grant). It would be judicious tc 

assume that the Khadgas were semi-independent feudatories 

like their contemporaries, the Ratas of Samatata. On the 

other hand the Ashrafpur grant of Rajaraja speaks of a piece 

of land previously granted by the 'Brihat Parames"vara' 
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(literally the great master) which appears tc indicate a 

l. ll . Bo monarch to whom they possibly owed their nomina a eglance • 

It appears that the extension of authority of Kamarupa rulers 

over south east Bengal did net last long. Its King Bhashkaravarman 

in alliance with Harsha undoubtedly achieved some victory 

over Gauda, but the authority seems to have ended with his 

I~ I 
death. It may be that the authority of Gauda which suffered 

a setback for a short time was re-established. There are 

evidences to shew that the Gaudas became powerful enough to 

32 repulse the later Guptas from Hagadha • The above consideration 

shows that they were the feudatories of the Gauda King but 

they star ted ruling seuii- independently after the temporary 

f~ll of the Gauda authority caused by the attack of the Kings 

of Kanauj and Kamarupa in the second quarter of the 7th 

93 Century A.D. 

The Khadgas were Buddhist and pursued a policy of 

toleration towards ether religions sects. The word -

nripadhiraja (overlord cf rulers) in the Sarvani image . . 
inscription ascribed to Khadgcdyama indicates that he for . 
the first time in his dynasty made successful attempt 

tc establish his sway in East Bengal. The second King 

Jatakha~ga, son of Khadgcdyama is described as " having 

annihilated his enemies by means of his prowess just as 
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wind destroys a straw, an elephant a number of horses". 

The third King Devakhadga who was the donor cf the grant . 
is stated in the image inscription as 1 danapati~ (as 

maker of donation) 1Jitarikhadgah (i.e. possessing a . . 
sword which could subdue his fees). The Kingdom of Deva-

khadga was marked by peace and happiness. He is said to 

have subdued his enemies and had under him a large number 

of feudatories. It appears that the Ratas ~riginally 

ruling in Sama ta ta, seem to have been defeated by the . 
Khadga King Devakhadga. The above con-clus icn may be made 

> 0 

from the information that Ashrafp.ur copper plate grants cf 

King Devakhadga were issued from the royal residence at 

Karmanta which may have been the capital of the Khadgas • . 
D. C. Sircar, however, on the authority cf the Kai1an. 

copper plate of iridharanarata of Samatata suggests that 
0 • 

about the middle of the seventh Century when the Khadgas 

were ruling the Dacca region of vanga, the Ratas were 

holding sway ever samatata and very soon Devakhadga subdued . . . 

84 
the Ratas and annexed Samatata • The rise cf the first 

King Khadgodyama in the first quarter of the 7th Century 

A.D. Coincides with the end cf the reign cf King Samacha-

radeva of Vanga Samata~a belonging to a Brahmanical family. 

The account cf Hiuentsang also corroborates the existence 

of a Brahmanical dynasty in Samatata. The Hahakuta pillar 



inscription35 of the western Chalukyan King Ranavik:ranta 

(C. 601 - 02 A.D.) records that Klrtivarman I defeated 

Kings of Vanga, Anga, Kalinga, va thlra and Nagadha. If 

it is true that the Chalukya King successfully invaded 

Vanga, it might have damaged the career of Samacharadeva 

36 which was soon taken advantage by Khadgodyama . The . 
chronology of the Khadga Kings as reconstructed by 

D. C. Sircar is as follows. Khadgodyama(615- 35),Jatak-

hadga (635 - 55), Devakhadga (655 - 75), Rajaraja or . . 

.~:_,;u 

The Chinese pilgrim It-Sing visited ~ · __ about 
I\ 

the last quarter of the 7th Century A.D. It is learnt 

from his description that fifty six Chinese Buddhist 

pilgrim came to India in the second half of the same 

century and one of them Sheng-Chi found Rajabhatta 
' c 

ruling over Samatata88 . Scholars are inclined to ide-. 
ntify Rajabha~a with King Rajaraja or Rajaraja~a~a, 

son of Devakhadga8~ It is apparent from the suggestion 

that according to I-Tsing, King Rajabhata of S.amatata 

was a great patron of Buddhism. More than 4ooo Buddhist 

monks are said to have been living in the capital of 

Samatata and enjoying royal patronage during his rule, 
• 
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though only a few years before Sheng-Chi and I-tsing, 

Hiuentsng found only 2000 .auddhist monks in Samatata . . 
R8jabhatta•s munificence towards the cause of Buddhism . . 
is apparent in his grant of land as a crown prince. 

Hence, there is no wonder that he would continue his 

charity even after coming to the throne90 . It is learnt 

from I-tsing that a certain Buddhist temple was situated 

40 Yojanas (about 240 miles) east of N~landa9 1 was 

originally founded by ~r1gupta, and when I-tsing visited 

the country the area formed a part cf the dominion of 

Devavarman, the King of eastern India92 . This Deva-varman 

has been identified with Devagupta of the Later Gupta 

dynasty of Magadha93 • It may be mentioned that the temple 

was undoubtedly situated in Halda (Pundravardhana), and .. 
not in Hagadha, the home territory of the later Guptas, 

which is placed by I-tsing in Hid India94 and not in 

Eastern India. Thus R. C. Majumdar holds that Devavarman 

may more reasonably be identified with Devakhadga95. nut 

others locate the China vihara some where about Halda 

district of Bengal and there is no proof of the extension 

of Khadga rule over the Malda region96 • 

The fact that the name of Khadga sounds un-Indian 
J 

and that a caste of that name can be traced in Nepal has 
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led B.. C. Hajumdar to presume that the Khadgas may be . 
identified with the Khadgas whose existence may be 

traced as early as the 14th Century A.D. and the dynasty 

of the Kha~gas came to east Bengal in the train of the 

Tibetans and the Nepalese invasions during the trouble-

some days that followed the death of Harshavardhana97. 

But it must be said that there is no proof to connect 

- 93 the Khadga dynasty with Nepal • 

The dynasty of the Khadgas is remembered for its 
• 

religious toleration. The Deulbadi 5arvani image inscr-

iption of D.:!va-Khadga's queen Prabriavati informs that 

she caused the image 5arvani to be covered with gold . 
leaves out of veneraion for the Goddess. The Khadgas were 

all devout Buddhists, but at the same time they did not 

feel it irreligious in any way to pay reverence to a 
SiLL*:" 

Goddess who must have belonged to the Brahman i cal . 
;, 

All these clearly show that we must revise our idea 

the Buddhists and the Hindus of ancient days as two 

communities shut up in watertight compartments99. 

of 

The circumstances that led to the decline of the 

Kha~gas after Rajabhatta are at present wrapped in . . 
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obscurity. very little is known regarding the state of 

Karmanta after the fall of the Khadgas by the Deulbadi , 

(Camilla) inscription100 • ACCording to the tradition 

recorded by the Tibetan monk Tarana th the Chandra dyn-

as ty was ruling in Vaflga as early as the middle of the 

7th Century A.D. and its last two rulers Govichandra 

and Lalitachandra reigned during the last part of the 

8th Century ~.D. It is probable that Govichandra sub-

dued the Khadgas and established the supremacy of the 

101 Chandra dynasty • On the other hand Hr. Phay ore has 

recorded another tradition according to which f1aha-t-

aing-tsandra who was the first king of the krakanese 

Chandra dynasty, ascended the throne in 733 A.D. If we 

accept the tradition it is possible that the Chandra 

dynasty supplanted the Khadgas in Eastern Bengal, and 
• 

in that case the descendants of Rajabhatta continued .. 
to reign for 100 years more in Karmanta and swept away 

by the Chandra Kings of Arakan by the end of the 3th 

102 Century A.D. 

On the basis of the statement of Taranatha, it 

may be inferred that Yafovarman invaded Vanga and it 

is, perhaps likely that the Vanga King opposing Yaio-

varman was a Kha~ga King Who possessed a strong army 

including elephant forces at his com1nand~o3 The people 
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had patriotic spirit and the victory of Yaiovarman broke 

the heart of the people of Vanga and made them extremely 

104 I unhappy • The supremacy of Ya~ovarman over Va~ga was 

however shortlived • 

.Again, the copper plate inscription of King .3ha-

vadeva of the Deva dynasty shows that the Khadgas could 

not retain tneir hold on the heart of the Samatata cou-

ntry for a long time and tl1a t they were driven cut by 

the De vas of Sarna ta ta some time about the beginning of 

the 3th Century A.D. The Khadga power in Va~ga collaps

sed as a result of the invasion of Yafovarman of Kanauj 

in the second quarter of the same Century A.D. 105 I t 

paved the way for the establishment of the power of 

Gopala sometime about the middle of the 8th Century 

A.D. It is not definitely known when exactly the Samatata 
• 

- 106 was annexed to the empire of the Falas • We know from 

sources how the Falas flourished first in Vanga 1?7 
According to Tibetan tradition Gcpala was originally King 

of Bhangala (i.e. Vangala) and later on he conquerred the 

the neighbouring Kingdom of Samatata103 • 
• 

The Deva Dynasty of Samatata 

e t f' ' 
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and Bhavadeva wnich have been excavated at ~alvan Vihara, 

unveil the history of a new dynasty called the Devas in 

~amatata107 • Two of these plates of King £ri Anantadeva 

and Bhavadeva have been fo.und in the talmai-Nainamat1 

ridge near Camilli of which one of the Mainamatl platas 

d d d t b d . h d110 is in bad con ition an coul no e eclp ere • 

At present we know very little about the four deva 

rulers. It appears from the Hainamatl plates that iri-ian-

tideva was the first ruler of the dynasty and of whom very 

1 1 1 little is known from other sources . It is evident from 

the ASiatic Society Plate of Bhavadeva that vlradeva was 

the first King of his time. The verse 2 of the Bhavadeva 

plate describes how King viradeva resembled Achyuta, i.e. 
\f\~V,VN 

I 

.. in the matter of subduing enemies. The next verse 

introduces as with Viradeva•s son Aanandadeva and his 

achievements have been described in verses 4 - 5. T h e 

verse 10 describes the achievements of King Bhavadeva who 

was the son and successor of ianandadeva. Many of the 

passages describing Xanandadeva and Bhavadeva cannot be 

decipher_:ed .r:;roperly. The _portion which have been decip-

112 hered do not offer any detail history of the dynasty • 

Thus from the three inscriptions we come across names of 
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four generation of rulers -

drl s'antideva 

iri vlrade va 

iri .Anandadeva 

j 113 Sri Bhavadeva-

The King Bhavadeva has been described as a Parama 

aaU£ata. An interesting epithat 1Abhinava-mriganka 1 which 

has been suggested by the ~egand •iri Abhinavamriga~ka' 

on the seal attached to the Bha vade va plate was probably 

Viruda of King Bhavadeva who issued the grant. ~11 the . 
Kings of the dynasty appears to have independent status 

which is evident from the imperial title of 'Paramefvara, 

Pararnabha t taraka, Haharaj adhiraj a I • 
• • 

It is very difficult to determine the date of the 

plates as none of the plates do clearly indicate the 

ruling tenure of the dynasty. D. C. Sircar holds that 

they may be placed, on the ground of palaeography to the 

114 3th Century ~.D. On the basis of careful comparison 
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of the character of the letters with those of the Tippera 

plate of Lokanatha 11 5, the Kailan plate of ir1dharanarata, 116 
• 



117 
tQe inscriptions of the Kha~ga Kings, the inscriptions of 

- 113 d h · · d. t S . t b 1. nf Dharmapala an 1s 1mme 1a e successor , 1 may e " -

erred that Bhavadeva grant may be placed to a date later 

than that of .Lokanatha, s'rldharanarata and the Khadga . . 
Kings Deva Khadga and Rajaraja. They all flourished in the . 
latter half of the 7th Century A.D. and Bhavadeva grant may 

be placed to a date of the early Falas. On the basis of the 

arguments of~. N. Chakraborty about the Development of 

the Bengali Alphabet11 9, the inscription of Bhavadeva which 

employs the third and fourth transitional forms of ci) the 

present inscription may be placed to a date later than the 

middle of the 9th Century A.D. But the theory is refuted on 

the ground that the Kailan grant of iridharana used the 

similar form of ci) but he belonged to the latter half of 

the 7th Century A.D. 120 

ACCording to F. A· Khan, the Devas flourished not 

long after the Khadgas and on the ground of close resem-. 
blance of the Hainamati plate scripts with the Later 

Gupta scripts, the De vas may be assigned to a time between 

the last part of the 7th and the middle of the 3th Centu

ries121. The 'imitation Gupta• gold coins issued by Kings 

of the Dava dynasty appear to be the 3th Century .t • • D. 

A. H. Dani holds that on Palaeographic ground the t1ainamati 



plates may be compared with the Khalimpur plate of Dharma-

- 122 t ld b pala • Thus en the basis of Falaeography, i wou e 

more reasonable to place the Bhavadeva plates to the 2nd 

half of the 8th Century and D.C.Sircar is inclined to 

sup port the view. 123 

Now a question naturally comes to our mind as to 

how did the dynasty capture political power and how long 

they asserted this h~ld. We know that the Khadgas of 

Va~ga with their headquarter in the present Dacca dist-

rict and the Ratas of Samatata with their headquarter at . 
Devaparvata owing allegiance to the King of Gauda, began 

to rule semi-independently wnen the power of Gauda decl-

ined as a result of the invasions of Harshavardhana of . 
Kanauj and Bhashkara varman cf Kacnaru_pa. It is learnt that 

the Ratas of ~amatata and the Khadgas of Va~ga asserted 

their independence in the second half of the 7th Century 

A.D. and shortly after that the heart of Samatata was 

captured by the Khadgas as is evident from the description 
• 

of the Chinese pilgrim I-tsing who found Samatata under . 
the rule of the Khadga dynasty. The Khadgas could but 

• • 

retain their hold for a long time as they were deiven out 

by the Devas sometime about the beginning of the 8th 

124 Century A.D. 
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It is not possible at present to determine the exact 

period of their rule and it seems that they were contempor-

aries of the early palas. The length of the reign of four 

Deva rulers cannot be ascertained definitely with the help 

of sources at our possession at present. ~ period of about 

50 to 60 years may tentatively be assigned to them and they 

might have ruled in South-Eastern Bengal during the time 

from 750 - Boo A.D. 125 

There is very little information available to us 

from the three copper plates to ascertain the extent of 

tbe empire of the Devas. He had probably headquarters in 

the Camilla region but appear to have beld sway over the 

Samatata (Noakhali - Tippera region) which have been in-
• 

dicated by the possession of Feranatana Vi~~ya mentioned 
\1 V.),-vO'-'<f-0~ 

also in the Ashrafpur plates of the Khadgas and the · .. _ -~ 

Guptinatana in &amatata found in the Kailan grant of 

i'r1dhara~c.rata. It has been suggested that Devaparavata 

was the Capital of the ruling family. T'he description of 

Devaparvata reminds us of similar description of the city 

in the Kailan grant of i'ridharc>.narc.ta, the King of Same:.tata . . 
The river Kshiroda encircled the city of Devaparvc.ta, acco-

ding to the Kailan inscription, is also mentioned in the 

present inscription as the holy river Kshlroda en the bank 



of which the city of Devaparvata way lying. We have come to 

know that the huge monastic establishment with a very large 

tank near .Kotila Hura site (in the Hainamati hills) which 

is called Inanda haje's palace apparently bears the name 

of the third ruler of the Deva dynasty 126 • Regarding the 

decline of the Deva dynasty, very little information have 

been supplied by the copper plate grant of Anantadeva and 

Bhava.deva. we are to depend completely en our assumption. 

It is learnt that the Khadga power collapsed as a result 

of the in vas ion of Yai'ovarman of Kana uj in the second q u-

arter of the 3th Century, thus paving the way fer the 

establishment of the power of Gopala I in va~ga about the 

middle of the dth Century A.D. ~e do not know definitely 

when actually Samatata was annexed tc rising empire of 
• 

the Balas, but it was possibly conquerred by Gopala I 127. 

It is now generally believed that Gopala I, the fcunder 

of the Fala dynasty consolidated his position ever the 

~hole of Bengal and his son and successor could not have 

carried on victorious campaigns upto Punjab unless he had 

inherited from his fc.ther at least the consolidated 

K . d f B - 123 d . 1ng om c enga1 • Accor 1ng to Tibetan source Gcpala I 

was originally the King of Bha~gala country no doubt indi-

.. 
eating Vanga and it may be Euggested that it was he who 
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conquerred the Samatata country defeating the Devas. So 

the conclusion is that the rule of the dynasty came to 

an end not long after the rule of Bhavadeva who issued 

the charter and the Samatata country passed to the Balas. 

The Dynasty of Kantideva in Harikela 

An inscription of Kantideva belonging to the 9th 

Century A.D. and discovered somewhere at Chittagong has 

brought tc light the history of a new dynasty in Hari

kela129. The inscription being edited by D.C.Bhattacharyya 

and J. N. Sikdar13° is not available to us and some hist-

orical facts have not been dealt here. D.C.Bhattacharyya 

and J.N.S.ikdar hold that the Cllittagong inscription may be 

d - f - 131 place earlier tnan the Ghosrawa inscription o Devapala. 

and the dynasty may be assigned to 750- 350 A.D. 132 . But 

the view has been rejected by R.C.Majumdar who on Palaeo-

graphic consideration has assigned the plate to the 9th 

133 Century A.D. D. C. Sircar Oll the other hand holds that 

on Palaeographic grounds the Chittagong plate may be placed 

to the 3th or the 9th Century A.D. 

The inscription informs us of three generations of 
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Buddhist family. the first name is Bhadradata or Bhadradatta. 
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He was a devout Buddhist and defeated his enemies. His 

son was Dhanadatta who was a Brahmanical Hindu though 

he is wrongly believed tc have been a Buddhist. He 

married Vindura ti who was a devotee of Siva. and a dau-

ghter of a great King. The issue of the marriage was 

Kantideva who has been styled as Paramasaugata, Para

meivara and Naharajadhiraja. It is possible as suggested 

by R. C. Naj umdar in his History of Ancient Bengal that 

he gave up his family surname Datta after possibly 

inheriting his maternal grandfather Bhavadeva's Kingdom 

of Devaparvata. It is evident that neither his father 

ncr his grandfather was a King and he might have inher-

i ted his throne from his rna te rnal grand father or carved 

out independent Kingdom for himself. Kantideva•s maternal 

grandfather has been identified with Bhavadeva of the 

ASiatic Society plate or with the latter's immediate 

successor and it appears that Kantideva was originally of 

a ruling family of liarikela or Sylhet region, but he 

inherited a big Kingdom in South-East Bengal from his 

134 maternal grandfather who was a ruler of Samatata. 

It has been learnt from the Kantideva •s plate that 

his Kingdom was situated in the South-Eastarn Bengal. 
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The charter was issued from the city of Vardrtac1anapura 

and addressed to the future, rulers cf Harikela mandala . . . 
The term Harikela mandala in the Kantideva plate has 

directed D.C. Bhattacharyya and J.N.5ikdar to think 

that he was only a local chief of a small territory 

(Nandala) which subsequently developed durin~ the supremacy .. 
of the Chandra dynasty and lent its name to the whole 

of East Bengal 135. But the above view has been refuted 

by R. C. Majumdar that mandala does not definitely denote 

a small territory. The term also denoted big Kingdom as 

1'6 evident from the ex~ression 'Gauda mandala ~ and . 
•varendrlmandala 11 37. Therefore, as F;.C.i,Jajumdar refers, 

the Harikela mandala may denote Southern and Eastern 

Bengal anc tnere is possibility of the conquest of 
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vardhamanapura by a Vaflga King. Itsing states that Harikela 

was the eastern limit of Eastern India139 . According to 

Chinese map rlarikela comprises the coastal region between 

S.amatata and Orissa. The Lexicogra_I;her Eernachandra is of 
• 

the opinion that rlarikela may Je identified witl1 vatJga]39 

In the Ma'nju:lrimulakalpa, Vat'lga, Samatata c.nd Harikela are 

mentioned as distinct localities 140 • According to two 

manuscripts preserved in the Dacca University Library, 

Harikela, a variant of Harikala is synonymous with .Sylhe t ]4 1 
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It may be assumed, therefore, that like many other 

geographical terms Harikela was used both in broader as 

a synonyaJ of Variga and in a shorter sense to denote 

various parts cf it. 

·rhe Kingdom ever which Kantideva ruled must be 

located in va~ga though its exact position is difficult 

to determine. Another name 111hat is found in the Kantideva 

grant is vardhamanapura, a 111ell known city in West Bengal 
--------· 

which gave the name vardhamanabhukti tc a territorial-

division in West Bengal. 

Thus it is evident ffom the above information, as 

suggested by R. c. t1ajumdar, that Kantideva was probably 

the ruler of Vanga and had ccnquerred a portion of West 

Bengal right uptc Burdwan. Of course this is a tentative 

theory based on insufficient data available at present. 

There is nc doubt that Vardhamanapura was probably the 

capital. of Kantideva and it was situated somewhere in 

the eastern and 5outh-E~stern Bengal, althoubn, it is 

sometimes suggested, without any justification whatsoever 

that it is no ether than the present Burdwan in South 

West Bengal. 

Now regarding the decline of the dynasty very little 

_! -- .J:'I_ ---- .J....: - -- 1-- -- 1-. -- ~ 1.:_-J L.~- ------------,c-o __ _ 1 ,_ -I_ ., , 



have to depend purely on assumption. i-'ccordint::; to D. C. 

Sircar, after the rule of the Deva dynasty, its dominion 

passed to the Chandras about the end of the 9th Century 

A.D. It is known from sources that the Chandras of 

Rohitagiri, establishing themselves in Chandradvlpa in 

the Buckerganj region of Southern Bengal, flourished 

about the middle of the 10th Century A.D. Its first King 

Trailokyachandra claimed to be the mainstay of the fort

une of the .King of Harikeia, that is to say, a feudatory 

of Harikela King. Trailokyachandra•s description as 

" adharo - Harikela-raja-Kakuda-cchatra-smitanarn-i'riyadi I 

may be compared with 'Va~gi-Chalukya-rajyamula-Stambha' 
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an epithet of the feudatories of the Eastern Chalukyas 142 • 

It may be assumed that Trailokyachandra was a 

feudatory of the dynasty of Harikela Kings represented by 

Kantideva. whether this overlord was Kantideva or one of 

his immediate successor cannot be definitely determined. 

It is well known that his son irichandra who was called 

(Parames'vara, Paramabha~~araka Harllirajadhiraja, ruled 

over wide region of East Bengal including Vikramapura 

region as an independent King. Thus the Harikela Kingdom 

possibly including Va~ga and Samatata or at least a major 



part of it passed to the Chandras
143 • So it may be assumed 

that the power of the dynasty of Kantideva of Harikela 

collapsed as a result of the upheaval of the power of the 

Chandras in Vaflga-Samatata • 
• 

mdependent Kingdom of Jayan~ga of Gauda 

The death of iafanka was followed by the great 

political disaster in Gau~a. It, not only, shattered 

ialanka' s drear:1 of stable Gau~a empire, but also his 

Kingdom along with the Capital City Karna-~uvarna passed . . 
into the hands of .3haskaravarman, the King of Kamarupa. 
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The factors leading to the downfall are not known and very 

few facts of this dark period are available to us from 

different sources. From the accounts of Hiuen-tsang, we 

come across four Kingdoms in Bengal prope'r(Pundravardhana, 

Karnasuvarna, Samatata and T~mralipti) 144 • But the silence . . . 
of Hiuen-tsand about the political condition and the ruling 

Kings of these Kingdoms, though he mentioned the Capital of 

each of these Kingdoms, has ·led some scholars to think that 

the Kingdoms passed into the hands of Harshavardhana. The 

view has been rejected by some scholars 145. But R. G. Basak 



repeated the satne c..nd improved upon it by saying that 

these countries passed into tne nands of Harsha and 

Bhaskaravarman 146 • But is probable that the death of 

dalaflka del inked the North and West Bengal and within 

a few years both these Kingdoms were usurped by ahas-

karavarman and it has been confirmed by the fact that 

he made a grant from Karna-Suvarna, the Capitai of 

Gauda147. This may probably be confirmed by Beal•s 
• 

- . 148 
account on the life of Hiuen-tsana. 

Hence from the sources avaLi..able to us, it may 

be inferred that the death of ialaflka was marked by 

the disruption and disintegration of the empire and 

different petty States asserted their independence as 

a consequence of the absence of strong authority in 

Centre and that offered opportunity to Bhaskarvarman 

and Harsha to swoop down upon the region and control 

it. The political chaos of this region has been desc-

ribed, to some extent, to the 3uddhist worK. 'hrya-ma-

·nj us" ri-mulakalpa 1 • It has been stated, ".A.fte r the death 

of Soma, the Gauda Political ~ystem (Gau~a-tantra) was 

reduced to mutua~ distrust, raised weapons and mutual 
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Jealousy - one King for a week another for a month .; 

then a republican constitution - such will be the daily 

(condition) o,f the country on the bank of the Ganges 

where houses were built·on the ruins of monasteries. 

Thereafter Soma's (iafanka 1 s) sofi Mlnava will last for 

. 149 
8 months 5t days". 

The Xrya-manjuirl-mulakalpa in the following 

passage refers to a King Jayanaga of Gauda. K.P.Jayaswal 
• 

to be the name of the King and regards·him as belonging 

to the Bharafiva dynasty 151• ACcording to R. G. Basak, 

it will not be out of place to connect iala~ka with 

another King of Karnasuvarna named Jayanaga whose Vappa-. . 
152 . 

ghoshavata grant was published by Barnet • The epigraph, 
• 

written in the character of the wellformed upright Gupta 

type prevailing in the later half of the 6th Century A.D 

informs that Jayanaga came into prominence in the second 

half of the 6th Century A.D. The title Haharajadhiraja 

assumed by Jayanaga of the Vappaghosavata grant indicates 

that Jayanaga was an indep~ndent King.He was also styled 

as Paramabhagavata. The seal of the plate contains in an 
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effaced condition the standing figure of Lakshmi or 

Sri with two elephants making Kumbhabhisheka. But 

in the Halijutrlmulakalpa, we find a clear mention 

not only of a Gauda King of the name of Jayanaga 
. . 

ruling at such a time, but also the name of a city 

called Udumbara over which Jayanaga's Samanta Nara-

yana bhadra was administering. It has been stated 
• 

in the work that there was a Gaud a King whose name began 
• 

with 1Jaya 1 and ended with 'Naga•. It is obvious that 

Jayanaga referred to in the Vappaghoshavata as ruling 
f • 

Karnasuvarna, is described as a Gauda King in this 

Buddhist treatise just as ia/anka is described by the 

Chinese traveller as King of Karnasuvarna. They have, 
• • 

both, been at the same time described by Bana and the 

author of the Buddhist work as a King of Gauda. 153 The 
0 

date of Jayanaga cannot be ascertained with precision, 

but judging from his coins and inscription~ he may be 

154 placed within the period from 550 - 650 A.D. The 

alphabets of the inscriptions seem to be earlier than 

·' those used in the Ganjam plate of l~dhavaraja of 619 A.D. 

and in the Nidhanpur plate of Bhaskaravarma.n. 155 on the 
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basis of the tradition recorded in the lrya-mar(julri-mulakalpa, 
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we may assume that when the anarchy and confusion caused 

by the in vas ion of Bhas kara varman ended and the· attempt 

of a son of iaianka to ascend the throne ended in vein, 
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the Kingdom passed into the hands of Jayanaga. According 

to R.G.BasaK, the Ha"f]'jufri. mulakalpa makes Jayanaga almost 

a successor of ~a/anka, but in our opinion, he and his son 

preceded iafanka as Kings of Karnasuvarna
156 . But Basak . . 

gives no reason and in absence of more reliable sources of 

information, it is better to accept the tradition recorded 

in the Buddhist work. BasaK refers to a son of Jayanaga,but 

.Arya-maD'jui'rimulakalpa refers to a son o.f ialanka and not of 

Jayanaga. It is just possible that Jayanaga ruled after the 

death of iaianka and before the conquest of Karnasuvarna by . . 
Bhaskaravarman. It is difficult to say anything ~efinitely 

on the chronological position of these two Kings from Palae-

ographical consideration as the inter~al between them appears 

to be very short 157• We may glean some information about 

-Jayanaga from some coins which closely resembles that of 

ialanka. The co ins bear 9n the obverse the abb re via ted nal!le 

'Jaya• and on the reverse a seated I.akshwl with an elephant 

sprinkling water on her158 . S.ome of the places referred in 

the Vappaghoshavata grant have been identified differently 
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by different s.c.holars. Karr:asuvari)a, the ancient Capital 

of Gaud a has been identified by H. Beveridge with . 
Rangama ti near Hurshidabad 159. On the bas is of the ob-se-

• 

rvatiqn of s. K. Chatterjee, Lionel D. Barnett identifies 

. the following places. The ~nginika of the inscription 

seems to be the river Jalangl, a branch of the Padma 

or the Ganges which unites with Bhagirathl near Nadiya. 

Vappaghoshavata would be li~ely village name in Southern 

Mgrshidabad and Nadiya where there was much cattle 

breedirig160 • So it is confirmed from the above that he 

ruled over Birbhum and Murshidabad district, but the. 

extent of his Kingdom or any other detail of his reign 

is not known to us. 
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We know nothing about any other member of the royal 

family and what happened after the downfall of Jayanaga • 

We know only that there was political chaos and confusion 

in Eastern India for more than a Century after that caused 

by the death of Harsha, the usurpation of his Kingdom by 

his minister and the strange military adventures of the 

Chinese envoy Wang-Hiue_n-tse:..· 
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C h a p t e r III 

Political History from 10th Century A. D. to 

11th Century A. D. 

The glory and brilliance of the Bala empire which 

reached· its Zenith during the rule of bevapala whose 

suzerainty was acknowledged over a considerable part of 

Northern India from Karnarupa to the territories of the 

Huna- Kambojas, perhaps even to the southern most • 

extremity of India, did not last long. The rule of his 

successors Vigrahapala, Naraya~apala, Rajyapala, Gopala II 

and Vigrahapala II comprising the period from C 847 A.D. -

C 977 A.D. was marked by the steady decline and disinte-

gra tion of the PB:la e!!lp ire c..nd the ad vanta5e was taken 

ever by the Fila ch1eftains who unfurled the flag. of 

independence in different parts of Ben6al in view of the 

decadance of the f8la empire, the pace of which was infact 

hastened during the reign of .Narayanapala. The R.astrakul:'a 
' 

Kings Amogha varsha and Krishna III also succeeded. in . . 
defeating the power of Gau~a, Vai'Jga, .hi'Jga and Hagadnal.. 

The decline of the Gurjara - Pratihara empire also 

provided opportunity to the powers like the Kalachuris and 

the Chandellas to rise to power which upset the po~itic~l 



stability of Northern India. The .Falas had to bear the 

brunt of the attack and almost reeled beneath the sta-

2 ggering blows of these and other powers • The Chandella 

King Yaiovarman appears to have made successful attack 

against the Gau9as3 and his son Dha~ga claims to have 

imprisoned the queens of na~ha and Anga
4. Though the 

claims are sorfletimes exaggerated, there reL1ains little 

doubt in our mind about the weakness and helplessness 

of the .P5.la authority resulting in the emergence of 

several minor independent dynasties in different parts 

of Bengal. 

The Kambojas 

~ 
The Kamboja usurpation was the first blow to the 

.Pal a empire which led them to give up their held upon .. 
their paternal territory of varendri and i-c gave the 

Kambojas t.t1e opportunity to assume the title of Gaudapati, . 
the position which wa~ held by the .Pala emperors for sev-

eral generations as indications of their paramount authority. 

Now question naturally comes to our wind. Firstly, 

who were the Kambojas? Secondly, Hew did chey come intc 

prominence ? In the inscriptions of 1\,(_scka 
.n , a Kamboja 



country is mentioned along with 'Yona 1 which lay on the 

North-Western frontier of .India. The Kambojas were men-

ticned with the Yavanas and they spoke a lc~nguage partly 

Indo - Aryan and partly Iranian5. Their country had great 

reputation for horses to which the.re are allusions in the 

Mahabharata and in the Buddhist literature. This reputa-

tion must have reached even far off Eastern India as is 
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evident from the references to the Kamboja horses ·Of Deva-

pala in his Hongy r and Nalanda grants. The con text of the 

passage where it occurs as well as its association with 

horses would seem to indicate that the composer of the ... 

inscription was referring to the Kambojas who are coupled 

with the Gandharas and placed somewhere near Afgapisthan6 . 

N. G. Maj urndar has .ijOinted 11 If hors_es could be brought 
I 

to Bengal from the North-Western frontier of India during 

the Fala~period, it is not unreasonable to suppose that 

for trade and other purposes, some advanturers co~ld also 

have found their \rJay into their province 117. According to 

Foucher, Nepalese tradition applied the name Kamboja-deia 

. 8 
~ . to Tibet • It has been supposed by R. p, Chanda that the 

Kamboja Gau~apati probably came from Tibet, Bhutan or some 

other Himalayan country at the head of a Mongolian horde 

who are now represented by Koch and the Faliyas of Northern 



- , h- q 
Bengal, also kqown as Raj abaLJs o$. • 

In the Tibetan work 1 .Pag-sam-jon-Zang 1 there are 

references to both the Kambojas and eastern one is 

identified as hailing Lusai Hill tract between Burma 

10 d and Bengal • But the work is of later time an there 

is nothing to show of the existence of the dynasty in 

the North-Eastern frontier in the 10th Century A.D. It 

is likely that there was a Gandhara and possibly also 

a Kc.mboja as well on the North-Eastern fr,~ntier of India 

near the regions known as Yunnan and Szecnwan". 

It is known that these conquerers of North Bengal 

might have come from that direction. 'The history of the 

Brahmaputra Valley~ tells us more than one ?1ongoloid 

invasions on its North-Eastern frontier and the extension 

of the power of some of these ccnquerers to the West 

-=,..;_·:; beyond the Karatoya was not impossible. The Nidhanpur 

copper plate supplies us with the information of the 

conque·st of part of North Bengal by the Kamarupa King 

, .. ~~ ·Bhas kara varman 12 • 

.. 

It is evident from some sources that the 'I'ibetan 

Kings like Khrisrong-Idebtsan (C 755 A.D. - C 797 A.D) 



invaded India and Hutigbtsanpo (C 804 A.D. - C 815 A.D) 

defeated Dharmapala and Ral-pa-chan possioly advanced 

- - 13 as far as Gangasagara • 

One Kamboja cla~ had shown a spirit of rest-

lessness against the neighbour during the reign of De-

38 

vapala who defeated and crushed their power for sometime. 

But the lessen was forgotten during the decadance of the 

Fala authority and the Kambojas entering North Bengal 

found themselves strong enough to proclaim the mastery 

of Gauda 14 • 
• 

Mahipala in his copper plate grant claims to have 

recovered the territory occupied by some intruders from 

'i 
his forefathers. This paternal terri tory ( ::ajyam pi tram) 

has been identified by some scholars on the strength of 

the evidence of Sandhyakara Nandi who describes varendri 

as Janaka- Bhu in his Ramacharita15. But North Bengal 

was under the control of the Balas not of the Kambojas 

at that time • ..Again, the ancestral homeland of the Balas 

was Vail gala not North Bengal. It is known that the 

Kambojas during the rule of Hahipala I (C 977 A.D. -

C 1027 A.D) were ruling over a small principality of 



of South - Western Bengal and it is not known whether 

Mahipala supplanted them from that region as there are 

some evidences to show of their rule in the South- hieS-

tern Bengal after- him. Two images erected during the 

3rd or 4th regnal year of Mahlpala have been found in 

Baghaura and Narayanapur villages in the district of . 
Camilla lying within the territory of the Chandras. 

S.o it may be inferred that Hahipala probably succeeded 

in forcing the Chandras to acknowledge his suzerainty. 

The contemporary Chandra King La~aha Chandra might 

have gone on pilgrimage to Prayaga and Varanasl crossing 

the territory of Mahlp~la I as subservien~ally 16 . 

The Dinajpur plate of records the construct ion of 

a iiva temple by afKing of Gau~a of the Kamboja family. 

There .are differences of opinion among scholars about 

the meaning of the compound Kunjaraghatavarshena inscribed 

in it 
17. Rajendralal Mitra refers it to a Chronogram in 

~ 13 the sense of ~aka 383 (966 .A. D) 11 • Bhandarkar considers 

it as an adjunct to the subject 'Gaudapati' meaning ''he . 
who pours with an array of elephants 111 9. This compound 

may also be taken to imply that the Gauda;~:a t i is very 

fortunate and rich, being sprinkled with the water from 

the - 20 pots held by Lakshmi 1 s elephants. 



There is no unanimity of opinion among scholars 

about the date of the inscription. According to R.P. 

Chanda, the editor of the Dinajpur pillar inscription, 

this plate is to be placed from palaeographic conside~ 

rations between the Badal pillar inscript-ion and the 

Deopara pra£asti of Vijayasena and more accurately 

21 between rlangad plate or in the 10th Century A.D . 
• 

There are some evidences in support of the view 

that the Kambojas flourished in the North Bengal or 

varendrl in the early part of the 10th Century ~.D. 

The .Pafchimbhag copper plate of irichsndrr:.. informs us 

of the attack of the city by Trailokyachandra in ab6ut 

f 
C 920 A.D, by the Gau~apati Kunjaraghatavarsha. So it 

r•.J 

may be assumed that Kunjaraghatavarsha might have flo-. 
urished in North Bengal sometime about C 915 A.D. -

The discovery of a copper plate at Irda23 enables 

us to form a correct estimate of the nature and effect 

of the Kamboja usurpation. 1'he Irda plate issued by 

i'Jayapala belonesing to the family of Rajyar~ala is of 

90 
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great historical importance. Rajyapala has been described 

as SaL~ata while his son and successor Narayanapala has . 
been described as a devotee of Vasudeva. 'They all assu-

med the full imperial titles like Parameivare.,Paramabha-

ttaraka and Naharajadhiraja. ·rhe Irda plate records the . . 
grant of land in the Dandabhuktimandala within the . . . . 
vardhaulanabhukti 24 • Dandabhukti has been rightly identi-

fied by .h.D.Janerjee with Hidnapore and 3alasore .. dis tri-

cts 25. The Kamboja King of L~uda of the Dinajpur plate . 
and the princes of the Irda plate represent one and the 

same family. From this source, it is evident that the 

Kambojas seized not only North Bengal, but also the 

South-Western portion of the province inc:·.ud ing the Var-

dh~manabhukti. The» had their Capital at Priyangu which 
' 

is still unidentified. 26 

The Kambojas succeeded in Bengal due to several 

factors. It may be due to the possible superiority in 

the use of horse in battle. Gn the other hand, the 

Chandra and FB.la Kings were Buddhists while the Karnbojas 

were generally held to be the devotee of Hindu Gods Vishnu 

and iiva. Probably the Buddhist creed, prcfessed by the 

palas and the Chandras, was declining in C:e.uda where the 
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Kambojas might have been welcomed in consideration of 

-h l l' 0 27 their attachment to Bra manica re lglon . . 

It has been explained that the Kambcja usurpation 

of the 10th Century J....D. was a revolt of<-- feudal ch.ief 

of high official and R. C.Haj umdar holds 11 it is not necG-

ssary to presume an invasion of the Kamboja tribe as is 

gene rally done 11 • That the enrolment of the foreigners 

in the service of the Balas is proved by the existencG of 

officials like Halava-Khat'a-Huna-Kulika-Karnata in the 

service of the .P8las •. The Kambojas might have been 

employed in the military service and raised their heads 

at an opportune movement as Divya did in later time. It 

may b.e mentioned in thi.s connection that the Abyssynian 
{/ 
I 

chiefs in the 15th Century usurped the throne of Bengal. 

On the ~hole as R.C.Majumdar points out 11 we must admit 

tq~t the rule of a Kamboja chief in Bengal may indicate, 

equally well, either an invasion of Bengal by the 

Kamboja tribe or the successful revolt oi local chief 

or official in Bengal belonging to that tribe"· 2·3 

Regarding the decline c f the Kamboj as we have very 

little evidence with us. It is probable that Rajyapala, 
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the son and successor of Narayan&pala, succeeded in . 
recovering Varendri or North Bengal from the clutches 

of the Kambojas. It is also evident froru the inscrip-

tion of Rajyapala dis covered somewhere in the .R.ajasahi 

district that Rajyapala pulled out the KaJJbojas from 

North Bengal. On the other hand, the Kc.mboja Kings 

succeeded by Kwnjaraghatavar-sha, did not claim to be 

Gaudeivara though the comtemporary Kamarupa King .Ratn-
• 

apala described Rajyapala as the lord cf Gaud a. The . 
Kam~upa King claims to have defeated the Gaudapati . 
hajyapala near the river Ga~ga. 29 hgain the Bhaturiya 

inscription of Rajyapala represents him as a vanquisher 

of many enemies 11 includinc the Chinas anc1 in Indian tra-

d it ion China often me.ans 'I'ibe t and Hahachina China 11 .30 

The China enemies of Rajyap8la were none but the Karnbcja 

enemies of Devapala3oa. 

It has been a tendency ~mcng scholars to identify 

the Rajyapala both cf the Pala dynasty and of the Irda 

plate of the Kambojas en several grounds. Firstly, both 

bear the same name and both had their queen named 3hagyadevl 

and the Kamboja rulers Itejya.pala, Narayanapala and Nayapala . 
appear tc have assumed the names of their Fila name-sakes. 
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But the identification en this bas is seem~. to be 

baseless. This kind of borrowed names would appear 

to suggest intermarriages between the two families. 

The case of Kamboja Rajyapala and his queen Bhagya-

devi both having the names of the pala King Rajyap'ala 

reminds us of the Kamarur~a King Samudravarman and his 

queen Dattadevi having borrowed the names of the Gupta 

emperor :;).amudragupta and his queen Da ttade vi. Samudra 

varman was named after his father•s overlord or his 

maternal grandfather . .A similar relc:,tionship might have 

existed between Kamboja Rajyapala and P~la Rajyapala. 

Thus the Kamboja Kings of Priya~ga might have been sub-

ordinate - of the Balas inspite of their imperial titles.3 1 

Secondly, both are mentioned as Paramasauga ta and both 
If 
' 

assumed the same imperial titles. But the argument 

against--this is that the assumption cf similar titles cannot 

iQ any way prove the identification. The Chandra rulers cf 

South-Eastern Bengal also took s il.iJilar titles. Thirdly, 

a mother's tribal name is sometimes applied to the name 

of her children and 'Kambcja- Vam/a- tilaka' has been 

taken to mean that the mother of the .P8.la Rajyapala be len-

ged to a Kamboja family. But we de not have any reference 

to any matrimonial connection with the Kamoojas3 2 and hence 
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+>o-~ 
D. c. Sircar•s theor·y thut fi.ajyapala was connected with ,, 
the Kambcjas through his mother's side cannot be accepted 

without any positive evidence. un the other hand, Rajyapala 

of this record has the epithet 'Kamboja-Va~ia-tilaka 

(as ornament of the Kambcja clan). In the Ramacharita cf 

aandhyakara .Nandl, the .Palas are styled to have descended 

from the 1Sam~drakula 1 and in the Kamauli grant they are 

represented as belongine:, to solar race. But nowhere the 

Kamboja origin has been attributed to the Fa las. The son & 

successor of Rajyapala of the Fala dynasty was Gopala II 

whose name appears in the Bangad, lmgachi and J:Ianahali . 
plates. The Kings Narayanapala and Nayapala are the sons . 
and successors of the Kamboja Rajyapaia. In case the Balas 

"-are proved to be ioentical with the Kambojas, there would 

then be no necessary fer assuming that in the 10th Century 

A.D. a part of the Pala territory was lost to the Kambcjas. 

But it has not been unanimously accepted by scholars.33 

The Chandra dynasty of South-Eastern Bengal 

During the period of Pala decline seyeral semi-

independent powers came into prominence in Bengal. The 

most important among them were the Chandras and the varmans. 



The history of the Chandras was not fully known to us 

owing to the dearth of source materials. The three 

copper plates recently excavated from Hainamati( two 

of Iadahachandra and one of Govindachandra), the Dacca 
• 

copper plate of Kalya~achandra and the p.a/chimbhag copper 

/ -
plate of Srichandra have brought to light the continuous 

rule of this dynasty spreading over a period of about a 

Century and a quarter. We are now able to ascertain the 

correct genea~logy and correct order of succession of the 

Chandra rulers. Incidentally after the discovery of image 

inscription of Govindachandra34 and Mainamatl plates of 

Ladaha-chandra35, it has been now possible to connect them 
• 

with the Chandra dynasty. 

f 
I 

With the help of the newly discovered copper plates 

H D ·36 f i h d A •• an1 urn s e the genea~logical list of the Chandra 

dynasty as follows : 

Purnachandra . 
S uvirnachandra . 
Traflokyachandra 

~ _I 
Sri Chandra 

Ka{yanachand ra 
0 

/_ 
Iadahachandra 

• 

Govindachandra .. 
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we are also able to assign the maximum reigning period 

/ - 3 of Kings right from Srichandra as follows : 7 

"Sri Chandra : 46 Years (cf Hadanpur plate) 

Ka}yanachandra : 24 Years (cf Dacca ~late) , 

Ladahachandra : 18 Years (cf Bharella image inscripticn.) . ', 

Govindachandra: 23 Years (cf Faikpara image inscrifticn.) 

We are, thus, able to establish a continuous rule 

of tbe dynasty of about one hundred and fifty yearsJif 

we assign the reign period of 25 years to Trailokya-

Chandra who is seemed to be the first sovereign of the 

dynasty. The Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra Chela 

informs us that on~ Gcvindachandra, undoubtedly the 
I 

Govindachandra of the Chandra dynasty, had been ruling 

in C 1d21 - 24 A.D. The Tirumalai inscription38 also 

informs us that Mahipala I of the pala dynasty, defeated 

by RBjendrachola of the Chola dynasty, was a contemporary 

of Govindachandra. l'he evidence of i'abdap:radlpa, a medical 

treatise, VJould be of much help cf us in this respect. 'I' he 

author's father Bhadr/svara and Bhadrlsvnra•s father 

Devagana were serving during the reigns cf King Ramc,pala and 

Govindachandra respectively. 39 Hence there was probably a 



a gap of one generation between Govindach2ndra and the 

pala ruler Ramapala. If the calculaticn is accepted, 

then 1 t appears that the years 1021 - 24 rnay be pla-

ced at the beginning of the reign cf Govindachandra & 

thus the reign period of Govindachandra may be assigned 

between 1020 - 30 A.D. and counting backward it appears 

that King ladahachandra ruled in the period from 1000 -. 
1020 A.D, Kalyi9chandra from 975 - 1000 A.D, irlchandra 

from 930 - 975 A.D. and Trailckyachandra who raised his 

position from a feudatory to independent King, may be 

placed between 900- 930 A.D. 40 On the ~ther hand, the 

Dacca plate of Kalyatwclle.ndra informs that irlchandra . 
helped Gcpala II, the Fala King in regaining power. It 

~ . 

has been stated in' lines 16 - 17 of the Dacca plate:-

.. ,, 
Pri thvlpala - bhya - Pramarjana· - Vidhavardrh Ka thorakamc.. . --~·--------

GOvardhanonmathane mahotsava - Guru - Gopala Samropane~ 1 

Gop~la II might have ruled from 952 - 969 ~~D. and 

~ -
~richandra mi~ht have ruled almost contem;oraneously. 

The dating of the Chandra rulers with the help cf sources 

mentioned above is also s~ppcrted by the Balaeography. 

Thus the reigning period may be placed to the 10th and 

the 11th Centuries A.D. The ccmparative study of the 



Falaeography of Ramapala grant of drichandra with those 

of the Bhagalpur plate of - - - 42 - d Narayanapala , Banga 
• 

grant 

Hahlpala I of the end of the 10th and the early 11th 

Cemtury, the Velava grant of Bhojavar~an of the 11th 

and early 12th Century .A.D. had ft.ed R..D • .dtme rjee to 

conclude that the Belava grant of Bhojavarman was sligh

tly earlier than the Ramapala grant of irlchandra which 

is earlier than the Bangad grant of Hahi.pala and the . 
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Ramapala grant of irichandra is either contemporary or 

slightly later than the Bhagalpur grant of Harayanapala 43 . . 
Thus we may reasonably conclude that Chandra dynasty 

flourished in the South-Eastern Bengal in the beginning 

of 10th Century E.D. and it lasted upto the middle of the 

11th Century A.D. r 

It has been supposed that the Chandras of South-Eastern 

Bengal were probably connected with the Chandras of irakan. 

According to Burmese Chronicles, the Shans invaded Arakan 

in the 1Oth Century .A. D. and North nre.ken was conquered 

by the Burmese King Aniruddha. It has beer: inferred that the 

Chandra King were ousted by the Burmese King and a branch of 

them settled at Pattikera (Tippera dist) and founded a new .. 
Kingdom there. It has been held by Syed Hurtaza Ali that 
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u the Arakanese Chandras" reduced Harikela first by 

ous,ting the descendants of Kantideva. Later they tr-

ansferred their Capital to Pattikera reducing the area • . . 
Finally they occupied Dacca district and had their seat 

of Government at Vikramapura which was the Capital during 

the time of their greatest glory 11 •
44 The extension cf over 

Chittagong regicn45 in the 9th Century A.D. leads us to 

support the eastern region of the family of s'richandra. 

The extension of Chandra power from I:iarikela to Chandra-

dvipa and to va~ga also strengthen the view cf their 

eastern origin46 • the records reveal the E~Xistence cf a 

line of Kings of Vikramapura in Eastern Bengal in the 

period from 950 - 1050 A.D. It is not unlikely that the 
if 
I 

Chandra Kings of .Arakan were related to the Chandras of 

47 
South-~stern Bengal. • Bhattasali has pointed out the 

outlandish character of the name Ladaha Chandra and in-
,:_!~ 

clines to the conclusion that he may have belonged to the 

Xrakanese branch. 1'he discovery of coins very much similar 

to those of Arakan lind terracota plaqes wtth representation 

of :Arakanese and Burmese men and women at Nainama ti 

strongly support the connection between .Arakan and Ttppere.. 

The Mainamati copper plate of Ranava~kamalla of 1219 - 20 A.D . 
also referes to the Burmese connection with that region48. 



There is a similarity of eight coins found at Sylhet 

- - - 49 II Th. . 
with those of the Chandra rulers of Arakan · lS 

attribution will explain the distribution of this 

coinage throughout 'South-east Bengal. This may also 

throw some light on the vexed problem of the origin 

of the Chandra rulers. At least the coins connect 

the Chandra rulef"s of the two dynasties5°. 
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ao it is apparent that the Chandras of South-Eastern 

Bengal were probably connected with the Chandra of Xrakan. 

The only definite evidence is the similarity of coins. But 

there ·are other evidences which also do not rule out the 

possibility of the connection. 

~ 
I 

Regarding the original homeland of the Chandras, 

there is a controversy among scholars. The Ramapala 

copper plate51 , the Dhulla plate52 and the Hadanpur copper 

plate53 of irichandra informs us that they had been origi-

~4 
nally the ru~ers of liohitagiri. R. D. Banerjee) and 

N. G. t1ajumdar55 have identified Rohitagiri with Ratasgarh 

in the S.hahabad district of Bihar and therefore ·support 

the outlandish origin of the Chandras. B. C. Sen also 

supports. the external origin of the Chandras56 • N. K. 

Bhattasali on the other hand identified it in the talmai 



hills in the Comilla district57. But D. C. Sircar refutes 

the view of N.K.Bhattasali on the ground that the modifi-

cation of ralmati to Ialmai seems to be philologically 
• 

improbable.· In any case, the verse under study mentioning 

Lalmai as Lalambi shows that Bhattasali's suggestion is 

wrong and that it offers no challenge to the identifica

tion of Rohitagiri with R~tasgarh58 . But other than the 

similarity sound and sense, there are hardly any evidence 
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to connect Rohitagiri of the Chandra plates with Rotasgarh 

of Bihar. On the other hand, it goes against the theory 

that the Chand ras were at first feudatory or ally of the 

King of Harikela59. So it would be more logical to identify 

Rohitagiri somewhere about Chandradvlpa and Harikela where 

Trailokyachandra and his forefathers acted as feudal lords. 

Haridas ~1i tra has located it in Raflgama ti in the Chit tagong 

Hill tracts~0But in view of the discoyery of many ether 

inscriptions at Mainamati in the ralmai hills, the antiquity 

of the place cannot be questioned anywhere and it adds support 

to the identification of the place with .fiahitagiri. 

· · We know very little about the first two rulers of the 

dynasty. 'I'hey were probably feudatory chiefs. It is evident 

from the Madanpur plate of irichandra that the first nobleman 

of the dynasty named Purnachandra was a tr.<m of much importance 
• 

whose name could be " read on the fedestal of the images and 
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en (stone) pillars of victory and copper plates in which 

new epigraphs were inscribed
62

• It is possible to assume 

that he behaved like an independent in his own land, 

though he was not declared as a formal King. His son 

Suvarnachandra was endowed with high qualities63. He was 
• 

known in the world as Buddha. So it is evident that he 

was the first in the dynasty to embra~e Buddhism. He is 

not described in the inscription as having ruled as a King. 

His son and successor Trailokyachandra was the first· 

sovereign of the dynasty and he assumed the title of 

Haharajadhiraja which is mentioned in all records as far 

available. He ruled from Vikramapura as the Capital of the 

Kingdom. 

-r 
I 

Trailokyachandra has been described in the verse 5 

of Kedarpur plate as having conquered the earth bounded 

by four oceans. "Trailokyachandra laid the foundation of 

the greatness of his famil~4 . The position of Trailokya-

chandra is stated in verse 5 of the Madanpur plate as 

follows : " adllliro - Harikelaraja-(Ka) Kuda - echatra 

smitanam - iriyam" which has been differently enumerated 

by different scholars. R. G. Basak states that he was at 

first a King of Chandradripa and later became " the 

repository of the fortune (Goddess) whose smile was the 



white umbrella, the symbol of the royalty of the King 

of Harikela". The net result of the political achieve-

ments of Trailokyachandra was that he was at first a 

King of Chandradvlpa, but later became the ruler of 

Harikela. The line has been differently enumerated by 

N. G. Majumdar who translates the verse as" the support 

of the fortune Goddess (of other Kings) smiling, at 

(Joyful on account of) the umbrella which was the royal 

insignia of the King of Harikela~5. If we accept this 

account without any doubt, it appears that Trailokya-

chandra was both the dofacto and dejure King of Harikela. 

But the account of R.G.Bssak leads us to a different 

conclusion and indicates that Trailokyachandra was the 
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defacto, if not the dejure ruler of Harikela. D. C. Sircar 
~ 
I 

is of the opinion that he was not a King cf Harikela, but 

was th~ ruler of Chandradvlpa (modern Bukherganj Dist.) 

~ 
owing allegianceAor allied with the King of tne country 

of Harikela. Trailokyachandra who flourished about the 

middle of the 10th Century ~.D. perhaps owed allegiance 

to the line of He.rikela Kings represented by Kantideva 

about whom we have already discussed66 . 

i.richandra was the first independent ruler of the 

dynasty to throw off the yoke of Harikela King and extended 
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the Chandra power over wide area of South-Eastern Bengal67. 

The fact that Trailokyachandra was the defacto ruler of 

Harik.e·la is more acceptable than views of N. G. Haj umdar 

and R.C.Majumdar68 • So more reasonable opinion is that 

Trailokyachandra inherited his feudatory position from 

his father and later accumulated strength and became the 

mainstay of Harikela King. It was he who extended his 

influence over Chandradvlpa and supplanted the Harikela 

King69. It is known from the Dacca plate of Kalya~achand ra 

that the Gujara-Pratih~ra King Mahendrap~la (885 - 903 A.D) 

conquered at least South Bihar and North Bengal from the 

.Pala King Naraya~apala (b54 - 910 A.D) during the time of 

Trailokyachandra. It had made the position of N~rayanapala . 
very much precarious. It is possible that Trailokyachandra 

.,. 
sided with ~~hendr~pala against N~r~yanap~la and succeeded . 
in annexing wide areas of East Bengal to his original terri-.., 

tory of Chandradvlpa in Buckergunge region 70 . But the theory 

is not accepted today after the discovery of an inscription 

by G. Bhattacharjee of Barlin Museum. The inscription is now 

at Malda Museum. Mahendrapala has been identified with a King 

of the Pala dynasty7°a. 

Now a problem naturally comes to our mind as to who 

was the first independent ruler of the Chandra dynasty. 



According to D. C. Sircar, Trailokyachandra was a 

feudatory ruler and the first independent ruler of 

the dynasty was irichandra because the latter was 

adorned with various high sounding titles like 

and that Trailokyachandra was not given with all 

those high sounding titles except 'Haharajadhiraja •. 

But a close observation of the Chandra plates reveah 

the fact that the ruling King was end.owed with full 

regal titles and his father was given the titles of 

'Haharajadhiraja. In the Dacca plate of Kalyanachandra, 

i richandra was given only the title of Haharaj adhiraj a, 

while Kalya~achandra was given the full regnal titles. 

In the Hainamati p,J..ates of Ladahachandra, his father is 
r • 

simply described as 'Mah~rajadhir~ja•. So the most just-

ifiable explanation is that Trailokyachandra was at 

first a feudatory and gradually increased his power and 

assumed sovereignty by supplanting the Harikela King. 

Thus Trailokyachandra added Chandradvlpa and Harikela 

to his paternal Kingdom and felt justified in assuming 

the title of Maharajadhtraja. 71 
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Regarding the exploits of Tra ilokyacl:;and ra informations 

have been supplied by different epigraphic sources of his 



successors though none of his own inscription has been 

deciphered so far. In the verse 6 of the Pafchirnbhag 

./ -copper plate of Srichandra, it is stated tnat Trailo-

kyachandra being desirous of conquering the earth bo~ 

unded by the four oceans, destroyed his enemies by his 

sword72 • The verse 7 of the plate gives valuable infor-

mation about the exploits of 'l'railokyachandra in the 

Samatata country with its capital at Devaparvata. The 

verse is as follows : 
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"KShirodam - anu Devaparva ta i ti irimad- tad-e tat- Purain 

Yatr = agantu - Janasya - Vismaya - rasah Karnboja - vartt -

- . Lalamb1 

.A\.JS had hi 

adbhitaih . 
Van~~ - atrav.afika - iatair = hnvishya siddh -

Vyahara itiha irutas = Samatatan = nirjjitya 

y at S a in i ka i h 11 

It gives some important information about the conquest 

of Trailokyachandra, Firstly, it informs that Trailokyachandra 

conquerred Samata~a country (present Tippera-Noakhali region). 

Secondly, Devaparvata lying on the bank of Kshiroda river 

was the Capital of the Samatata country which is ·also supported 
• 

by the evidence of the Kaitan inscription of ir1dharanarata73. 

Thirdly, the city of Devaparvata appears to have been r~vaged 



by the Kambojas shortly before the Chandra invasion of 

Samatata74• Kamalakanta Gupta Choudhury enumerated the 

Pafchimbhag plate and the exploits of Trailokyachandra 

in a different way and there is exaggaration in his 

statement about the conquest of Trailokyachandra. He 

stated that the victorious army of Trailokyachandra 

11 entered the village of hilly countries, drank from 

the tunnellike.rivers in the table-land of the Vind{ya 

Hills and ultimately reached the place where roaring 

currents of the Kaveri were throwing down the stones 

from the peak of the Malaya Hills (South India) .. 75. 

But D.C.Sircar has expressed doubt on the historical 
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basis of the above statement. The Kaveri rising from the 

western Ghats and running through the Coimbatore, Salem, 
lf 

Tiruchirappalli an'd Tan~J aur district of Tamilnad u falls 

to the~Bay of Bengal. According to the Puranas it rises . 
not from Halaya 76 • The village refer;ed in the verse is 

in vanga country and the s urunganadl following through 

the Vindhyan region is not known from any other sources. 

It seems that the curds of va~ga, ih which the division 

(Bhaga) of Vikramapura (Dacca Dist.) was situated accor-

ding to early medieval records, had a name in Chandrad~ipa 

(Buckergunge dist.) which was Trailokyachandra•s original 



77 
d om in ions " . 

In the Mainamati plate of Ladahachandra, it has been . 
stated that under Tra ilokyachandra Va~ga was ris.ing in 

in prosperity73. His military achievements have been 

elaborated in the Dacca copper plate of his graridson 

Ka t>·anachandra that if, Trailokyachand ra had not seen 
• 

jewels in the clasped hr:nds of the Gaudas, they were 

imprisoned and if they did not bow to the ground to show 

respect to him, they were slain with raised swords.79 

Trailokyachandra was probably successful during the weak 

succession of either Rajyapala or Gopala II of the Pala 

dynasty. Now if we reject the eulogistic opinion in 

different plates about the conquest of Trailckyachandra, 
~· 
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it would be the most reasonable explanation that Trailok-

yachan_?ra had stronghold in the Devaparvata area and he 

established his .sway in the whole of the Samatata area & 

at that time the news of the Kambojas capturing power in 

Northern and Western Bengal was heard and were defeated 

by Trailckyachandra30 • 

Trailckyachandra was succeeded by his sen irlchandra. 

Like his father he was also an independent King and assumed 

the title of 'Parameivara, Paramabhattaraka - Haharajadhiraj 2 r. 



Regarding his military achievements, the Hainamati plate 

of Ladahachandra states that his military achievements 

brought tears to the eyes of the queens of the King of 

pragjyotisha (Assam) and wiped a way the smiles of the 

queens of Gauda King. This refers to irlchandra•s claim 

to have defeated the Kings of Bengal & Assam, no doubt of 

the F8la and the Hleccha dynasties81 • It has also been 

confirmed by the Paichimbhag plate of irlchandra. The 
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verse 12 of the plate informs us that the forces' of 

iricha.ndra entered the woodlands near IPht tya in the course 

of the conquest of the K.S.mrupa country. The description of 

Kamarupa with its pigeons, monkeys, plantain trees, deers 

and blackaloe- woods as given in the verse indicates .that 

the composer was familiar with the countr,y. The importance 
~ 
! 

of the verse lies in the fact that it indicates and 

invasion of Kamarupa by s'rlchandra which is not recorded in 

any of his grants though the Paichimbhag plate is one his 

82 I earliest grants • It has been elaborated in the Pa~chimbhag 

plate that irichandra•s army had a desire to conquer 

•uttarapatha' and there are the mention of the name of two 

rivers in the course of the description of the conquest. 

These are the chi ttas lla which is mentioned in the Mahabhara ta 

and the Pu~abhadra mentioned in the BhagJtata Purana. The 
---------·-
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pushpabhadra is a small stream of the nortn of the Brahmaputra 

near Cauhati33. It is known that Uttarpatha was the name of 

the northern part of India including the Himalayan region. 

- -The author of· the inscription seems to locate the Kamarupa 

country in Uttarapatha. This has been accepted by the 

Hahabharata and haghuval!Jfa of Kal1dasa, but the Pura9as 

and other works of later time like Haj/sekhara 's KavyamTi"'f\~Ji-~0:. 

place Kamarupa or Pragjyotisha in the Eastern division34 . 

So it confirms irichandra 1s conquest of Kamarupa. 

In the Dacca copper plate of Kalyanachandra, it has 
' 

been stated "He was moist (soft) in the act of washing 
·, 

away the fear of Prthivlpala, was hard enterprising in the • 

churning of Govar~na (earth and the water), was great in 
~ . 

the great festivity of re-instating Gopa1a, was a protector 

of sacrif~s (vows) in returning the Pala queen, who was 

defeated at ease and captured and whose arm was the uni-

ve rsaJ. sup pert of various receptacle of varia us sent imen t.s 113 5. 

It is apparen~ that he wiped away the obstacle created by 

Ppthivlpalo. against Gopala and helped Gcpala to restore tne 

throne. It is possible that Gopala and i~thivipala were 

brothers and they fought for the lila Kingdom which was saved 

by irichandra. This is an important information about the 



.PS.lc.chandra relation during that time. It has been. 

explained by A. H. Dani and D. C. Sircar that the ruler 

of Gau~a defeated by irichandra was the F8.la King. But 

the .P8.lachandra friendly relation has been affirmed by 

the Dacca copper plate of Kalya~achandra. The reasonable 

argument is that the Kambojas were ruling ever North and 

West Bengal during the 10th Century .A.D. and they were 

called as the 'lords of Gauda'. That the Chandras fought 

with the Kambojas and not with the Balas is supported by 

the fact that s'richandra restored Gopala to his throne. 

This Gopala was undoubtedly Gopala II of the Pala dynasty 
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who ruled from 940 - 960 A.D and was contemporary of 

irichandra. It has also been suggested by some that 

s'richandra himself roefea ted the Pale. King and then res to red 
I 

86 him to power 

The aylhet plate of trichendra refers to his exploits 

in other regions also. He is stated to have defeated the 

Utkalas, the H~nas and the Yavanas. It is difficult to 

determine irichandra 's influence over cheer .. It may be an 

exaggeration and may be an echc cf Badal pillar inscription 

of Devapela37 . 

The land grant in the Pundre.vardhane.-bhukti, seems to .. 
indicate the temporary cccuoaticn nf :::~ )'"\<:>Y>+ ~+> ., ___ ·, · 
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by irlchandra. The possibility iS that the territories 

were lost by the Rllas during the temporary disaster 

of the dynasty in the rule of Narayanapala towards the 

end of the 9th Century and the beginning cf the 10th 

Century A.D. Obviously the successors of N~r~yanap~la . 
stroke hard to restore the lest territory. So it may be 

assumed that there was a prolonged struggle between the 

Balas, Kambojas and the Chandras and as a consequence 

to this the territories probably changed hands. 

Now a point naturally comes to our mind as to what 

were the factors that facilitated the rise of the Chandras. 

It has been suggested by R.C.t1ajumdar that the invasion 
if 
I 

of Kalachuri King Kokkala in Bengal precipitated the rise 

of the Chandra as an independent power. Tte King Yuvaraja 

of the Kalachuri dynasty who flourished in the rn id- tenth 

Century invaded Gauda and defeated probably King Gopala II . 
of the Fala dynasty88 . The unfinished condition 9f Ked~rpur 

/ -
plate of Srichandra may suggest possibly the cessation of 

s'r1chandra 1 s authority in Pundravardhana ~.'hich might have .. 
fallen in the hands of the Karnbojas. The authority of the 

Chandras was confined to Eastern Bengal. It also appears that 



the Chandras ab.out the mid-tenth Century ;,.D. had some 

trouble with the Chedi King Lakshmanaraja who was the son 
·--

and successor of Yuvaraja who is stated in the Goharwa -
plate of Kar~adeva as Van gala - bhangan ipu~a (one who 

showed skill in disrupting the Vaflgalas )
8? The Palas were 

probably enjoying subordinate or insignifi.cant position. 

The Centre of gravity seems to have been shifted from 
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Gauda to the Var'lgala terri tory where the Chand ras had been 

ruling and tnere is no evidence to show that Lakshr.Janaraja 

annexed the territory9°. 

irichandra was succeeded by his son Kalyanachandra . . 
He has been described in the verse 7 of tt.e Me. in am a ti plate 

~ 
I 

of Ladahachandra as " pure or purifying like water of the . 
Ganges" .. In the verse 8 of the same plate, 1 t has been 

stated that Kalyanachandra caused sorrow tc the Hleccha e.nd 

Gauda women. It thus indicates his success against the . 
ltleccha King of Pragjyoti~ and the Rala King of Gauda • . 
All the more, it suggests, as D.C.Sircar informs, that 

Kalyanachandra obtained successes ever the rulers of aengal 

and Assam during the reign of his father as the leader of the 

91 ' 
latter's forces. The above statement about the achievements 

of Kalyanachandra has been supported by the Hainamati plate 
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of Govindachandra. Its 7th verse refers to his fight 

against the Hlecchas and it is said that he made the 

river LOhitya redoubled by the tears drop.~=-ing frcm 

the eyes of the Mleocha ladies. It has also been stated 

in the verse that Kalyanachandra was successful in a . 
92 . 

battle against the King of Gauda • The above statement 
• 

has enough significance regarding the military achievements 

of Kalyanachandra. It refers to the Hlecchas who were asso-

ciated with the .Lchitya (Bre.hmaputra river). 

From. the above it appears that Kalyanachandra- had 
• 

extended his power frcm Kamarupe. and in tLe Deltaic region 

of Bengal. Regarding the identification of the Mlecchas, some 
-t 

scholars are of the opinion that an invasion had taken place 

from the side of Bihar and it was duly repulsed by Kalyane.-. 
chandra. 93 Thus it seems that he al~o·saved the further 

numiliation of the palas and the Pala Kine; became subordinate 

to him. The successful ex~edition to the Brahmaputra delta also 

indicates the importance of the Chandras in Eastern India. 

Now there is a controversy among the schclars about the 

identification of the Gauda ruler. There oay be scme possibilit 
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During the temporary decline of pala empire, at the time 

of Vigrahapala II and his immediate predecessor Gopala II, 

the pala empire was invaded by the ·Kambojas, Chandellas 

and the Kalach~is.It may be that during the time of the 

decline of the .P8.1a empire, the ruler of the neighbouring 

territory ventured to establish its sway ever the .Falas. 

On the other hand, it may be that the Gauda King defeated 

by Kalyanachandra was the Kamboja ruler because he was . 
the Kamboja ruler because he was a contemporary of Kambcja 

Gaudapati who was trying to establish his sway in Western 

Bengal. But in the absence of name cf the Gau~a King in 

the Chandra records, we are not in a position to come to 

a definite conclusion, It may also be that, he liked his 

father, helped the &las in regaining thej_r held by def-
'! 

eating the Kambojas. What may be inferred from the above 

information is that the political exegencies prompted the 
I 

Chandras to keep friendship with their neighbours and the 

religions uniformity of the two families helped them to 

come closer94• 

We know very little about the other factors of the 

reign of Ka~yanachandra. He is said to be "equal to Bali . 
in liberality. Rama in prowess and equal to Yudhisthira 

in truthfulness". All that we may assume is that Chandra 
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Kingdom continued to enjoy prosperity during his reign. 

He ruled fer 24 years as is evident frcrn his record. 

Kalyanachandra was su~ceeded by his sen Ladahachandra . . 
Before the discovery of the 11ainamatl pla:es cf I;?..daha-

chandra and Gcvinda Chandra, the order of succession to 

the Chandra throne could net be rightly established. The 

Falaeographic study of the Bharella Nartteivara image 

inscription of I.adahachandra placed his rr:!ign period in . 
the second half of the 10th Century A.D.95 On the basis 

of this R.C. Majumdar placed him before irichandra96 while 

.B. C. Sen placed him after irichandra . .aut the Hainamati 

plates of the two Kings discovered later on has correctly 

settled the genealogy of the two Kings and they have been 

rightly placed aftZr irichandra. 

The twc copper plates of ladahachandra refer only to 

his religious activities and do net indicate anything 

about his military activities. It is inferred that the 

Chandra empire was firmly settled and that is why he 

devoted himself to peaceful religious activities. Ladaha-

chandra has been described in the verse 12 of the Ha:Lnama ti 

plate that he was master cf all the sciences and he had 

under his control the Goddess Saras wa ti, J..ak~(ll I and the 
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whole earth. In the verse 13 of the plate he has been 

described as the Lord of the entire earth bounded by the 

ocean and he was the master of all the Vidyas or sciences. 

Ladahachandra visited varanasi and took baths in the .. , 

Ganges and offered tarpana to his ancestors and gift of 

gold to numerous Brahmanas. It has also been described 
• 

that be also made pilgrimage to Prayaga and made gifts 

to the Brahmanas. It is interesting to point out that though 
• 

he ~as a Buddhist, he paid immense importance to his bath 

in the river Ganges at Benaras and it was possible for him 

to go to Benaras crossing the Fala territory because the 

.Palas as pointed out by Dr. D.C.Sircar, considered the 

Chandras as subservient friend (Anugata Mitra). His grant 
-----·--

of land in the name of vasudeva reflects his bent on other 
if 
I 

religions sects. His reign period may be between 1000- 1020 

A.D. an~ his rule for twenty years is evident from the 
0 

Ma inama tl records. 

Ladahachandra was succeeded by his son Govindachandra • 
• 

His name is referred in the Tirumalai inscription of Rajen

drachola as the King of Vangalade/a and he was defeated by 

the Chola King 97 • His name is also referred in the work 

iabdapradipa. The Betka and Kulkudi image inscription of 

him also refer to his rule in Va~gala9~ His connection with 
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Chandra dynasty has been established by the newly discovered 

Mainamatl copper plate99. So it can be definitely stated that 

Govindachandra was a King of the Chandra dynasty. 

In his Hainamati plate it has been eJ.aborated that he 

learnt very well and in his choldhcod within a few days, he 

became wellversed in all the sciences, arts including the 

sciences of dealing with elephants, horses and chariots. 

The Ha inama ti plates of the last two Kings are of great 

importance. It has been assumed from the visit of Ladahachandra 

to Varar:1as I and Prayaga at a time vJhen Hahlpala I of Gaud a 

was in possession of the wide areas of Bengal, Bihar and the 

Eastern part of U.~, that the Chandra King was the subordinate 
l 

ally of the .P8.la King.· .Another important ~.nfcrma tion is that 

the Chandras of South-East Bengal adopted Buddhism and the 

Kings assumed the title 1 .Paramasaugata 1 • The Mainamati plates 

of the last two l'ule rA.. of the dynasty inform us that the 
I 

last two members of the dynasty repudiated Buddhism and they 

_.-. granted land in favour of a Vaish~avite cr· laivite deity in 

the name .. of 'vasudeva-Bhattaraka' or .g\va-Bhattaraka I ,although 
---------------~·~·---- .. 

these two Kings are also conventionally called '.Paramasaugata, 

their documents make it clear that they adopted Puranic Hinduism 
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Govindachandra of the Chandra dynasty has been 

identified by some scholars with Govindachandra or Gop

ichandra of Bengal Ballads. 100 It is very difficult to 

ascertain definitely the date of these ballads and it 

is possible that these were compiled later time probably 

in the 17th or the 18th Century A.D. S-o tl1e authenticity 

of those ballads is questioned. The Bengal ballads inform 

that King Govichandra left Kingship and assumed the. life 

of an ascetic101 • The genealogy of Govichandra of the 

Bengal ballads is not similar to that of Govindachandra. 

Govichandra of the Bengal ballads was the daughter's son 

of Tilakachandra, the King of ~1eherkul 1-Jhich is still a 

Pargana in the Tippera district. The genealogy of Govind-

achandra of the C~ndra dynasty is quite different from 
I 

the genealogy of Gopichandra of the Bengal ballads. 

~. K. Bhattasali has suggested that Ladah~chandra cf the 

Bharella Nartte§ vara image inscription may have been the 

102 father of Tilakachandra • rlut except the similarity cf 

name the two persons cannot be definitely identified. 

Muhammad Shahidullah placed Gopichandra between 675 - 700 

A.D. and identified him with the King Govichandra of the 

Chandra dynasty before the rise of the Ralas~ 03 But the 

epigraphical study prove that they were placed in the 10th 

120 
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and 11th Century A.D. 

The foreign invasion preci~itated the downfall of 

the Chandra empire. The Tirumalai inscription of Rajendra 

Chola informs that Govindachandra of Var"lgala was defeated 

by the Chola King and Govindachandra fled from the battle 

field. But there is no concrete evidence to suggest that 

this defeat had any pei"11anent effect on the Che.ndra empire. 

It may be assumed that this invasion had given a shattering 

blow to the Chandra rule. The invasion cf the Kalechuri 

King Karna is said to have given a death blovJ to the power 

cf the dynasty. Karna is said to have achieved a decisive 
• 

104 
victory over the King of the Eastern country. who probably 

~ 

lost his life in the decisive battle. In beth the cases the 

adversary seems to be Gcvindachandra or h:Ls successor of 

the Chandra dynasty. It then appears that the Chandra Kingdom 

was finally destroyed by the in vas ion of Karpa. The power 

vacuum in Vanga-Sama ta ta was filled up by tne rise of another . 
small power called Varmans in that region. 

The Kaivarta rebellion 

Varendri under the Kaivarta Chiefs ·: 

The successful revolt of Divya, a Kaivarta chief 

against the Pala King t•luhipala II and the consequent 
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establishment of a dynasty, Kaivarta by caste, on the 

throne of the .filas in Northern Bengal during th~ second 

part of the 11th Century A.D, is one of the most interes-

ting and significant events of the history of Bengal. The 

fact is referred to in the Belava copper plate of Bhoja-

varman, Kamauli copper plate of Vaidyadeva and the Hana-

hali copper plate of Madanapala, but the detailed inform-

ation of the episode is given in the Ramacharito.of Sandhy-

akara Nandi. 

The main theme of the Ramacharit~is the rebellion 

of the feudatories against Mahipala II in 1070 - 71 ;:..D. 

The as sass ina tion of Hahipala II led to the establishment 

of the Kaivarta rule in Varendrl under Divya. The reconqu-
' 

est of varendri by Ramapala (1072 - 1126) successor of 

... 
Hahlpala II has been narrated to great de tails by Sandhy-

akara Nand1. The Kamauli plate of Vaidyadt~va 105 says that 

Ramapala killed Bh'Ima and recovered the paternal land which 

has been termed as Janakabhu very much similar to the recovery 

- of Jan aka's daughter s, Ita by Ram a. The verse 15 of the Manhali 

copper plate of Hadanapala explains the anxiety of Rarnapale., 

because of the serious attack of t.he Kaivc:~rta King on the 

~la terri tory. According to E.amachnri~ Varend r1 was occupied 
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106 by Divya , and elsewhere 1 the enemy is stated to have 

occupied a large part of the Kingdom (bhuya9 3huma~~alam) 

after h(?.ving killed Hahipala II who was- called the best of 

the Kings (nripatilreshtha) • . 

The revolt in North Bengal of the Kaivartas during 

the reign of Mahipala II and the rule of Divya and his two 

successors indicate the importance of the Kaivarta caste 

to which they belonged. ACcording to Amarakcsha, the Kaiv-

artas include both Dasa and Dhivara. The evidences of the 

Brahma-vai varta Purana, Manu and the Ja takas also indicate 

that the Kaivartas were from ancient times divided into two 

. 106a sections, the cul ti va tors and f1s he rmen . Both of them 

form important sectif>ns of the Hindu Society even today. 

There are many Zamindars and substantial landholders among 

them. This position is fully in keeping with the part 

played by them during the pala rule. 

Regarding the genesis of the revolt we are to depend 

·mainly en the .fuirnachariiv.. In the introductL)n to the 

rtamacharito,.published by the hSiatic Society of .Bengal, 

H. M. Eiaraprasad S.as tri has propounded that "Hahlpala by 

his impolitic acts, incurred the displeasure of the subjects 
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and that specially •the Kaivartas were smarting under his 

oppression• and this ultimately led to the rebellion and 

his defeat and death 11 :
07 5andhyakara Nandi was the Court 

poet of fiamapala whom Hahipala had thrown in prison on 

the plea of the supposed engagement in conspiracy. fience, 

it is possible to have an unprejudiced and impartial account 

of either Mahipala II or of Divya the Kaivartta. 

H. P. Sas tri has probably based his theory on the 

commentary of the Ra.machari tJ.about Nahlpala II who has been 

describes as durnayabhaja (one who is inclined to imprudent 

conduct)108 anltikara~bharata (inclined to pursue impoetic 

methods) 109 Kuttima Kathora (hard as a solid stone) .. _.;;....• __ 
- 110 - - - -Chitrakuta (given to wonderful tricks), bhutanayatranayukta 

---------~·- I 

(determined not to protect truth and polity)
111 

and nikriti-. 
~· 112 . 

prayukta (resorting to acts of fraudulence). All those 

accusations clearly prove that Sandhyakara Nandi had in him 

hatred for 11ahlpila II because of his ill treatment for 

R8mapala, the hero of Ramacharita. But the epithats rajapravara 

. and its commentary I rajapravarin nripati£resh~ha~ Hahlpalarb II 

of the RE.macharita clearly indicate that he has also been 

called as excellent among Kings and it demonstrates that the 

oppressions of Hahlpala were not probably the real cause of 
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two specific charges against Nah1pala II. Firstly, he 

imprisoned his two brothers Ramapala and ~urapala as 

he was instigated to this ill-conceived act by false 

reports sedulously propagated by wiked people, to the 

effect that Ramap§la, being an aole and popular prince 

was scheming to usurp the throne. His bad company was 

also a source of danger to his Kingdom. Ead there been 

any charge against Ramapala and Surapala that they were 

in intrigue against the sovereign, it ought to have been 

properly inquired and the King shoulc·not have taken 

such a drastic action against him on hearsay evidence. 

In this respect he was impoJ.itic~ 14 But the statement 

that Rfunapala was a clean man having no intention to 

usurp the throne c~n not be totalJ.y accepted. During the 

125 

decadant period of the Palas, there was every possibility 

of dynastic trouble aggravating the ambition of younger 

brother. There are sufficient evidences in hj_story where 

the younger brother usurped the throne by overthrowing the 

rule of the elder brother. Sandpyakaranandl ~Jas the Court 

- -poet of Ramapala and so it may be natural that he tried 

to suppress the real intention of Ramapala. Inspite of all 

these, the charge against R~mapala has bee:n refuted by 

R. C. Majumdar on two grounds. In the first place, the 

success of the revolt did not lead to the placement of 



Ramapala to the thrown. Secondly, the revolt and the 

consequent loss of Vurenc1r1 caused immense mental pain 

to Ramapala. A charge against t1ahipala II was that he 

had an unwise passion for fighting (Yudeha Vyasa~a) 1.
16 

and disregarding the advi!.!e of his wise and experienced 

126 

ministers, he led a feeble illequipped force against the 

powerful army of the S.amantas or feudatories (milit-ananta--
Samanta Chakra), 11 7 But the author has not categorically 

mentioned the advice given by the ministers and the part 

played by Divya, a high official of Mahipala II, might 

have evoked a sort of suspicions. So by paying no heeQ 

to the counsels of the higher officials he probably acted 

rightly. Above all, it is not possible from the brief and 

so cal-led references in the Ramacharita to form an accurate 
f 

idea either of the reign or of the character of Mahipala II. 

So it iS not evident that the wicked and oppressive policy 

113 of Mahipala was the direct or indirect cause of the revolt. 

All popular uprisings lead to the presumption of guilt on the 

part of the ruling King. But inspite of all these, there is no 

ground to suppose that t1ahipala 1 s mischieveous acts were the 

causes of the outbreak. 

The Ramacharita expresses Ramapala as •sarvasammata• 
•, 

which probably means 'accepted by all' and A. K. Hai trey a has 



concluded on this basis that Ramapala was the elected 

King and Mahipala claimed the throne by law of Primo-

1 f9 geniture and this was the cause of the revolt. But 

the crucial point is that if this was the real case, why 

127 

did the people not elect Rarnapala. If Ramapal a was· chosen 

by the people why after the death of Mahip~la II, the 

Kaivarta chief occupied the throne ? All these questi-

1?.0 ons were not answered by A. K. Haitreya. · The main 

point is thqt Mahipala was of suspicious nature and 

distracted from the right course of action and followed 

the impolitic method by imprisoning his two brother~ who 

would have stood by him in time of danger. 120a The President 

of 1Divya Smri ti Utsab' Raibahad ur Ramaprasad Chandra has 
• 

"f 
concluded that Divya was chosen by Samantas in the last 

half of the 11th Century A.D. and this election was very 

much similar to the election of Gopala I by 1Ananta-Samanta-

Chakra' in the last part of the 3th Century A.D. But the 

critical study of the two incidents makes it clear that 

they are not at all similar in nature. The King elected 

by the rebels cannot be the same thing. On the other hand, 

the election in latter case is not supported by evidence. 

The rebels only accepted his leadership anc their activities 
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were not confined to their fight against Hahiplila II 

under the platform of Divya. On the contrary, the 

election in the former case leQ to the extension of 

a weak power in Bengal from a small principality to an 

empire of almost the whole of lryavarta and in the latter 

case the well built pala empire became the subject of 

disintegration and thereby invited foreign aggressors 

to trample gpon it. ~o the two incidents cannot be the same 

in any respect. 121 

A. K. Maitreya's view is that Divvoka like Gopala I 

was the chosen of the people and that the common people 

had a great share in determining the succession to the Pala 

throne and that the mainstay of the Pa1a authority was the 
if 

I 

popular support which was lost as a result of the Mahlpala's 

coming to power. This view has been supported by Jadunath 

Sarkar a1so. 122 This view has been shared by 'All Bengal 

Mahi~a ~tudents Union' who helQ that Divya was elected 

King by the people of Bengal. But R. C. Majumdar has put 

forward some soubt on the authenticity of the election of 

Divya as King. There is no mention'of this incident in the 

Ramacharito..and the time when the election actually took 

place. Whether it was before the struggle between J1ahlpala 
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II and Di vya or after we do not knQw for certain . .According 

to R. c. Majumdar, if the election had taken place later 

why should not the struggle of the subjects against the 

existing King be termed as 'revolt' ? Secondly, if the 

election had taken place earlier, this type of the election 

of King is abnormal, ominous and cannot be taken for 

granted without sufficient evidences. 123 

The genesis of the revolt would better be sought in 

the real condition of the Pal a empire. The revolt of the 

feudatories was not unnatural. The relation between the 

Samanta and King depended mainly on their respective 

strengths. The feudal lords paid tribute so long as the 

King was powerful and the weakness of the suzerain on the 
~ 
I . 

other hand 1nsp1red the feudatories to shake off the 

auth9rity of the scvereign. 124 In history there are many 

evidences.· which prove the serious degeneration of the 

central authority caused by misrule, mischieveous domestic 

Cliques and other factors which inspired the ambition of the 

provincial governors or other high officials le'ad ing to 

utter dismemberment of the existing rule and the rising of 

local powers to eminence,Divya was not an or9inary Kaivarta 

in an humble station of life whom the people satisfied with 

leadership raised to honour. 125 So the revolt of Divya was, 
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perhaps, the effect of the weakness of the central authority 

and the general tendency of disintegration in different part 

of the empire. Nahlpala could not tackle the situation 

dexterously and he was not endowed with the qualities to 

manage the situation correctly. But it cannot at all be 

accepted that he was a bad King and he was specially respon-

~ible for the downfall of the empire. I~ should be probably 

accepted, as R. C. Majumdar held that Hahlpala was perhaps a 

victim to circumstances over which he had no control and 

that as a King he was(more sinned against sinning•. 126 The 

revolt of Divya in varendra like the revolt of Yaksk.pala in 

Gay a was undoubtedly pro_TYtpted by the decline of the Pal a 

dynasty.' The revolt of Divya was thus not a mere solitary 

episode but a sign of the times and may be loo.ked upon not so 
9' 
I 

much as the cause, but the consequence of the collapse of the 

authority of the P~&s. 127 According to a scholar Buddhism .. 
was antagonistic to the practice of the fishing craft wh~ch 

formed the occupation of the Kaivartas who suffered from 

social disadvantage under the regime of the Buddhist Palas 123 
!! 

and this social humiliation led the Kaivartas to the path of 

rebellion. There is hardly any trace of the disadvantages of 

this clan because of their fishing craft in the Ramacharita. 

On the contrary, the Buddhist Patas were very much liberal in 

their religious outlook and that is evident frow the.epigraph 
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sources which point out the distribution of lands for the 

different religion community. t-:oreover Buddhism at that 

time incorporated many elements from Hinduism and there 

was hardly any differences between Buddhism and Brahrr.a::ical 

Hinduism. 

Now from the foregoing discussion, it appears more 

likely that Divya was a rebel and the whole episode was 

more probably a rebellion. He took advantage of the dege-

nerati6n of the central authority, dissentions among the 

royal members to kill his master and it-·was an event which 

was neither unusual nor unnatural at that time. There is a 

controversy regarding the character of the revolt. Ramacharita 

expressed the revoit as •anik~ dharmaviplav~129 and the 

world anikam has been expr~ssed by the commentator as 

• alakshmik~' meaning unfortunate but the commentator is 

silent about the meaning of the word 'Glharmaviplava.rr,•. some 

scholars including R. c . .fvlaj umdar have terrned it as a civil 

revolution. But the conf~sion arises regarding the meaning 

of the word • dharmaviplavam • bec21use the \-:hole affair seems 

to indicate that there was very little 'dharma• or sense of 

duty in the activities of Divya and it seems that Divya 

violated the duty or deviated front the right path. Di vya 
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occupied Ramapala' s ancestral land (Janaka-bhu) varendri. 

It has been described in the RamacharitR thu.t Divya was a 

bhritya who rose to high position, but he acted like a 
• 

dasyu and like one who was inclined to observe fraudulent 

practice as a vow (upadhi-vrati). The word Dasyu applied 

to Divya appears to be correct because the word generally 

means robber. As Divya robbed the Pala Kings of the land of 

Varendri, the poet seems to have applied correctly the word 

to the work of Divya. The commentator expressed it as 

" da.syumai'atruna tadbhavapannatvat ava£ya Karttavyataya 

- ~Jt.. ~Jt.. • ~"130 arabdhOJu Ka.JIUl¥3.vvatOJll Chadrnan1. Vrat1.. 

The interpretation of the epithet 'upadhi-vrati• 

has been differentf¥ put forward by sc0olars. The commentary 
I 

explains 'Vrata' as some action which is obligatory and the 

commentary seems to expreps 'plea, pretext~ fraud, dishonesty, 

trick' by the work upadhi'. The reference to the fraudulent 

act of Divya shows that he pretended to be loyal to his master 

Mahipala II, but was in reality conspiring with the rebels to 

. <get the throne and finally_ joined hands with the rebels open1~? 1 

N. K. Bhattasali has pointed out that the commentary 

of the Ramacharitltseems to incidate that Divya probably began 
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the action as a matter of duty with ulterior motive in mind 

and when Hahipala II fought with Divya he found the combined 

132 army of the feudator.ies with the latter • It, therefore, 
1 
I 

i 

seems more likely that the revolt broke out at first in favour I~ 
I 

of Ramapala because of ~iahipala 1 s mischieveous rule, but subse-: 

quently Divyoka fished in the troubled water. If of-ten happen~ 

that revolution breaks out with certain end in view but is 

expkated by an~itions and designing men for their personal 

133 ends • Divyo managed to act secretly. In this respect his 

work was different from other samantas ~ho accumulated strength 

for open combat. It is evident that Divya carried out his 

policy without giving a warning to his lord. It happens to be 

quite likely that Divya belonged to the Samanta .Chakra and was 

instrumental in bringing down Mahipala II. He remained on the 

r 
royal side up to the death of tviahipala II and after his death, 

Divya took over vartndri and declared him independent. so in .. 
no way the word 1 dharmavip~avam • can be associated with the 

whole task. 

Regarding the another character~stic of the revolt, 

it may be inferred with sufficient basis that it was, like 

other revolts, a sort of uprising of some subjects who were 

tyrannised by the oppressive rule of .t'lahipala II. It was 

probably the quality of Divya that raised hirn to the status 

of leader of the movement. But it does not prove that Divya 
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was the elected King. On the other hand the~c is no evidence 

to prove that all the people joined the rebellion. some joined 

the rebellion and some act~d against it and joined hands with 

the King as it often happens. The view of !'':1'-: H. P. sastr i cannot 

be accepted that only the Kaivarta clan joined the rebellion. 

The most reasonable view, as propoUiilded by R. c. tvlaj umdar, is 

that the leadership was given to this community~and so the 

revolt is named after the name of. the comrnunity like the ~r;att 

T l b 11 · · E 1 d "'rld H b · b 1 · · · B n a 1 1 3 4 ay or re e 10n 1n ng an ~ a s1 re e ~.lon 1n e.g • 

some scholars hol<i that the revolt of the Kaivartas ,.,,as nothing 

but the reaction of peasants to assert their land rights. The 

Kaivartas were deprivedAof-plots of land given as service 0 

tenures and subjected to heavy taxes (Ramacr,arit&.II 40). The 

fact that the naked soldiers fought with bov:s and arrows 
<f 

riding buffaloes shows that they were ordinacy peasants 

(Ramacharito..II 39 - 42). Probably it vJas a revolt of the 
... 

peasants against the Palas who made a coiTJuon cause v1ith 

their vassals against the Kaivartas. 134 a 

According to some, the election of Divya is the story 

of the establishment of democracy by th~ people of Bengal. Eut 

it has been stated in the Ramacharim.that Divya was succeeded 

by Bhima as the King of Varendri. Hence there is no evidence 

in support of the viev..· that the whole thing led to the 

II 

I. 
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establishment of democracy. r.fter the revolt Divya assumed 

·Kingship. so the above view is baseless. 

so it would not be probably right to call it a 

pppular uprising. What is more probable is that it was the 

revolt of some opportunists who tried to take advantage of 

.the weakness of the Pala empire to attain their end. It 

would not probably be reasonable to think that there was 

popular consciousness among the people or that time and the 

people did not dare to raise their voice against .. King v,rho 

was held in high esteem in the society and his position was 

almost equal to God and it seen1s likely ttat they held it 

inauspicious to go against the King and they were supposed to 

abide by the orders of the King whether it was beneficial or 
~ . 
! . 

harmful. Hence there was nothing popular in the revolt and 

it was purely the revolt of some self-interested samantas. 

Regarding the consequence of the rebellion and the 

subsequent establishment of the rule of the Kaivartas very 

little information is follild in the Ramachctr ita. It appears 

that the revolution was follovJed by the establishment of a 

protectorate and Varendri came under the protection of Divya 

. ' 135 his brother Rudeka and his_brother's son Bhima in successlon. 

Hov1 long Varendri was under the possession of the Kaivartas 
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nothing is known for certain. Regarding the character of the 

occupation, we are supplied with some materials in the Rama-

. ~ - h ·~136 th chari~ According to a verse ~n t1.e Ramac ar~"<)~ e occu-

pation.of varendri was very much similar to the capativity 

of sita. The verse inforrns ·that sit a was excellent (Vara) in 

beauty (adhikkyaya) became rakshaniya of the fierce Ravana. 
---· 

The verse also points out that varendri became rakshniya of 
• 

Bhima. According to commentary of the Ramacharita the wore 

'rakshaniya' suggests the nature of the occupation in both cases 
• 

It appears that ne~ther Divya nor his brother Rudeka 

assumed the title of King. They had been leaders and continued 

to be known by their ordinary names'. 'Bhin1a appears to have 

been called a Raja~and the Ramacharita alludes to it. But 
I 

the royal grant of Vaidyadeva shows that Bhima was also 

called~ leader (nayaka): 37 The three rulers of the dynasty 

ruled Varendr! in succession. The peace and prosperity of the 

rule of Bhima in Varendri has been highly praised in the work 

' Ramacharita which was written by a Pala partisan. It has 

<~ been informed that the whole world enjoyed peace and 'prosperity 

. 1 t 138 
~n p en y. R. c. Majumdar held that Bhima imposed cruel 

taxation upon people} 39 However the explanation of the text 

seems to be wrong. Bhima was a devotee of £iva and Farvati. 

Divya ensured the security of varendri and due to this Rarnapala' 

attem t to recover V 140 
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even to invade Ramapala • s territory. It prcNes that Divya 

141 was an able and powerful ruler. According to A.K.Maitreya, 

Jatavarman came into conflict with Divya of the Kaivarta 

dynasty and the power of the latter was put to shame by the 

forrner. 142 But it is impossible to come to a definite conclu-

sion from this source that the two independent Kingdoms va~ga 

and varendri were inimical to each oth~r. 

~ Ramapala had remorses for the loss of varendri and Tjl 
.~ 

he was so ~happy that he could not be hapr.~·y becoming the 

143 - -lord of the earth. Ramapala then attempted to win over a 

number of chiefs and then ventured to make them ready to 

fight for him against the Kaivartas and this finally became 

144 - ~ successful. Ramapala won over the circle of feudatories 

by making presents of land and enormous wealth. It is evident 

from the list of feudatories that most of them flowershed in 

south-west Bengal and the adjoining regions of Bihar and some 

of them rebelled against Mahipala II. The greatest helpers of 

Rarnapala in his war with Bhima, the Kaivarta lord, were his 

,..·;..r ~ ·maternal uncle Rashi;.rakuta Mahana and the latter • s son 

Maharnandalika Kanhura and suvarna and brother's son Mahapra-• . . 
tihara £ivaraja who were all his relatives on the mother's side 

·This £ivaraja.led some forces across the Ganges and devastated 
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145 Varendri apparently meaning certain frontier areas of 

Bhima•s Kingdom. A terrible fight ensued between Ramapala's 

army that crossed the river from the southern bank and 

reached the Northern bank in a fleet of boat·, and Bhima, the 

Kaivarta leader. 146 The consequence of the fight was the 

imprisonment of Bhima owing to bad luck when he was fighting 

147 from his elephant's back. The Kaivarta forces fled and 

h ' . d t t d . th . d t. 148 t e capturea K~ng an queen were rea e w~ cons~ era ~on. 

A Bengal writer narrated that Bhima committed suicide when 

all ho~es of his success ended in disd~in. R. D. Banerjee 

held that Hari was killed along with Bhima} 49 It has been 

stated in Kamauli grant of vaiddyadeva that Bhima had been 

killed by Ramapala. 
tJ' 
I 

The iUr-a dynasty of Dakshi~Radha • 
• 

As to the historical basis of a· dynasty with the 

title of iUr-a several facts may be cited and on the basis of 

- ~ which alone an account of the dynasty ma:i be prepared. ·The 

name of Rana£'Ura is found in the Tirumalai inscription of 
• 

Rajendra Chola as the ruler of Dakshina-Radha and it is stated . . 
in the inscription that the Chola ruler defeated Rana(lira.150 

- . 151 In the commentary of the Ramacharita there occ~s the name 

of one Lakshmi(or~ 
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of Rarnapala in his venture to defeat Bhimal the Kaivarta 

King. In an inscription of the time of Gop~la III, there was 

a man named Damasura. The inscr ir:;tion was found at l':anda in 
•• 

the -. h-h. d' . t 152 
RaJs a ~ ~str~c • The authenticity of a line of rulers 

bearing the names ending in {ura is further proved by the 

Barrackpur grant of Vijayasena which informs us that Vijaya-

I . . 153 
sena married Vilasadev! 1 a daughter of the SUra fam~ly. 

In the Naihati grant of Vall~lasena, it has been informed 

that the predecessors of Vijayasena were the ornaments of the 

Radha country. It has been inferred that a line of Kings 
• 

really existed in Western Bengal who were known as the £u.ras. 

Unfortunately we do not know anything about the exact relat-

ionship between Rana{Ur-a and r<.ahlpala of Tirwnalai grant • . 
But from the Tiruma¥i inscription he appears to have been 

I 

quite independent of the Pala Kings. 

.'•, '"!"'-
It appears from the above discussicn that there 

appeared one £Ura family 1 though nothing is known definitely 

of the extent of their territory and their political stat us. 

The evidence of tbe ·r 1r umi:ili:li plate and the R"a!nachar ita 

would indicate that they became powerful during the rule 

of the weak Pal a Kings I but were forced to accept ·the 

position of Samantas when there was a strong Pala King. 
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The history of the £u.ra family is hardly available from 

sources other than that of the Tirumalai plate (1023 A.D) 

and the foundation of the dynasty may, therefore, be 

assigned to the beginning of the 11th Century A.D. 

Traditional and historical evidences associate them in the 

Radha region of Bengal. It may not be improbable that shortly 
• 

after in invasion of A~ga ano Radha by the Chandella King . 
Dhangadeva, the state of affair in the latter territory 

became favourable for the foundation of a new dynasty under 

the £tiras which continued to rule till they were swept away 

154 
by the senas. 

There is a strong public say of the existence of a 

King named Adi£'Ura 7who brought Brahmanas from some parts of 
• 

India. The traces of the t'Ura dynasty may be found in a large 

number of traditions recorded by the writers of genealogical 

treatises in Bengal which are po_r:,ular ly kn::>wn as Kulaj i 

granthas. Among the v.rriters who compiled those volwnes 

mention may be made of har imi(ra, .C::durni£~a ana .Dhruvananad • 
• 

Dhruvananda is known to be the highest authority on the 

subject of the Radhiya Brahmonas. 155 Most of the Kulaji 
• • 

granthas were the works of much later times and most of them 

were supposed to be compiled during the 1~th or 16th Centuries. 
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Only one or two works are thought to be of much earlier 

time, but their manuscripts are not available to us. There 

are certain limitation of the Kulaj i grant:r1as. First and 

foremost among them is that there are no authentic Kulaj i 

texts which can be dated earlier than the latter half of 

the 15th Century A.D. Most of the literature is in manuscript 

and that is why the copies of v:hich, are difficult to obtain. 

secondly, the Kulaj i texts have been tampered with in various 

ways and there are good grounds to doubt the the genuineness 

of the many current texts which are attributed to ancient 

156 authors. 

'I'he sources they produce regarding Adi('Ura who is 

said to be the fo~der of the £u.ra dynasty are conflicting 

in many respects and the most crucial question is the date 

of the King Adi£'Ura. According t~ a text, Adi('Ura'came into 

the political scene of Bengal before the rise of the Palas. 

Regarding the date of Adi(lira, Varendra Kulapanj ika is of 

the opinion that 'Vedakalambashtaka-Vimiteraj-Adi£tira sa cha' . 
·.which is. interpreted as equivalent to 732 A.D. 157 According 

to another tradition, Adi£tira defeated the Buddhist Pala King 

and began to rule Gauda after that. In surport of the above 
• 

view, the scholars quote the following 'Tatr-Adi(lirah-~lira

varrla-siffiho-Vij it ya Bandhanr ipa-Palavafltsarr, &a£asa Gaud am I 158 
. . 
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It is evident from the above source that the founder of the 

dynasty may be placed in the 11th Century A.D. It is based 

on the enllirleration of 'Vedavanahka Saketi-Gaude-Viprah-Sarnagatah 
• 

= 1032 h.D. H.~.sastri interpretes it as e~uivalent to 732 A.D~ 59 

Regarding the family histor:y of Adi§Ur-a different 

views have been put forward by different texts. It is known 

1- 160 
from a tradition that the Suras carne from Darada country. 

In some other sources he has been identified as the grand 

father in mother's side of vallalasena and in others as the 

'remote ancestors of vallalesena•. It is said that he was the 

ruler of Bengal and Orissa, while others refer him as the 

ruler of Anga, Kali~ga, Karnata, Kerala, Kamarupa, Saurastra, . . . 
Magadha, Malava and Gur j ara. According to ,,;orne, everything 

1' 

were peaceful as he married the daughter o:: the Kanauj King 

while others say that he had to fight with the King of Kanauj. 

Regarding the Capital of his Kingdom there are contradictory 

opinions. According to some texts, the Capital of Adi·~'Ura was 

in Gauda while some others are of the opinion that the Capital 

was at Vikramapura. Regarding the purpose o£ his bringing five 

Brahmanas different viev:s have been put for~,o;ard. It has been 
• 

usually held that he brought Brahmanas as well versed in the 

Vedas and Vedic sacrifices for the performance of religions 

practices. According to one tradition, the King of Ka£1 

. - /- . 
insulted Adisura for not having Brahmanas versed in Vedic 
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lores in his dominion. King Adi£tira defeated him in a battle 

- 161 and brought five Brahmanas. 

The eXtant Kulaji texts preserve tradition that 

Adi£\.ira. and other ~'Ura princes were forced to take shelter in 

- h d 'h -1 . 162 
Radha after the establishment o£ t e Bu a ist pa a emplre • 

• 

The mention of the names of Dharmapala and Rana('Ura in south-
• 

Western Bengal in the Tirumalai inscription prove that the 

south-Western Bengal was not under the control of .t-·lah'ipala. 

N. N. vasu has expressed contradictory opinions about the 

identity and the date of the King Adi£\.ira. The mainstay of 

his book is to place the bringing of Brahmanas in Bengal and 

the establishment of the rule of Adi£\.ira in 654 or 668 £aka 

era. In order to establish the theory he took into account 
If 
I 

different Kulaji granthas and there appeared gross incongruity 

in his agcount. In on~ occassion he identified Adi£\.ira with 

Bhojadeva. But Adi{tira who assumed imperial dignity on 644 

£aka era cannot be identified with Bhoj adeva. As the Gur j ara 

Pratihara King Bhojadeva came into prominence in the second 

half of the 9th Century A.D, he can in no way be identified 

with Adi{lira flourished much. earlier. 163 It has been inferred 

that Adi{lira of Kula£astras may identified with Magadhadhiraja 

Adisinha of Dudhpari rock inscription of the 8th ce~tury A.o. 164 
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In another occasion Adi£tira has been identified with 

ya(ovarman of Kanauj. The view cannot be historically accepted 

that Ya{ovarman was defeated by the King of Gauda. ·Practically 

speaking it was only possible to defeat the King of Kanauj 

Ya£ovarman by no other Gauda King than £a£atka. Dharmapala & 

Devapala. Cn the basis of different Kulaji granthas. Adi£tira 

cannot be placed in the first half of the 8th Century A.D. & 

during·the tenure of the reign of Ya£ovarman, the King of 

. 165 KanauJ. 

There are difference of o~inion regarding the place 

wheref~om he brought five Brahmanas. According Harimi£ra 

he brought Brahmanas from the Kolaricha country. 166 This 
• 

Kolancha country has been usually identified with Kanauj. 

" ! 

But nowhe~e in the ancient. literature or. i~ epigraphical 

~/ / 
sources «alancha has been identified with Kanauj. Sivaram 

Apte in sanskrit dictionary has identified Kolanc!Ja with 

the name of the country of the KalH1gas .t-'ianior vJilliams in 

in his large volume of English-Sanskrit. dictionary has 

expressed the fact about the identificatiou that Kolan"cha 

was•small of Kaling, the Coromondal coast from Cuttack to 

Madras ; but according to some, this place is in Gangetic 

Hindusthan with Kanauj for the Capital•. 167 N. N. vasu has 

categorically expressed that Kolancha cannot be equivalent 

-I 
i 

I 
\ 

I 
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to Kanauj and so how can the view that Adi§~a brought 

Brahmanas from Kanauj be accepted ? But most of the Kulaji 
• 

granthas are of the opinion that he brought Brahmanas from 

·Kanauj. so it· has become very difficult to ascertain the time 

of Adi£i:ira on the basis of conflicting opinions.
168 

The genealogy of the £i:iras as furnished by the authors 

of the Kulaji granthas comprises the following names in order 

of succession. Adi(i:ira, Bhu£i:ira, Kshiti£i:ira, Avanti£i:ira, 

Dharar:I£i:ira, Dhara£i:ira, Anusura, 169 Adi(Ur-a• s grandfather 

/_ - /_ 170 
Kavi§ura and his father .l':adhava§ura, • In some of the w-orks 

two more names are inserted between Dh~a(lira and Anu£i:ira, 

Viz. Pradyrr~a(i:ira and Varendra£i:ira. A careful observation of 

the names will make it clear that the same name except the 

<! 

first and the last appears to have been refeated in various 

forms. In the Ain-i-Akbari there are the me:1tion of ten Kings 

headed by one Aditya(Ur-a, but the rest of t:.e names do not end 

with the £u.ra title. 'l'he opinions of the Kulaj i and the 

Ain-i-Akbari are contradictory. 'I'he viev-.r is not supported by 

epigraphic sources and both is tradition. On the other hand 

the view put fon·1ard by different traditions regar·cting the 

purpose of bringing Bra~~anas to Bengal that there was dearth 
• 

of Brahmanas well versed in Vedic lore and for this the 
• 

orthodox Hindu customs had fallen into disuse, cannot be 
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accepted as many passages from the epigraphical records of 

Bengal in the medieval Bengal may be cited to show the exi~-

tence of orthodox Brihmanas in the period fro~ 7th to 11th 
• 

1- 171 
Century A. D •• the tentative tirr.e of the Suras. The view 

of the different Kulaji granthas has been refuted by Narottarr. 

Kundu in view of the fact that it has not been sup~orted by 

any corroborative evidence. He has shown clearly that the 

story of Adi/ura in the tradition is a myth and cannot be 

17 2 
given historical value. Besides Kulap~jikas, there is no 

genuine evidence in favour of the existence of an an~ient 

ruler named Adi{Ur-a in Bengal. The only Ad.t£'Ura known to the 

history of Eastern India is mentioned in the Ny~yakanika of 
• 

the Maithil scholar Vachaspati ~i£ra as a contemporary of the 

author. 'I'he historical Adi£'Ura of Eastern India thus seems to 
~ 

have ruled over parts of .t--~ithifa and contiguous portion of 

North Bengal as a feudatory of the P~las about the middle of 

the 9th Century h.D. 1726 

But the Adi£lira episode of bringing Brahmanas from 

the Kolancha country has been doubted by D. c. Sir car on the 

ground that the Sena King Balla{a is credited in the Kulapdnji 

works with the institution of Kulinism and there was no popu

larity of the use of £aka era before the advent of the senas. 

The possibility of the importaticn of the legend about the 
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bringing of the U.l?.Brahmanas, from south India into Bengal, 
• 

cannot be altogether impossible. According to the Kargudari 

inscription of the Hangal Kadambas, the mythical May\lrvarrnan 

came to the south from the Himalayan region and brought 18 

Brahrnanas from Ahichhatra whom they settled in the Kuntala 
~ 

172b country. In the later Pallava inscriptions there are 

simi~ar tradition of bringing Brahmanas from Ahichhatra. In 
• 

In the inscription of the Chola King Kulottunga III, there is 

the mention of the mythical King Ar indama v;ho irr.ported Brahmanas 
. 

'7 172c 
from Antarvedl. 

so the theory cannot be brushed aside that the tradition 

might have been brought in Bengal from south India by the 

senas who hailed from Karnata region and must have patronised . . 
the south Indians. 'I·he l?alas had matrimonial relations with 

south India. so the ~di~Ura episode may be a figment of 

imagination, though it is difficult to determine the contri-

bution of south India in the fabrication of Kulapanji works. 172d 

The genealogy of the varrnanas and the senas as given in the 

Kulaji granthas has proved to be false and unreliacle. It is 

not, therefore, safe to construct the dynastic history of the 

siras and not even their genealogy relying on their account. 173 
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Chap t e.r lY 

Political History from 12th Century A.J. to 13th Century A.D. 

There is no evidence to show the existence of the 

pala rule in South-eastern Bengal in the early years. It is 

evident from the epigraphical sources that South-Eastern 

Bengal was possibly ruled by independent minor dynasties 

right from the last part of the Seventh Century A.D. We find 

that the dynasties of the Ratas, the K.hadgas, Nathas, the 
0 

Devas, the Harikela rulers ruled chronologically in South-

Eastern Bengal. They were folloued by the Cha.ndras who were 

at first probably the feudatories of the Ha.rLL(ela rulers and 

ultimately captured power and held their swa:~ in South-Eastern 

Bengal from the last quarter of the 9th Century A...D. to 11th 

Century A..D. If we take into consideration the Bighaura and 

Niray~pur image inscription of Hahfpala II as evidence of 

the existence of the Pala rule in South-Eastern Bengal, it 

seems obvious that the Pala rule spread to that regions 

between the reign of Mah!p&la I and Mahipala II stretching 

the period from 1043 A.D. - 1075 A.D. The foreign invasions of 

the Chola King Rij endrachola and the Kalachuri King Karna 
• 

appear to have seriously affected the power and prestige of the 

Chandra rulers and cleared the wa:J for the establishment of the 
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Pala rule in the South-Eastern Bengal for some times at least 

and during the time of the wealrness of the Pal~ power as a 

consequence of the Kaivarta revolt and subse~uent establishment 

of the Kaivarta rule in Northern Bengal in the last quarter of 

the 11th Century A.D. 1 the Varmans established their sway in 

the South-Eastern Bengal. 

T H E VARMA.NS 

There is probably no doubt that the Varmans of East 

Bengal succeeded the Chandras. Among the valuable sources of 

information which throw light on the history of the dynasty, 

mention should be made of the Bela¥a Copper plate of 

Bhojavarman1 , the Bhuvanelvara plate of Bha~~a Bhavadeva2 , 

the Vajra.yogini' ~opper plate of S~alavarman3 and t..'le 

Samant Vv3ara copper plate of Harivarman 4 • The Belava copper 

plate of Bhojavarman records the pur~c geneaology of Yadu 

-from Bra.hma through A.tri, Chandra, Buddha, Purllravas, .Alu, 

Nahusha and Yayati. There is also the reference to Hari in 

the family of Yadu who appeared as K~is~. The relatives of 

_Hari were the Varmans who dominated silimapura. 
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The Varmans of South-Eastern Bengal claim to have 

p .. • 
descended from an offsho t of the Yadava family of Simhaptll"a. 

There is diversity of opinion among the scholars about the 

0 

identity of the Simhapura. R.D. Banerjee has drawn attention 

to the Pra/asti of Lakhamandal Which refers to eleven genera-•• . -----
tions of Chandragupta, the Prince of Jalandhara \Who claims 

to belong to the Yadavas of Lunar race reigning at Singhapura
5

• 

This Singhapura is undoubtedly the Seng-ha-po-lo of Yuan 

Chwang situated to the North side of the salt range in the 

Punjab6• Hultzsch has pointed out a dynasty of Varmans who 

ruled 1n Siinhapura in Eastern India7 • The Kamarti (Ganj a.m dist.) 

plate of Chandravarman and Bfihatprostha (in Palak.onda Tiiluka, 

Vizagapatam) grant of Umavarman reveal the existence of a . • 

line of Kings in KaliUga who resided in siihapura or Sihapura8 • 

The character of these plates are early Southern type belonging 

to the 4th or the 5th Century AuD. ~cording to Hultzsch, this 

• • Simb.a..pura is, perhaps, ~dentical with the modern Singupuran 

between Chicacola and Narasannapeta9 • On the otherhand 

R.D. Banerjee has identified the place with Sihapura of 

Mahavaisa which was situated 1n La.ta (Radha) between Vanga 

and Magadha which is generally identified • with Singur in the 

10 Hoogly district o But if we analyse the identification crit1-

cally, it appears thd.t the first is too far awa:y and there is 
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no evidence to show its existence after the 7th Century 

~.u. 11 • The third is only known from the legendary account 

of Vij a.yasiiha, contained L'l Ma.havamsa which can hardly be 

• accepted as sober history. The Kingdom of Simhapura in 

KaliDga appears to have existed as early .as the fifth Century 

A.D. and as late as the 12th Century A..D. It is known that 

two Kings of Kallllga, Maharaja Chandrava.rman and Maharaja 

Umavarman were ruling between 350 - 550 A..D. and they 

issued grants from Siihapura12• The identification gains 

further ground from the fact that the Varman probably came 

to Bengal in the train of Kalachuri Karna's invasion of 
• 

• Vanga. It appears from sources that Kar~a's father seems to 

have attacked South-Eastern Bengal from that region, It is 

likely that the Varmans accompanied Karna and stayed in Bengal 
• 

and in an opportune moment carved out independent Kingdom 

for themselves. So the probablity is in favour of the 

• • identification of the place with Simhapura in Kalinga. 

D.c. Ganguly, however points out that Siw1apura may be placed 

somewhere in Eastern Bengal and be even regarded as the 

Capital of the Varmans. He further adds that there is nothing 

in the Velava grant to locate it outside Benga113• 
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The Varmans came into prominence in the political 

scene of South-east Bengal by suppl,smting the Chandras in 

the last part of the 11th Century A.D. When the armies of 

Rij endrachola led an expedition against Bengal about 1023 

A.. D. - 1024 A.D. 14 , they found on the throne of East Bengal 

a King called Govindachandra apparently belonging to the 

Chandra dynasty of Vikramapura. This is supported by a 

- 0 I - -v- ~ -I 
statement in the life of Dipankara Srijnana Alisa, compiled 

by late Sa.rat Chandra D as from Tibetan sources15 • According 

- 0 

to this ~rk, Dipankara was a contemporary of the King 

- ' 0 - - • 

Bhu-indra-Chandra of ' 1L1Xlg alao The adult life of Dipankara, 

as gathered from this source, seems to have fallen between 

-
1000 A.D. to 1022 A.D. and it may be assumed that Bhu-indra-

the \f' 
0 -Chandra was t\ ruler of .... a.ngala during this period. The 

"· 
Tibetans seem to have referred the Govindachand.ra as Go-

indra-Chandra and substituting 1 bhu' for its equivalent 

•go•, we get the modified Tibetan appellation 1 Bhu-indra-

Chandra'. Hence the reign of Govindachandra. in Vangala 

is to be assigned to the last quarter of the 11th Century A.D. 

But in the next quarter, we find the Varmans established 

in the same region and issuing copper plate grants from 

the same capital, as is evident from the Belava copper plate 
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and others. Thus the Chandras appear to have been suppor-

ted 1n V~a by the Varmans not long after the Chola raids 

in 1023 - 24 A.D. In connection with this, we have to take 

note of the Rewa stone 1nscription16 of Karna dated in the 
• 

; 

~ Kalachu· year 800 corresponding to 1048 - 49 ~.D. It is 
I~ 

indicated in the verse 23 of the record that one of the 

earliest exploits of Karna took place after his accession in 
0 

{' 
1041 A.D. It has been pointed out that 'the ships of the King 

of Eastern country being driven against the peaks of the 

mountains of his (Kar~'s) eiephants, by the force of the 

tempest arrogance, cracked and sank into the sea of Kar~•s 

troop~7 • v.v. Mirashi has rightly pointed out18 thatthis 

records the end of the Chandra line of Kings in V a.Dg a. where 

either Govindachandra or his successor came into conflict 

with the forc-es of Karna and lost his life. His point is that 
• 

Vajravarman was put on the throne of Vikramapura and Karna' s 
• 

- I-daughter Virasri was given in marriage to his son Jatavarman 

to cement the alliance. N.K. Bhattasali has pointed out that 

it was Jatavarman \llho appears to have rendered useful service 

to Kar~ ~d so he was put on the throne19• £s this is the 

first victory of the reign of Kar~a, so it would not be 

unreasonable to put it soon after Karn"'·1 s a"cession in 1041 AD aL ,., • • • 
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Natura.lly the date of the fall of the Chandra dynasty and 

the date or the installation of the Varman family in Vikra-

mapura may thus be put about 1042 A.D. Belava copper plate 

grant of Bhojavarma is only the source which providesus ~th 

the g eneaology or the Kings of the Va.rman dynasty. The WB¥ 

in which it anaU.yses the conquests of Jatavarman leaves any 

doubt that it was Jata.varman Y.ho laid the foundation of the 

independent dynasty of the Varmans and his reign marked the 

epoch of the greatness of his family. Vijravarman, the first 

ancestor of the ~ynasty, mentioned in the grant, is not 
"-

referred as a King but he is praised as a brave warrior, a 

poet among the poets and a scholar among scholars. h. • .LJ. 

Banerjee has pointed out that Vaj.ravarman -was probably the 

~ -
first King who captti.red ·arikela or Chandradvipa and set up. 

1\ 

a new Kingdom of his ow and his son Jatavarman ext ended the 

empire and thereby he maY be held as the real founder of the 

Yadava dynasty20 • D.c. Ganguly has supported the view and 

pointed out, on the basis of the vru'se 6 of the Belava 

<:>1 plate that Vajravarman conquered Eastern Bengal "' • But 

there is nothing in the record which can be taken to mean 

his conquest of Eastern Bengal. In this connection, we may 

rightly point out that h.D. Banerjee had formerly stated 
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'v.J 
that there nothing to show that Vajravarman was a.King 

" 
him.s elf

22
• 

There are reference to the conq_uests of Jatavar-

man in the verse 8 of the Beliiva copper plate of Bhojavarman 

~ich run! as follows 11He spread his paramount sovereignty, 

by ecclipsing (even) the glory of P~ithu, son of Vena, 

marrying 
- I ... 

Virasri (daughter) of Karna, by extending his domi-• 

nion over the Ailgas, by humiliating the dignity of Kamarupa, 

by bringing to disgrace the strength of the arms of Divya, 

by damaging the fortune of Govardhana, and by vesting wealth 

1n Brahm.ana:s versed in the Vedas" 23 • • 

- /Now the reference to Karv-a whose daughter Virasri 

was married to Jatavarman and reference also to Divya -who 

was humbled down by Jatavarman enable us to fix the date of 

Jatavarman with some amount of certainty. It is evident that 

he was a contemporary of the Kalachur.i King Karna. (1041-70 A.D) 
• 

and also of Vigrahapala III (1058 - 75 A.D.) \tlho married 

another daughter of Kar~a. He was also a contemporary of the 

Kaivarta chief Divya and of Mahipila II (1075 - lOBO A..D.). 

I 

I 
\ 
I 
I 
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So the rise of Jatavarman may be placed some time between 

1055 - 1073 A.D o 

Among the enemies defeated by Jatavarman, we can 

easily identify Divya who was the Kaivarta leader and defea-

- -ted Mahipala in a revolt. R.D. Banerjee has analysed that 

Jitava.rman defeated two Kings of the name of Divya. and 

Govardhana and established himself in the Aiiga
24

• But the 

verse in the Rimacharit does not mention it. There is & 

controversy among the scholars about how J atav arman came 

into conflict with Divya and subsequently de~eated him. 
~ 

Perhaps a reminiscence of the fight bet1n>een Divya and 

Jatavarman is preserved in the Nalanda stone inscription. 

R, 
It relates about an ascetic of Somapura (Panarpur in Rajsha .i 

dist.) that 11 when his house was burning (being) set on fire 

0 -by the approaching armies of Vangala, he attached (himself) 

to the pair of lotus feet of the Buddha (and) went to heaven" o 

It would then appear that Jatavarman invaded Nothern Benga126• 

The above view has been refuted by the statement of 

~K. Maitreya that Divya might have attacked VaDga after his 
... 

occupation of Varendri and so it might have offered an oppor-

tunity to Jatavarman to defeat him in a battle 27. 
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Now it appears that Jatavarman took full advantage 

of the anomaly and confUsion that arose after the revolt and 

carved out an independent Kingdom for himself. Regarding the 

conquest of Allga country by Jatava.rman 'Which was certainly 

under the possession of the Palas, it appears that he fought 

both the Paias and Divya and it was by dint of his victory 

over both that he probably carved out an independent Kingdom 

for himself in Eastern Bengal. It is also probable that he 

first set up an independent Kingdom in Eastern Bengal and then 

turned his arms against them. The Kamariipa prince with whom 

he had entered into struggle, evidently leading to no results, 

cannot be definitely identified. D.C. Sircar holds that 

J atavarman was a. close relative of Vigrahapala III of the Pala 

dynasty and probably he was appointed a governor of Allga 

under Vigr ahapB..la III and it may be that he launched a com

paign against Divya as a general of the PaJ.as27 a. According 

to H.C. Ray, the Kamariipa pr·ince may be identified with one 

O-f the Predecessors of Vallavadeva v.t.ose J.ssam plates are 

dated in Saka. 110~8 • The identification of Govardhana whose 

dignity was crippled by Jatava~an has been given by 

R.G. Basak. According to him, he may be identified with the 

father of Bha~~a Bhavadeva, the Prime Minister of Harivarman29. 
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The view has been supported by Dr. H.C. Ray and R.D. Banerjee. 

But there is some difficulties in accepting the view and 

there is no sound basis of the inference. Mr. Banerjee has 

also made an alternative suggestion that Govardhana may be 

the ruler of Kaisambi who nelped Ramapc!la in his fight 

against Bhima and his nallle, as a. result of copyist• s mistake, 

30 I- -occurs as Dvorapavardhana • Kal!sambi was the tract east of 

the BbBgfrathi on the West and South of modern Calcutta31• 

The Varman Kingdom thus spread upto the Bnagirathi in the West, 

~ile on its East was the Meghna. 

R.C. Majumdar has pointed out that 11 It is difficult 

to believe that J atavarman, a petty chief coming from outside, 

could have undertaken all these military expeditions on his 

ow account11
• It has been suggested that Jatavarman accompa.-

nied the Kalachuri King Karna on his Bengal expedition. 
0 

It would probably be more reasonable. to think that he was a 

follower of both Gangeyadeva and his son Karna. · R. D • • 
Banerjee has suggested that Vajravarman accompanied one of 

the foreign conq_uerers of Bengal, Viz. Rajendra Chola, 

Jayasi!Uha II or Gang eyadeva32• : P.L. Paul has even identi-

fied Jatavarman with the 1illustritious jata• Who is said in 

the Rewa inscription of Malayasi~a to have helped Karnadeva 
• 
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in vanquishing foes33 
o Gangeya claims to have defeated the 

rulers of both ADga and Utkala and Ka.r!J.a is said to have 

• exercised some sorts of supremacy over GaucJ.a, Vanga and 

Kal1Qga.34• According to the Rev.ra stone inscription, Kar-2-a 

achieved complete victory over a King of an Eastern country, 

• probably Vanga. If we assUlJle that Ja.tavarman was the ruler 

of si.IDhapura in Orissa, it is reasonable to conclude that 

he might have joined the great Kalachuri rulers in their 

Eastern expeditions and ultimately carved out an independent 

Kingdom for himself in Eastern Bengal by supplanting the 

Chandr as35 • 

Nothing is known about the length of his reign. 

There is also a problem about the name of the successor of 

Jatavarman. ~cording to Belava copper plate, Samalavarman 

36 -appeared just after him o But the Vajrayogini plate of 

Samalavarman and the Samantasara plate of Harivarman37 raise 

doubts and make it reasonable to conclude that Harivarman, 

another son of Jatavarman succeeded him on the throne. The 

-Vajrayagini plate of Samalavarman mentions the achievements 

of Harivarman before those of him. So it may be safely 

presumed that Harivarman came to power before Samalavarman. 

In spite of the burnt and illegible condition of the 



Samantasara plate of Harivarm,an, it appears that Harivarman 

should be placed before Samalavarman. N.N. Vasu who first 

egited the plate, informed that it was issued from Vikrama

pura and belonged to the reign of Para.melvara, Paramavais~va, 

Paramabhattaraka Maharajadhirajaclhiraja Harivarman and his 
•• 

father's name was probably Jyotirvarman38• But later on 

N.N. Vasu changed his reading to J atavarman. N.K. Bhattasali 

also reads the name of Harivarman• s father Jatavarman39 • 

P.L. Paul Who also examined the plate supported the view of 

N.K. Bhattasali40
o If we accept this, it would then appear 

that Harivarman and Samalavarman were brothers and Harivarman 

succeeded Jatavarman and Samalavarman is to be placed 

after him. 

Now, the absence of the name of Harivarman in the 

Belava plate cannot be correctly explained. There is a veiled 

allusion to Har.ivarman in the verse 3 of the Belava plate as 

stated by R.D. Banerjee and he has cleanly hinted at in the 

statement that vira/ri and Hari many times manifested them-

selves in person in the dynasty. If it is true then Why the 

scribe of the Belava plate did not clearly mention the name 

of Harivarman in correct order of succeession. It may be that 

the relation between Harivarma.n and Samalavarman was not at 

all cordial and that might have led the latter's son to omit 

the name of Harivarma.n. 



The nume of Harivarman is also found in the 

Bhubanelvara inscription of Bha~~abhavadeva.41 who served as 

the minister for War and peace. Two Buddhist manuscripts 

42 43 copied respectively in his 19th and the 39th regnal years 

preserve the name of Hariva.rman. After the date in the colo-

phon of the manuscript copied in the 39th year there are 

three verses written in a different hand which inform us that 

when 46 years of Harivarman' s reign had elapsed the manus-

cript was five times recited in seven years. This shows that 

Harivarman ruled for at least 46 years. So it may be presumed 

that Hariv a.rman ascended the throne in 1073 A.. D. and ruled 

44 upto 1127 A.D. o 

Harivarman ruled in Eastern Bengal and his capital 

was at Vikramapura. It may be that Vikra.mapura was captured 

from the Chandras, but 'When 1 t was captured is not known for 

certain. It is know from the Ramchari t that the troops of 

Bimapala advanced from the South of the Ganges to the North 

a...- -
in order to fibht vJith the K ivarta Chief Bhima~ If it is so 

/\ 

then the South-Ea.stel'n Bengal "L'las unO.er the possession of 

Ramapal.a and it is probably fol· that reason that the author 

I - 1 (N 

of Sabdapradipa held Ramapala as 'Vangesvar '. A{;ain the name 

-Ot Hari, the friend of Kaivarta Chief Bhima, is mentioned in 
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the Ramacha,rit. It may be that he was Harivarman. But th._e 

son of Ramapala was successful in breaking the ties between 

Hari and Bhlma and then Ramapala entered into .(riendship 

'With Hari. It is held in the Ramacharit th~t a King of the 

va.rman dynasty in the East propiciated the Fala King in order 

to achieve his own ends. This King of the Varman dynasty was 

no other than Harivarman. It may be assumed from the above 

that Harivarman came into prominence in the political scene 

of Ea.st Bengal taking advantage of the struggle bet\\reen the 

- 45 Kaivartas and the Falas • 

Reference should be made about the conq1est of 

I 
Harivarman. On the basis of the verse 15 of the Bhubanesvarg 

pra/asti of Bha~~abhavadeva, N.G. Ma-jumdar has inferred that 

either Harivarman or his son maue himself_the master of Utkala 

by overthrowing the Nagavam/.1 Sindas ruling from Barasiira in 

Ba.star in Central Provinces in the llth Century A.D. 46• He 

further has inferred on the basis of certain verses in the 

Ramacharit that Ramapala came into conflict with Harivarman 

or his son somewhere in Orissa47• The view that Harivarman 

or his son ruled in Orissa is practically based on the stone 

inscription of Bhattabhavadeva in Orissa • 
•• 

The above view may be refuted on various grounds. 
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Firstly, Orissa proper was never ruled by the Nagavams~ 

rulers48 and Ramapala met a Somavanisi Keiari ruler in Orissa. 

Secondly, there is nothing in the record to connect Harivarman 

and Bhavadeva in Orissa. The inscription was originally fixed 

on the temple of Ananta - V~sudeva at Bhuvane{vara in the 

Puri district in Orissa and that led the scholars to believe 

that the pious construction referred in, the inscriptlon was 

located somev.1here in the same place. P~ A.charya. has proved 

· \ii.th cogent argument thi..l.t there is no reason to suppose that 

the stone slab containing the inscripti:on was ever fixed in .. 
any temple there~9:. So on the basis ofi the explanation of 

# 

P. Acharya it would be reasonable not to regard Ha.rivarman 

or his son as the ruler of 01·issa w1til. more positive evidences 

·are available to us. Thirdly, the verse in question has been 

differently enumerated by N .G. Hajumdar~ v1ho held that Nagas 

were defeated by Bhavadeva and we may locate thei1· terr1tory 

near Eastern Bengal and more reasonably identify the Nagas 

of the verse ~~th Nagas of Assam hills50 • Fourthly, D.c. 

Bhattacharyya has argued that the verse$ 26 - 27 of the ins-

cription sho\·J that the temple of Bhavadeva on which it was 

fixed could not be in .ha~ha and suggests that it was possibly 

at Vikramapura51• ;. 
I 
I 
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~:: ·i·' 
Now the reign of Harivarman cannot be·.,'tomplete 

unless a few words are mentioned about Bhatta Bhavadeva, the 
•r' 

~ 
Brarunana minister of Harivarman . has left a long account 

• 

of his family consisting of seven generat.ions in the stone 

incription. The family was settled in the village of Siddhala 

-in Radha. The grand father of Bhavadeva was A.dideva who was 
• 

the minister of tne King of Va/lga. The name of the King is 

not mentioned and he has been identified as Jatavarman of the 

Varman dynasty. Abdul Momin Choudhury held that he was prob-

ably the King of the Chandra dynasty. Govardhana, the father 

of Bhavadeva was a great scholar and. warrior and his official 

position is not known to us. Bhavadeva himself was the Minister 

for -war and peace in the Court of Harivarman. Bhavadeva was 
s~, 

remarkable for his personality, statesmanship, 

and for his aptitude in wa.rfare52• 

We hardly know anything about the circumstances 

which led to the rise of Samalavarman, another son of Jatavarman 

to the tm.one. The name of Samalavarman is preserved in the 

J . -
geneaological account of the Vaidik Brahmanas "Who are said 

• 

to have migrated to Bengal from Madhyadefa during his reign, 

though according to one version of the story, it .occurred 

during the reign of Harivarman. According to most of the 

genea.ological books of the Vaidika Brarun~as, the first of 



their line came to Bengal at the invitation of Samalavarman 

in iak.a 1001 (= 1079 A.D.)53• This date is correct within 

half' a Century, as Samalavarman CfUl reasonably be placed in 

the first half of the 12th Century A.D. Samalavarman married 

Trailoky asundari alias Malavyadevi, 'Who was the daughter of 

Jagaddevi, son of Paramara Udauaditya, t.he King of Mall:la and 

rival of Kalachuri Karna54 • 
0 

Samalavarman was succeeded by Bhojavarman, his son 

by his wife Malavyadevi and the Belava plate was issued in 

the 5th year of his reign from Ja.yaskandhavara situated at 

vikramapura. The Belava plate does not mention any achievements 

of Bhojavarman. 

It has been stated in the Belava grant that land 

was granted in the village of Upyalika belonging to the Kau/ambi 

As)agaccha Kb.a.IJ.~ala M~~ala in Palll}<P'abhukti. The appearance 

of the name Pa.ur:<P"abhukti does not mean that Nothern Bengal 

was included w1 thin the dominion of the Varmans. According to 

D.c. Sircar, this Kaus'ambi can hardly be equated with Kaulamba 

of the Raj shahi district, but PaWldrabhukti where the proposed 
• 0 

land was granted by Bhojavarman extended to the South-Eastern 

part of Bengal in 12th Century A.D. R.C. Majumdar has pointed 

out that it may be more reasonably concluded on the basis of 
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the sources of information that the Kingdom of the Varmans 

probably confined to Eastern Bengal with Vikramapura as 

1 ts Capital 55 
o 

The Varmans were the followers of Vishnu which is 
• 

proved by the reference of 1 Vis~u Chakra Mudra' in line 48 

of the Belava copper plate. They were the staunch supporters 

of the Vedas and replacement of the Buddhist dynasty of the 

c 
Chandras by the Orthod. x Branmanical family of the Va.rmans 

A -

was fully in keeping with the spirit of the time. It may not 

be a mere coincidence that the two Buddhist ruling dynasties 

of Bengal, Viz, the Palas and the Chandras were overthrow 

by the Sen::::_as and the Varmans who were the followers of the 

Orthodox Brahmanical faith within a Century • • 

Regarding the downfall of the Varmans, there is no 

reference to the ousting of the v armans from va.Dga iii the 

inscriptions of the SenaKi~o This is an inexplicable gap 

in our knowledge of the history of EaPt India of the period. 

In the Deopara plate, Vijayasena claims to have conquered 

or captured quite a number of Kings. The issue of his 

Barrackpur grant from Vikramapura, the Capital of the Chandra 

and Varman Kingdons, point to the fact that Va.riga was also 

included in his conquests. 
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. - - 56 11 In the verse 21 of the Deopara p·late the fo ow-

f.~~ 
ing Kings are ~ · • to have been imprisoned by Vijayasena ~ 

Nanya, King of Mithila, • vir a, King of Ko~a~av!, Vardha.na., 

King of Kaulambf and Raghava, identified with the King of 

Kalinga wno ruled from 1156 - 1170 ~D. N.N. Vasu doubts the 

identification57• 

It is held that Vanga was snatched from the Varmans 

and annexed by Vijayasena58 , but the name of V ailga King is not 

referred in the pl~te of Vijayasena. We may seek a clue to the 

identification of Raghava of the Deop[ra plate and in case of 

such identification the mysterious and hitherto unexplained 

verse 14 of the Belava plate comes to our help. The difficulty 

in its proper interpretation lies in the expression of verse 

which have been read variously59 • N.K. Bhattasali inclined 

to read it as •tankasv-a-laQk-adhip~' and translated the 

verse in the way "Oh, fie t How painful \ The world is bereft 

of heroes today. Has this trouble of Rakshasas appeared 

again ? May Ala.ii.kadhipa (Viz. opposite of Lankadhipa, Rama 

or Raghava) fare well duri!l6 His apprehended dang er 11 t 

We have to remember that the Palas had lost complete 

control over Bengal, South of the Ganges during the period, 

but they commanded respect as the past emperors East India. 
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Vij ayasena, newly risen to po\ver in Ra<lha, was eager to 

strike North and East and make himself the undisputed master 

of Bengal. He had already gathered formidable forces and 

everybody in Bengal expected that sooner or later the blow 

would fall. The Belava plate granted land on the East bank of 

the BbaglrathfO and it appears to have been granted at the 

period of £aUka or apprehended danger. The favour of Ramapala 

of the old imperial line was sought against the formidable 

force of Vijayasena and Raghava~ probably a scion of the 

Varman line, appears to have been the leader of the Varman 

Kingdom of the period .• In the verse III of the Belava plate, 

it has been stated that Hari manifested many times in the 

Varman line. The first was Krishna. The second was Harivarman 
0 • 

w 
and the third might be varman chief Raghava who ielded all 

power during the period. Vijayasena first attacked on the 

;_ r 
Kausamb King Govardhana who was probably the Samanta of the 

Varma.n King and this dragged the Varman_sinto war with Vijaya-

sena. Raghava, theleader of the Varmans being defeated, became 

a prisoner. Thus fell the Kingdom before the onslaught of 

Vijayasena61• 

THE DEVA:. DYNASTY 

During the period of the decline of the Sena. power 

as a result of the Muslim invasion, a line of Kings of the Deva 
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dynasty flourished in the political scene of Eastern Bengal. 

The history of the family is known from the Mehar copper plat 

63 64 the Sobhrampur copper plate , the Chittagong copper plate 

of Damodaradeva and the Adava~i copper plate65 , the Pakamo~a 

copper plate66 of na/arathadeva. The family is said to have 

descended from the moon and was the follower of the Va1shnava 
• 

\j~~ 
cult which is evident from the representation of - or 

Garuda or of Madhava overpowering Chaniira in the Mehar copper 

plate of l)amodaradeva. The Vais~ava faith of the royal dynasty 

to which Damodara belonged is evia.ent from the name as well as 

those of his three predecessors67• It may be assumed, as N.G. 

Majumdar held, that the dynasty 11 professed the Vais~ava faith 

like Varmans and the Senas1168 
o The Deva dynasty which we have 

already discussed flourished in Samatata region under . 
£antideva in 720 A.D. The dynasty continued till the end of 

the rule of Kantideva in 825 A.D o This dynasty was supplanted 

as noticed earlier by the Chandras of Harikela. After that he 

have no record to suggest the continuation of Deva line. It 

is only in the 2nd half of the 12th Century that we come accross 

of the existence of a group .of rulers starting from Purusho-

ttama having the Surname of Deva, though all the dynasties 

bore the title 0eva and ruled over the same regions and we feel . 

tempted to bracked them under the same Deva family, we have no 

sources of information to arrive at any definite conclusiop 

in this respect. 
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It is possible to form the geneaological list of 

the dynasty from the sources available to us. 

Purushottama 

I 69 
Madhumathanadeva 

- I Vasudeva 

- I Damodaradeva 

Daiar~thadeva 

It has been stated in the Sobhrampur copper plate 

that the dynasty sprang from the 1 moon1 and from whom sprang 

the line of Purushottama, the first ruler of the Deva family. 

In the Chittagong plate no phrases are used indicating the 

kingly position of Purushottama. In the Mooar plate he is 

- - -· introduced as a headman of the Deva family, 1 Dev-anvaya-Gramc.qu. 

phrase actually the same as 1Dev-anvaya-Kamala-vika/a-bhaskaora1 

applied to King Dala.rathadeva. in his Liibidi plate69 a. It is 
• 

not unlikely that from the position of a Graman!, Purushotta-
• 

ma1 s son Madhusudana rose to the eminence of a King. Therefore, 

it is reasonable to hold that Purushottama was only a. gramanf 
• 

and not a. ruler. His son Madhumathana is called 'Lord of the 

earth.' and Deva-van(s-Odad.h-Indu, viz, 1Hoon in the ocean of 

the Deva dynasty' and is credited with having 'snatched away 



the wealth of the enemies in war'. These epithets distinctly 

show that Madhumathana waged successful wars against his con-

temporaries and carved for himself a principality. He is 

called 'nripati 1 1n the Chittagong plate. His son v"'asudevat 
• 

is also called 'Lord of the earth' and a great 'archer'. It 

is evident from the Mehar plate that he was 'versed in all 

the ./.astras and foremost in military sk.ill 1 • In the Chi ttagong 

plate, he is described as one ~vmose feet were rubbed with the 

foreheads of princes bowing down to him in homage'. It is 

evident that Vasudeva imposed his authority over the neigh-

bouring chiefs and thus led the way for the rise of 

Damodaradeva, born of his queen Mitr.atievi. Damodaradeva 

ascended the throne in 1153 £aka or 1231 A..D. and in the 1165 

~a or 1231 A..D, his third (Chittagong) copper plate was 

69b issued. He ruled probably from C 1230 = C 1255 L D. • 

Damodara was 'well versed in polity' and bore the title of 

1Gajapati 1 o He is said to have caused 'contraction (or dejec-

tion) to the lotus like faces of heroic enemy Kings'. In the 

Cbittagong plate, he is called 'overlord of all Kings' and in 

verses 4 and 5 of the same plate he is said to have defeated 

many Kings and brought them under subjection. In the Mehar 

plate also he bore the title of 1 Gajapati 1 and probably 

in allusion to it, in verse 6, his 'column of the best 



elephants, well equipped in battle array' is highly spoken of. 

In the Mehar plate he assumes the title of 1 Ariraja Chan'lira 

Madhava•. The editors of the Mehar plate have pointed out 

that this biruda 1 cannot but remind us of similar b1rudas • • 

assumed by v1£va.rupasena69 c in his inscription and applied 

by them to their pre-decessors - V1jayasena, Vallalasena and 

Lakshma.nasena.. Ar1raja - Vrishabha. - ia!lkara, AriraJa. -• • 

nihla.Dka. - la.D.kara,Ar1raja - Madhava - s'a.Dkara, Ariraja -

Vrishabhallka - /alJ.kara and Ariraja - asahya - ia!Jkara. The 

birudas with Ariraja 1 arch enemy' prefixed to them are highly 
• 

significant when considered together with the additional title 

1 Garga - Yavananvaya - Prala.y - Kala - ftudi'a 1 assumed by 

Vi/varupa. All those birudas are suggested of the valourous 
• 

and terrible struggles against the Muslim aggression in Bengal. 

Though of the same political significance, the assumption of 

the titles of Dama.daradeva suggests that Damadaradeva came into 

conflict with the Sena ruler of Vanga and was probably able to 

win these titles for himself or at any rate Damadaradeva 

considered himself strong enough to assume these titles in 

opposition to the Senas. But it is surprising to note that 

Damadaradeva adopted these titled in the fourth year of his 

reign, Viz. in 1234 Ac.D. while in the Sobhrampu.r plate, issued 

in the year 1236 LD., only the title of 1Gajapat1 1 is retained 
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and in the Chittagong plate dated 1243 A.D., both these titles 

are dropped. We do not know for certain whether Damadaradeva 

sustained a set-back towards the close of his reign. The answer 

cannot be definitely given in the present state or our know-

ledge. The inscription of Damadaradeva does not definitely 

speak of the any loss of territory70 • 

The Chittagong plate of Damadaradeva refers to a 

village called KetengapaJ.a which may be identified with the 

modern Ketallgyipada forming a part of the village of Hashim pur, 
• 

P.S. Patiya and bolll1ded on the North by the Marachharapukhg.T.'iya 

which is still the name of a hamlet by the hill side, on the 

Southern bank of the river Sahkha. In otherwords the inscrip-

tion refers to a village in the district of Chittagong and not 

elsewhere. The Mehar plate records the grant of land in 

Meharagrama "Which was included in the Paralayi Vishaya of the 
L 

Samatata manda· a lying within the Pundravardhanabhukti. The . . . }\. .. 
Meharagrima being no other locality than the present village 

of Mehar, it is easy to determine that Damadaradeva•s Kingdom 

extended at least over these districts of Tippera, Noakhali 

and Chittagong71• 

Now we are to face with a very critical question as 
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to Whether the territory of Damodaradeva or of his three 

predecessors was confined to the three districts of Chittagong 

divisions or it was co-extensive with not only the whole of 

Samaj:ata mandala but also with the whole of the 
• •• 

Pa.undra.vardhana bhukti71 a, as it was then known. Apart from 
• • 

assuming the title of 1Gajapati 1 in one plate and 'Sakala -

bhupati - Chakravartin1 (the lord of all the Kings) in the 

other, there is no other evidence Whatever that Damodara or 

his pr ed.ecessor s were paramount sovereign~ It is not apparent 

also that they were the Samantas under the successor of 

Lakshm.~asena who somehow maintained the position as Gau51e/vara 

and paramount sovereign within the Paundravardhana bhukti 
• 0 

at least for seventeen years after Lakshmanasena. It is almost 
• 

certain that Madhumathana Madhusudana. ruled at the sometime 

with two later Sena Kings. But Damodaradeva would have usurped ' 

all the high sounding titles including Gau~e/vara, as was 

done by Da/arathadeva, if Damodara or any of his predecessors 

succeeded in supplanting the Senas within the Paundravardhana •• 
bhu.kti. But Damodara assumed 1 Ariraja - Chaniira - Madhava• 

Without the title of Gaude~ara. It is worthy of mention 
• 

that it is in the Mehar pla.te of Damodaradeva that Sama-3::-ata 
• 

finds mention, perhaps, for the first time as a mandala 
• • 

within the Pa~~avardhana bhukti and it may be assumed that 
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it was probably a creation of the Deva family for 

dis ting u1 shing it from Vang a apparently a ma~~ala nnder the 

rule of the later Senas within the same Paillldravardb.ana • • 

·bhukti which included in it Vikramapura and Navy a. 

The most reasonable explanation may be that while 

the Deva Kings were reigning in the Samatata mandala of • •• 

Paundravardhana bhukti, the Senas held supremacy over the 
•• 

region of Va/J.ga including Vikramapura and Navya and passed~ 

Gaudelvara w1 thin the same bhukti. Their supremacy though 

disputed could not till then be shaken off. It may be inferred 

from the above facts that the river Megh.n& was the natural 

boundary between Damadara•s territory and the dominion of 

V an_ga under the later Sena ruler72• 

A difficulty arises regarding the matter whether 

the early Deva rulers asserted their suzerainty over the whole 

of the district of Tippera. The position of the Deva rulers 

in Tippera has been rendered anomalous by the Mainamati 

plate of Ra,r:ava.D.kamalla Harikeladeva issued in the 17th year 

of his reign which corresponded to the year 1141 iaka = 1218 

A.D. From the information of the length of the service 

indicated in the Mainamati plate73, it may be assumed that 
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Harikaladeva was not a contemporary of both the father and 

the grandfather of Damodaradeva, he vas at least a contempor

ary of his father vafudeva. If he w~S the :first of this family 

and the principality was included in the Sena Kingdom, it 

seems that with the fall of the Sena power in Gauda, an • 

independent Kingdom arose in Eastern Bengal74 • From the 

inclusion of the city of Pattikera vdth the Mainamati hillock 
0 0 

as its probable natural land mark, it is definite that his 

principality was situated in the close neighbourhood of the 

Kingdom of the early Deva rulers and his rule would then seem 

to have been confined to a small portion of T ippera. 

Now whether the area of Damodara's Kingdom, indicated 

above,~ included the Kingdom inherited by him or also includes 

the terri tory a<ided in his reign, it is d.ifficuJ. t to say 75 • 

An important information may be gleaned from the Pakamoda 
• 

copper plate of Disaratr~deva76 about the conquest of territory 

by Damodaradeva. The verse 4 of the plate informs 

11I<".hyato Gau~ama.hi' - mahotsavamayam Chakre 

Punafcha /r iy a 11 77 o 

The kind Damodaradeva performed great festival in 

Gau~a by recovering the glory of the country. But Damodara did 



not claim this achievement in any of his own inscription. So 

it might have been an achievement of the last part of his reign. 

It may be inferred from the claim that Damodara might have 

defeated the Gauda Kine of the Sena dynasty and captured 
• 

their territory. But there is no mention iu the grants of the 

Deva rulers that the Devas defeated the Sena Kings assuming 

the title of 1 Gau~efvara1 .• It may be informed that Damodaradeva 

and his predecessors were the Samantas of the Sena rulers and 

eventually Damodaradeva established his sway over the Sena 

Kingdom. But Damodara did not assume the high sounding title 

of 'Par.amefva.ra - Paramabhattaraka - Maharajadhiraja1 .• It may 
•• 

be presumed from the Adabad1 plate that Dafarathadeva estab-
• 

11shed his sway over the Sena King within a very fe.w years of 

his ascendancy and it w-as he who assumed the high sounding 

titles of a lord. 

Damodaradeva was succeeded by his son Da/arathadeva 

and the history of his reign is known to us from his Adabadi 

and Pakamo~a copper plates. It is evident from the Actabadi 
• 

I plate that he assumed the titles of paramesvara, Paramabhatta _, 
• • ! 

raka, Maharajadhiraja Ariraja Danujamadhava. He had also the 

illustrious titles of Afvapati, Gajapati, Narapati, 
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- .; i k Rijatrayadhipati, Somavamsapradlpa Prat panno arrp:a, 

satyavratagangeya, Sar~agalavajrapanjara etc. The epithet 

Devanvayakamalavikasabhas.:J(ara shows that he belonged to the 

Deva family. The Adabru:i plate was issued from the Kingdom of 

Gau'].a through the grace of Naray~ .. According to H.C. Majumdar, 

there is no doubt tr~t nafaratha came into possession of the 

Sena Kingdom in Gau<j.a. According to N.K. Bhattasali, this ,. 
78 must have happened after the collapse of the Sena power • 

B.M. Barua and Pulin behari Chakraborty while 

editing the Mehar plate of Damodaradeva have asserted that 

- - - -Damodaradeva was called 1Gajapati 1 only, While in the Adabadi 
• 

plate Dafarathadeva is honoured with the epithet of 1 Afvapati 

Gaj~pati - Narapati - Rajatradhipati 1 • In the former, there is 

epithet indicating the place of which Damodara was the King, 

while in the latter nalarathadeva boldly claims to have obtai-

ned the Kingdom of Gauda and issued the charter from Vikrama-• 

pura, which he could not have done, had he not succeeded the 

later Senas after their fall or extermination79 • It may be 

supposed from the Adaba~i copper plate that Da/arathadeva 

during the time of the very inception of his reign established 

his swey in the Sena. Kingdom and assumed the high sounding 

titles in imitation of the Sena. Kings. 
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It has been held in the Adaba<J.i plate that he 

obtained the possession of Gauda through the grace of Narayana. 
0 • 

But we do not know what exactly is meant by the Kingdom of 

Gauda. The Muslim rulers were probably in possession of the 
• 

Gauda Kingdom which practically meant at that time the terri-
• 

tory of North and West Bengal and there is no evidence to show 

tha~.t the name was ex tended to cover Eastern Bengal. It may, 

therefore, be assumed that Dalarathadeva claims to have con-

quered a part of West or North Bengal. R.c. Majumdar has pain-

ted out that the claim need not be regarded as a fantastic one, 

for it is quite likely that an enterprising Hindu ruler of 

Eastern Bengal led successful operation to the muslim 

dominion in his neighbourhood. One thing should al-ways be 

kept in mind that the muslim rulers had to continue several 

military raids in order to consolidate their hold over the 

whole of Bengal and there were constant quarrels among the 

Muslim rulers. Da/arathadeva might have taken advantage of 

all these to capture a part of Gauda80• It has been narrated 
• 

in the Pakamoda plate that all the subjects of the Eastern 
• 

part became inactive and intimidated as a result of the agg-

ression Of the enemy happening due to the evils of the uncon

centions King. Later on the King Da/arathadeva put an end to 

this anarchical condition and peace and prosperity of the 



people was regained. The people heaved a sign of relief and 

devoted themselves to worldly affairs. 

It is very difficult to understand the real meaning 

of the verse. It cannot be definitely pointed out who the un

conce~tious King was. It cannot be the muslim invasion in the 

" 
Radha - varendr! region during the time of Lakshm~ena, 

because it had ta}{en place earlier. It may be imagined that 

muslim invaders invaded eastern part of Eastern Bengal due 

I to the lack of sagacity of the last Sena King. Dasarathadeva 

might have driven out the enemy and that was shy the subjects 

inclined to him and this paved the way for the establishment 

of the sway of the Deva dynasty over Sena. Kingdom81 • 

N.K. Bhattasali gives a brief account of the history 

of Da/arathadeva. His account, brief as it is, leaves no doubt 

as to the identity of Danujamadhava Dala.rathadeva with 

I Da.nujamadhava who according to a dynastic account by Harimisra 

came into prominence after the Sena rule and with Danuja RaJ., 

the Raja of Sonargaon in Eastern Bengal Who according to Zia-

ud-din Barni entered into agreement with Ghiasuddin Ballban 

T 
that he wuld guard against the escape of rebellions U,ghril 

1\ 

Khan by water (1283 A.D.) 82 and in that case it may be accepted 



that sonargaon was the Capital of oalarathadeva and Sonargaon 

probably represented the Capital City of Vikramapura and it 

12 ~-. 82 a is probable that he ruled from C 1255 ~D. to C 90 A.u. • 

It is quite likely as suggested by P.L. Paul that 

the conquest of North-Western Bengal by the Muslims and the 

maintenance of independence by Eastern Bengal in spite of 

repeated attempts by Muslim conquerers to capture it, suggests 

one important conclusion. A sudden cavalry raid was sufficient 

to break the power of the Sepa Kings in North-Weatern Bengal 

and the whole of it passed into the hands of the Muslims 

within a short time. But the physical feature of E.astern Bengal 

prevented such an eventuality. It is the country of big rivers 

and so cavalry was practically useless. It needed a powerful 

naval power to con~uer this portion of Bengal. A raid might 

have carried on in certain part, but it could not produce any 

decisive result. The seeking of the help of Danujamadhava 

by the Sultan Giya~uddin Balban to prevent the escape of the 

rebellions governor Tughril Khan by boat clearly explains the 

weakness of the power in Eastern Bengal - a power strong in 

every other respect excepting navy. This explains why thi~ part 

of the country could resist muslim attacks for about a Century 

while great Kingdoms of Nothern India succumbed to muslim 

attacks quickly83• 
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From the cescovery of two copp.er plates at Bha~era .. 

about twenty miles away from Sylhet84 , we come across a new 

line of Kings with the Deva title. The two copper plates gives 

the geneaology of five Kingso 

Navagirvana alias Kharavana 
• 0 

I 
Gokul.adeva:. 

- - I N ar ay anadev a 
0 

Kelavadev~ alias Govinda 

r/anadev/ 

The names of all the Kings except the first one end 

in 'deva', make it probable that they belonged to the Deva 

family85 • The date of the records cannot be properly read, but 

on palaeographic al ground they can hardly be regarded as earlier· 

than the 13th Century A.oD. and may even be somewhat later. The 

I I 
plate I issued by Kesava opens with salutation to Siva and then 

gives a geneaology of four Kings who are said to have belonged 

to the race of moono The founder was Navagirvana (the new God) 

~ 
of ·ierce arrow, of great known the issue of Goddess of Pros-

f... 

perity. His son Gokuladeva claims distinction for being the 

grand father of Kelavao It is wonderful that the sunlight of 

his glory caused numbness in inimical Kings (instead of exciting: 
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vivacity as sunlight should)o From him descended King Naray~a 

His son was Kefavadeva of unmeasured hymn of merit and glory 

~ose feet were decorated with the Jewels of royal crowns, who 

was the ornament of earthly sovereigns, the destroyer of rival 

Kings86• The two words Kefava and Govinda probably were the 

names of the same persono The part illustrates that Gobinda 

was the abode of fame, the asylum of beauty, the dwelling place 

of all kinds of learning, the shelter of Justice. He was the 

centre of all light, the source of charity, the home of enjoy-

ment of the jewels of all speech, the store house of goodness 

and the personification of all good qualities. He protected the 

land of dependent Kings. This Kelava had 'Whirled his discuss 

at the enemies. He through his anger brought to an end all 

children of the race of his antagonistso He brought the earth 

under one umbrella wishing not to allow the existence of any 

foreign Kings. He effected the gratification of all well dispo-

sed people. He by the play of his sword, brought into subjection 

all other Kings and came to be regarded as the chief of all 

Eastern Kings. He granted land for the adoration of a li~am 

of the name of va:e~ara, whose temple stood in Hattapataka 
•• 

(the great fair) probably the Bruitarara bazar of the present 
• 

da3' to the extent of 375 plough measureso 

The insceiption No. II is a Vaishnavite record. It 
• 

gives a list of four Kings who belonged to the Lunar race, The 
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first King stated in the list ws Gokula who is said to have 

been as munificant as the Kalpa tree. His son was Naray~. He 

was followed by Ke/a..vaileva -who dedicated a temple of the des

troyer of Kania and performed the rite of weighing himself 

with gold silver and other articles which he presented to the 

Bribmanas. His son was Ilanadeva. He erected a lofty temple for 1 

• 

the enemy of Madhu Kaitabha, a form of Vishnu and by the advice , 
• 

or his minister Vanamatikara, a VaJ.dya by caste and the concurr-

ence of his commander in chief VIradatta presented two ploughs 

or land for its supporto 

It is obvious that the first prince of this plate is 

the same with the second of the first plate, the next two a.re 

likewise the same for there is no reason to doubt that Kefava 

of the second plate is the alias of Govinda of the first grant 

and the new name If~eva v.ho issued the plate II is the 

Fifth from Naragirvanao 

These Rajas were the sovereigns of Kachhar and pro

fessed to be of the dynasty of Ghatotkacha, son of Bhlma, of 
• 

Hidimba, the daughter of an a.boriginal cannibal chief. It is • 

extremely doubtful if the P~~as ever came so far to the east86• 

THE KINGOOM OF PATTIKERl 
• • 

· The traces of the existence of the existence of the 

Kingdom of Pattikera may be found as far back as the 11th • • 
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I 
- rJ .. - .. 

Century A...D. The manuscript of A.s~asanasrika Prajnaparami ta, 
I 
I 

! 
' 

preserved in the library of the Cambridge University contains \! 

the picture of a sixteen armed Goddess \lith the label 11Pattikeri1

\ 

Chundavarabha.vana Chunda11 is the earliest source of its exis-

tence. It is evident from this that the image of the Buddhist 

Goddess Chunda in Pattikeri was widely known in the 11th 

87 Century A...D. o 

It is not at all easy to determine the status of the 

Kingdom during the Pala and Sena period. It cannot be properly 

ascertained whether the extreme districts like Noakhali and 

Chittagong were included in the Pila and Sena Kin~doms. No evi-

dence has yet been discovered to prove the extension of the 

Sena power in the Chittagong division88• The position of the 

early Devas regarding their sway over the whole of the district 

of Tipperi is rendered anomalous by the Mainamati plate of 

. -Ran.availkamalla Harikaladeva issued in the 17th year of his 
• 

reign which corresponded to the year 1141 of the s'aka era 

(:1218 A.D.) 89 • Harikaladeva came to the throne in 1203-04 A.D. 

If he was the first of this family and this principality was 

included in the Sena Kingdom, it seems that with the fall of 

the Sena power in Gauda, an independent Kingdom arose in Eas-
• 

tern Bengal. Harika'ladeva Ranava!lli:arnalla who ascended the 
0 

throne in 1204 and ruled upto 1220 A..D. was undoubtedly an 
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independent King. As we have seen above there was another 

independent Deva family very much adjacent to the Kingdom 

Ranava.Dkamalla. It may be surmiaed that both of them ruLing 
• 

simultaneously, possibly took advantage of the decline of the 

Sena power and carved out independent Kingdom far themselves. 

The copper plate of Rao.awa.flkamalla found in the 

neighbourhood of Comilla belonging to the 13th Century A.D. 

provides us with very important facts of the history of the 

dynasty. It records the grant of land in favour of a Buddhist 

monastery built in the city of Pattikera by irf Dtadi-eba, 
•• 

the chief minister of lri Harikaladeva in 1220 in the 17th 

year of his reign90 • The city of Pattikera cannot be definitely 
0 0 

If the find spot of the plate is in any clue to its location, 

the Mainamati hillock probably formed a part of that ancient 

city and the ruins of a temple on the top of this hillock to 

the West of the Mah~aja1 s Bungalow may even point to the small 

monastery mentioned in the plate. 

There is no doubt that this Pattikera was the Capital 1 

•• 

of the Kingdom. The City gave the name to an important Pargana 

in the district of Tipper a still known as Patikara or Pai tkari 

which extends to the same hills, though the hills themselves 

now fall under a. separate pargana na.nled Meherkula91• In older 

documents of the 18th Century the name of the Pargana occurs 



regularly either Patikera or Pai tkara leaving no room for 

any doubt about the identification. 

The unnatural character of the three names of the 

Grantor 1 Dhadi-eba', his father 'Hedi-eba' and the writer 

-'Medini-eba'belonging to the same family deserves special 

discussion. In spite of the names being more or less Smkritised 

by the writer, they clearly denote their foreign origin in the 

'unicp. e appellative 'eva' or 1 eba' found in all the three names 

'Which is unknown to any Indian dialect~•. It may be that there 

was Burmese connection with the Kingdom of Pa.ttikera. We have 

evidence of a respectable family of Burmese origin which sett-

led and survived in the 13th Century A.D. in the district of 

Tippera. For 1 ba1 and 'Ye-ba'seems to be the characteristic of 

the Burmese language even now92 • The identification or the 

Pa;.ti.kkara of the B-urmese chronicles 'With Pattikara of the 
•• 

Tippera district though put forth in the local history of 

T1ppera 93 more than 35 years ago attracted the serious atten

tion of the Burmese scholars only recently94 • The Burmese 

chronicles contain many references to it95 • The Kingdom of 

Anoratha of Pagan who 1 made a progress through the W.estern por

tion of his dominion as far as Bengaf96 was bounded on the West 

by the foreign Kingdom of Pattikera 97 • The Burmese chronicles 

naxrate the romantic love story between the prince of Pattikera 
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and Sweinthi, the daughter of the King Kyanzittha (1086-1112) • 

The Burmese King agreed, his minister disagreed and the prince 

in languishment committed suicide. It is the subject matter of 
j ~ 

the Burmese poems and the dramas are staged in Burma at present 

also with the subject matter of love. The son of Sweinthi 

AJ.aungsithu who ascended the throne and ruled upto 1167, married 

a Pattikera princess. According to Burmese chronicles Narathu, 
•• 

the son and successor of Alaungsithu, slew with his own hand 

this princess or Pattikera, the w.i.dow of his father• The 
0 • 

~ikanese chronicles explains it differently. It has been sta-

ted that 1 a certain King Pattikera of the Kingdom of Maraw~ 

sent his two daughters as presents to the Kings respectively 

of A.r8kan and Tampadipa. The general of Arakan sent the latter 

princess to Pagan with a request to King Narathu to send her 

to Tampadipa. Narathu, however, forcibly detained her in sera-

glio. The princess rebuked Narathu for his disgraceful conduct 

and the latter forthwith drew his sword and killed her and he 

was also killed by the King of Pa ttikera 98• How far the above 

stories may be regarded as historical, it is difficult to say. 

The above incident took place, according to the latest chrono-

logy, in 1189 or 1191 A.D. not more than 15 years before 

Harilreladeva. came to the throne99• It is not unlikely, therefore, 

0 

that King RaJ?.avankamalla was the immediate successor of the 

King of Patti.kera who was responsible for the murder of Narathu. 
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We would like to mention in thi"s connection that in the whole 

district of Tipper a, there are, at present, about two thousand 

Buddhists living all in a group of village about 15 miles from 

Mainamati100 • It may be because of the close inter course 

between Burma and Tipper a in the 13th Century. 

• There is ample scope for doubt whether Ranavarikamalla 
• 

belonged to the old royal family of Pattikera mentioned in the 
• 0 

Burmese chronicles. One Bira.dharadeva probably ruled in that 

region after Ra-?-avafikamalla. He rul.ed .possibly from (1230 A..D. 

-1250 A. D). He was ~ Vaisbnava and made gift of land to 
0 

Ladahamadhava Vasua.eva in the Ba.taga!iga Vishaya in Samatata 
• 

mandala within Pundravardhana Bhukti which is known from his 
•• • 0 

Mainamati plate e!Jf;raved in the 15th regnal year100 a. After 

that it was probably amalgamated with the growing Kingdom of 

the Devas. 

~ - --OOMMANAPALA OF RAKSHA KALI (SUNDARBAN) • 

The reign of Lakshamanasena ended in a sea of trouble 
0 

that overwhelmed his Kingdom. During the time of the decline of 

the Sena potrer, one Dommanapala set up an independent Kingdom 
0 

in the Eastern part of Khadi (in Sundarbans) in 1196 A.D.100 b. 
0 

.K.hiqi District fatmed an intergral part of the Sena Kingdom 

as recorded in the grants of both Vijaya.sena and Lakshamanasena. 
• 
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and the revolution of Dommanapala is an important indication 

of the weakness of the authority of Lakshamanasena.in that • 
region during his old age. D.c. Sircar seems to indicate that 

D.ommanapala. was a. feudal chief of Lakshamanasena. But the "Whole 
• • 

meaning of the inscription leaves no doubt that Dommanapala 

. 100 c 
was practically an ~ndependant chief • 

It is known from the inscription that Pala family to 

which Dommanapal.a belonged migrated from.: ~o~ya 100 d and took 
• 

the possession of Piirva - Khatika either by conquest or by other 
0 

means. It refers to two rulers. The proper name of first ruler 

is not clear as it cannot be read in.full. The person is styled 

Parama - Maaelvara, Mahamandalikw.,. He was succeed by Domma..t;tapala. 
------------------------~~--~A . 
who is called Mahasamantad.hipati, Maharajadhiraja etc. 

It is not clear to us whether the family, in any wa3, 

was connected with the Pala. rulers of B~al. It seems that 

Domnanapala:, son of a. provincial governor of the Sena., assumed 
• 

independence and founded a principality in Eastera Kh~ Which 
• 

which is now represented by the Sundarbans. The subse~uent his- , 

tory of the family is unknown. 

The dynasty of Is~araghosha of Dhekkari 

There is possibly no doubt that the Kalachuri invasion • 

of Karna ravaged the major portion of the Pua empire and it is 

probable that the Pala rulers Nayapala. and Vigrahapala. III were 



gradually losing their hold over western Bengal. A. chief 

calling himself Mab.amandaJ 1ka dvaraghosha issued a land grant 
• • 

in which he assumed the style of an independent King. The grant 

is not dated, but may be referred to theeleventh Century &.D. 

about the time of Vigrahapala III101• According to Atul Sur 

rfv~aghosha came into prominence in the eleventh Century A..D. 

and he was a contemporary of Mahfpala II {977 - 1027) A.D. 102 • 

fl. 

A.K. Maitr.qa has placed it to the 12th Century A.D. 

Tl.~.e character of the script of the Ramganj copper' 

Q.. 

pla.te, deciphered by A.K. Maitr- ~a., represents a variety of 
1\. 

Northern alphabets which is evidently e~·lier than those used 

by the Senas and akin to those found in the copper pla tes of 

the later Pilas, Viz. the Bangad grant of Mahfpalt. I and the 
• 

.Amagachhi grant of Vigrahapala III103• 

The incription has brought to light the reign of 

l>v I 
Mahamandalik Isvaraghosha Whose geneaology has been given in 

• • A. 

the first five stan~s of the plate. The record puts forward 

first of all Dhurtaghosha. His son Balaghosha was C)j. warrior by 

profession and his son was Dhavalaghosha. The son of Dhavala

ghosha was rlvaraghosa who was born of Sadhavavi, the wife of 

Dhavalaghosha. The grant consia;ted of a village called 

D~gghasodika belonging ·to Gaili tipyaka vishya. of the Pifolla. 

I 
m~~a:la. and was issued by Isvarghosha from a place called 

Dhekkarf 
104

• MM. H.P. Sastri has pointed out that Devapala was 
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• 105 
the overlord of both Lausena. and Icchii~.hosha of Dharamaman.gala. 

But the view of H.P. Sastri has not ·been sustained by histori-

cal evidence as no where in the historical description of the 

P~as, the names of the two feudatories Lausena a.nd Icchaighosha. 

are mentioned. Further more Ifvaraghosha has been placed to 

a_bout the 11th Oentury A.D. on the basis of the Palaeography 

of the inscription. If it is so, then he cannot in any way be 

placed to the time of Devapala of the 9th Century ~D. But it 

cannot be altogether ignosed that Icchaighosha of Dharmamangala 

was the feudal chief of a Gaudefvara and ruled in Dhekurgad 
Ov 

and the name of the feudal Chief of Dha:rmamahg al. is very much 
' 

similar to that of the Ramganj copper plate 106• But it is 

eTident from the copper pla.te grant that the father of I/va;:a,.. , 

ghosha was Dhavala ghosha, but the father of Icchaighosha of 

Dharamamangala was soma Ghoshao So there is the coubt about the 

identification of Ifvaraghosha. of Ramganj plate with IcchaighosJ 

of Dharama..0gala .. It is known from Uha;rmamarigala that by the 

side of the river Ajay, to the East of Kendubilva, there is a 

Ga;ia named Shyamarupa which is a dense forest. According to 

local tradition it is Dhekkari or Trishash:hi Ga~a the capital 

Icchai.In this forest, the delapidated Bhabani temple is supp

osed to have been in existence108• In the uneven hilly tracts 

on the border of Western Bengal, in Gaudandi within the . , 
Parganas of Senapanadi, there was the capital of Iccha! a.s is 
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held by some traditions, because it is mentioned in the 

DharmamaDg ala that the capital of Icchai was surronnded by 

hills and forests. However, the historical lord of Dhekkar! 

rfvaraghosha has been iden ti fi ed as Icchaighosha in the 

Dharmarnru\gala but nothing more than the above is knov.n from any , 
~--- ' 

historical sources. It is very difficult to find any historical 1 

I 

basis of the fact that Gaudefvara employed a feudal chief to .. 
~'------

crack down the power and potentiality of another feudal lord. 

However, it is historically true that during the early years 

of the Pala_ rule, Gaudeivara had to be engaged in wa.rf~e with 
• 

the indomitable lord of Ractha109 • 
0 

The doner of the grant rlvaraghosh did not assume 

any of the titles of paramonnt saver eign. He, indeed, has not 

even the epithet of a. 1 King 1 , but it is astonishing tha.t he 

arrogates to himself the privilege of issuing order to Rajan, 

Rajanyakas, Rijhls, Ran.a.ka, Rajaputras and so forth who were 
• 

possibly under his authority o So the title of Mahamir;~alikal. 

assumed by r/vara:ghosha can alone be considered to determine 

his real position. Mr. Mai trey a; has put for ward two important 

data from Ramacharita ia this connection. In the first place, 

Dhekkari the place \ltlerefrom the grant was issued, was. the s.ea.t 

of the Samantas of the Palas. In the second piace, those 

Samantas were known as· mandaladhipa ti which is the same as 
• 0 

m~~alika. He concludes that r/varaghosha, the Mah"Snian.~alika, 
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held the position of a vassal King under the suzerainty of 

the p8J.as110 • But there is difficulty to ascertain as to who 

was the overlord of rfvaraghosa and whether the word 

Parakramamilla._ occurring at the top of the plate refers to him 

or his vassal. The name of the earlier vassal princes of the 

Palas is now forthcoming from the Nalanda copper plate of 

Devapala. He is Balavarman, a vassal of Devapala.~ as 'the right 

hand person of Kir~ Devapa1~11 • Elsewhere too the title of 

Mandalika or Maharnandalika. is found to have been held by vassa.J. 
•• • • 

I 112 princes and they issued land grants like_ Isvaraghosha • 

The Ramganj copper plate has brought to light three 

names of topagraphical interest, viz. Dhekkari, the river 

e. 
J atoda and Cha.J!~awara. MM H. P. Sas tri and A.K. Mai tr· ya have 

located Dhekkari and the river Jatoda near Katwa in the 

Burdwan district. But N.N. Vasu has located both of them in the 

- - - - - 113 Goal. para and Kamarupa district of -Assam • The river is men-

tioned in the Kallkapurana as flowing through Kamarupa 114 • 
• 

Chandavara may be the same as Chandwar near Ete\va in U.P.. well 

know from the Mohammedan historians 115• 
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Chapter V 

Aspects- of Social and Economic life of the people of Bengal 

SECTION I 

Ethnological backgroWld -

Bengal was inhabited in the primitive times by 

checkered groups of people of diverse racial groups, of 

different types of culture and a long time passed before 

they came into contact with the Aryans. In order to have 

a clear idea about the social condition of the people of 

Bengal, it is invariably necessary to discuss briefly the 

ethnollgical back ground of the people of BengaJ.o 

... 
According to the authropologists, the original 

inhabitants of Bengal did not belong to the Aryan stock and 

they have been represented no\>J by the Primitive tribes like 

tbe Kolas, iabaras, Pulindas Hadi, Dom, Chandala etc. 
0 •• 

Th~y have been referred to as the Nishadas in the Vedic 

li tel.'ature, though some of the scholars have termed them as 

Austr1c or A.ustro - Asiatic. Subsequently two different 

groups of people settled in Bengal and their langua5e was 

DraviQJ.an and Tibeto - BW:tman. A. new group of people subse-

\ 
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q_uently conquered the land and dominated ovei' all these 

early settlers. Tnese new groups of people ace the fore-

fathers of the high class Hindus of Bengal. The Nisbadas 

over whom the new group of people dominated 'formed the 

substratum of the population of Bengal and were submerged 

by new waves of people with a high culture ~1d civilization, 

so that ultimately they touched only the outer· fringe of 

of society, while the latter formed the basis and founda

tion~. The ethnic composition of this new group of people 

is a.matter of immense importance in the study of the social 

· condl. tion of Beng alo 

Prof. Mahalanobis has enquir·ed i.nto the subject 

with the help of anthropometic data regarding seven castes 

~f Bengal2• Though his anlysis has some limitation as he 

could take into ~count only a limited number of castes of 

Bengal, yet his discussion throws important light on the 

racial characteristic of the people of Bengal. One of the 

important informations is that there is closer similarity 

between the Brarunanas and other castes of Bengal than that 
0 

exists among the Brahmanas of other st~tes. It proves that 
0 

the people of Bengal formed a distinct group and never iso.-

lated from one another in the State and they did not strictly 

• 

' 
. i 

' 
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observe the rule of interdining and intermarriage which 

occurred gradually in Bengal. It is evident from the analysis 

of Prof. Mahalanobis that the upper class people or Bengal • 

formed a homogeneous group quite different from the people 

of other parts of India. It maY be claimed that the high 

caste Hindus of Bengal formed a. distinct racial group ltJhich 

sustained tittle changes in the historic time by contact 

lAth the primitive tribes and the immigrants from upper 

India. According to Late Ea.ma Prasad Chanda, the anthropo-

metric tests prove that, the Branmanas of Bengal 'are more 
0 . 

closely related to their non-Brabmana neighbours than to the 
0 

Brarunanas of Midland' 3 • 
• 

According to N .K. Dutta, in the pre-historic times 

three different races had come to settle in Bengal one atte'r 

another. First came the .. Mundas and then came the Dravidian. 
oo 

After then came the Aryan. In Europe we know that the Aryans 

were of tw:o different types - the long headed. in Germany, 

Scandinavia... England and Italy; and the broad headed in France, 

Spain, Russia and other sli:wonic countries. In Asia also, 

the long headed type is seen in Northern India, while the 

broad headed is seen in Iran or Persia. It is 3Upposed that 

while the main branch of the Aryans of the longheaded type 



Callle to India from Central Asia. via Afgha.niston and developed 

in Punjab and U.P. v.hat is known as the Vedic Aryans and the 

other branch of the Aryans came from Irt.n probably by way 

4 
of the sea and settled in Maharastra and Bengal • 

The inference that· the Bengalis 1 originally came 

from an ethnic stock that ~s different from the stock from 

which the Vedic Aryans originated 1 u made from the compara-

ti ve study of the shape of the skulls. Sri Herbert Risley 

has pointed out that the round headed clements ·d.hich prepond-

era.te over all ranks of society in Bengal, may be traced its 

origin to Dravidian a.nd Hongoloid admixture 5 • The view has 
" 

not been accepted by the autr~opologists and they pointed 

out his limitations regarding his classification of Indian 

races, the method of collecting data and arrivine ·conclusion 

from them 6• dai Bahadur H.P. Chanda was the first to oppse 

the theory of rlisley and pointed out that the p~ople of Bengal 

originated from the Homo-Alpine type, 1 a; very bJ'achy - cephalic 

population of Aryans or Indo-European speech li\·irJ.6 in the 

prehistoric time in the Pamirs ar1d Taklamak.B...n. desert~ 7 • The 
.r .. 

above theory is not wholly accepted, as the non-ruongolic 

cha;racter of the people of Bengr..u is nov: generally agreed. 

Yet Home-AJ.pinus or·igin of the Be!16alis is not accepted by all. 

J.ccorC.ing Dr. B.S. Guha "The presence of Broad h~adea skulls 
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in the early strata of Mar~enjo-Daro and Harappa would seem 

however to militate against this supposition. Recent disco-

veries •••••••• have definitely shown the existence of 

bras:hycephalic types in Sourth Arabia, of which the 'Omani' 

displayed Armenoid affinities v:hich accordin& to Keith must 

have come from Per·sia anu Baluchistan. Ther·e seems no reason 

to tl'..ink that :.he Indian Bra.chy - cephals with defini t.e 

Armenoi-i affiP..ities resemblint:, the 'Omani' had a differ·ent 

origid18• On the basis of the analysis of autr~opometric 

data collected by H.C. Chakladar, it may be presumed that 

there \vere the existence of a pr·edominP..nt Alpine type and an 

9 appreciable Me eli terranoan elements among the Bengalis • 

So far as Bengal is concerned its racial constitu
r:--

tion compl'ises t:t1ree J.istinct elements, Proto-Australoid, 

Dravidian and Alpine 10 •. While the Pro to - A.ust.caloid and 

J)ravidian elements are to be seer.~. in the lower castes of 
# 

Bengal, the higher castes reveal a prodominantly the broad-

headed Alpine racial elements. The preponderant elerncnt in 

the higher castes of Bengal is Alpine whereas i.n Northern 

India it is Nordic. Thus the .aen5alis ar·e racially Qifferent 

from the people of Northern India. Grierson sperurs of the 

language of the' outer Aryans' which contribute:~ to the maki11..g 

of such vernacular language of modern India as Gujrati, 

Marathi, Oriya, B engall and Assamese. These languages stand 

' • 

. ' 
' 
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distinguished from Hindi, P.ajasthani etc. of upper India 
·j;. 

:f:t:/ 

which are derived from the language of the Vedic Aryans. The 

former group of languages are found in only those areQS of 

India where Alpine racial element is found. Ra.i Bahadur 

Ramaprasad Chanda identified the outer Aryans with the 

Alpine race. Mr. Chakladar has pointed out ·that the outer 

Aryans came first and originated the early Vedic culture 

represented in the Sallhitas. He also adds that the longheaded 

branch of the Indo-Europeans drove the more civilized round-

heads to the South and East w~d gradually absorbed Vedic 

culture of the early settlers 11• If the theory of the Alpine 

origin is agreed, then it follows that the Indo -Aryan 

element in the language of Bengal is a contr·ibution of the 

Alpine race. One special feature of the language of Bengal 

is that Austric and Dravigian words are more commonly 11sed 

in it than the Indo-Aryan words. Hesearches of PrzYumski, 

Bloc Levi, Bag chi, Sten Konow and Chatterjee have all brought 

them out. According to M~ju/rimlilakalpa, the people of Bengal 

ipoke a language called Asuri. It is curious that one of the 

languages of the Mund~( that is Austric ) fairly is still 
•• 

knov.n as Asura. Not only the vocabulary but alsc.1 the phone-

tics; morphology and syntax were also influenced by it. The 

influences of it on toponomy has also been accepted and place 

• 



names ending with 1 rab.1 , 1 Guri, Jur 1 are all of non-Aryan --
origin. The influence of the Austric and Dr~vi~an speaking 

people on the material culture of Bengal is also great. The 

Austric speaking people introduced the art of·tilling the 

soil in Bengal ana the fundamental implement used in this 

connection 1 langula 1 is an Austric word. They also introdu-

ced the cultivation of rice, the principal food crop of 

Bengal 12• The Austric people also cultivated such other 

crepes as banana, brinjal, lime, betel leaf, coconut, tur-

meric, betelnuts etc. and the vernacular words for them are 

said to be of all Austric origin 13• Not only the Austric 

influence, but also there are some Dravidian influence over 

the people of Bengal. The \\Or<.ls like 1 Ur 1 , 'Pur' and 1Kut 1 

meaning city are all of Dravidian origin. 

One of the ~pecific features of tfie people of Ben-

gal is that fish is one of the most important items of Ben-

gali diet which is a feature of the Dravidian and Austric 
" 

speaking people. Herein also we find a distinct feature of 

the people of Bengal. Northern Indian Aryans were predominan

tly meat eating people 14
o 

It is not possible to discuss the ~atter in detail 

and it is not within the purview of our subject as we ·are to 

• 



discuss the socio-economic status of the people of early 

Bengal. But one thing should be kept in mind in this conn

ection that the Brarunanas and the high castes of Bengal 

15 
were not descended from the Aryan invaders • 

S e c t i o n II 

C A.ST E SYSTEM 

The pattern of the social system of reveals striking 

difference between Bengal and the rest of Northern India. 

While the rest of Northern India suffered itself to be swam-

ped by the culture of the invading Aryans, the people of 

Bengal, on the otherhand, maintained their cultural indepen-

dence upto quite a large period of Indian. hi st. ory. It is 

learnt from the Vedic literature that the cultUl'al conquest 

of the Aryans stopped after it reached Vedeha. Beyond Vedeh~ 

the land was said to be in possession of the Prachyas or 

Eastermers. The Prachyas as we have seen, v1ere various 

tribes such as the Aryans, the va.llgas, the Pundras etc. The 
• • 

The social organisation of those people was naturally based 

on tribal system. This in other vrord implies th.at the social 

organisation of the Prachyas Has different from the rigid 

four caste social system of the Aryans and so long as the 

' • 



Prichyas -were not Aryanised, this form of social organisa-

16 tion prevailed in Bengal o 

Multiplicity of Castes in Bengal 

An important feature of social system of Bengal 

after Aryan contact was the existence of many castes and sub-

castes. Though there were originally four Varnas, we find the 
• 

presence of numer·ous castes in ancient Indian society and the 

number of castes are multiplying everyday 17• Anthropologists 

think that this multiplicity is aue to several factors. 

Firstly, the rise of various functional groups that acquired .---
heredi ta.ry characters and followed the lawa of endogamy and 

exogamy. Secondly, the rise of race castes occasioned by the 

entrance of tribal groups in the Brabmani~l soc:Lety. Thirdly, 
0 

the emergence of sectarian castes and the factor of migration 

and cross breeding etc. added to their number. The Brahmanical 
• 

jurists invented the theory of anuloma and pratiloma sons or 

Jatis to adjust these factors 18• Yaj~avalkya found the pre-

sence of three factors; the occupational castes, the tribal 

castes and the cross-breeds. 

The names and number of the castes and sub-castes 

varied according to time and localities 19 • It has been found 
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that the names and position of the castes mentioned in the 

different smritis were largely influenced by the then cond.i-
• 

tion:·:. So we shall have to depend upon the text which par-

ticularly belongs to Bengal in order to have a clear idea 

about the caste pa ttern of Bengal. Bfihad-dharma PuraiJ.a 

and the Brahma - Vaiva.rta Purina may be regErded as such 

texts, though we cannot deduce information from them without 

reservation. Brihad-dharma Pura...'la represents the peculiar 

feature of the socio.l system of Bengal. It has divided the 

non-Brarunana. people of Bengal into thirty-six castes and all 
• 

I 
of them are described as the Sudras. This is an im~ortant 

fea.ture of the caste system of Bengal and it reflects stri-

king difference between the society of Bengal and the society 

of the rest of North India. It has been described in the text 

that King Vena, completely sweepir1g away the rules of. 
0 

Varnalrama, at his ov.n will created a number· of mixed castes 

by compelli~~ the union of males and females of different 

castes. Herein lies the different between the enumeration 

of the Smritis and the statement of the text regarding the 

origin of the mixed castes. It has been stated that the 

different castes of Bengal were not derived from the marriage 

of males and females of different castes but from the indis

criminate union under the compulsion of the King 20. 

• 



The castes derived 1~om the indiscriminate unions 

._..., 4 

may be divided into Uttama, madhyama and acfr..,;.ma Sa.T"\1.Cara 

I 
w.ith the status of Sudra. 

The names of the different castes ~~d their voca-

tions may be explained as follows : The castes of Uttama 

&ankara are : (I) The Karanas who were good scribes and eff-
• 

. I_ 
icient in off~ce work. They became sat - Sudras. (2) The 

Ambasi~as were to study medicinal sciences and to be physi

cians. So they were called Vaidyas, (3) The Ugras w-ere to 

follow the vocation of Kshatriya and practise military arts, 

(4) The Maga<L.~a was made the courthard and carrier of mess.-

ages, (5) T antuvaya - weaver, ( 6) Gandhavanik dealer in 
0 

spices, (7) Napita-barbe' (8) Gopa- -writer, (9) Katimakara

T 
blacksmith,(lO)~aulika- deale1· in betelnuts, (11) Kumbhakara 

potter, (12) Ka~sakara - Brazier, (13) {imkhika - Couch -

shell worker, (14) Dasa - Cultivator, (15) Vf~ajfv.f - betel 

vine growers, (16) Modaka -sweetment maker, (17) Marakara -

1 .. 
florist, (18) Suta - (bard or carpenter ? ) , (19) Rijaputra 

(Rajputs ?), (20) TambUli- (betal leaf sellers). 

2. Madhyama SaiDkara 

(21) T aksh~ (Carpenter), (22) rlaj aka ( vJasherman), (23) 

Svarnakara (goldsmith), (24) SvrP..avanik (trader in bullion) 
• • • 



(25) Abhira (cowherd or milkman?), (26) Tailakar·aka 
I 

(oil man), (27) Dhlvara (fisherman), (28) sau.r;<;ika (Vinter), 
. I 

(29) Nata (dancer, acrobat or juggler), (30) Savaka, Saraka 
• 

I 
(Sarak ? ) , (31) Sekhara, (32) Jalika (fisherman). 

0 

3. Adhama Sanka.ras 

(33) Malegrabi (?) ( a branch of Mal caste), (34) Kudava 
. . 

0 

(Korwa boatman ? ) , (35) Chandila (Chandal), (36) Va.ruda(Ba.roi), 
• • • 

(37) Taksha (C~penter ?), (38) Charmakara (leat:ner- worker), 

(39) Ghantajivi or Ghattajivi (modern Patnf caste), 
• • • 0 . 

(40) Dolavaru (Palanquin bearer), (41) MaJ.la (modern Malo). 

In the Br~ - Vaivarta Purana we come across the 

classification of dirrerent castes and sub-castes. All the 

. 1- 1- . 
castes have been classified ~nto satsudras and asatsudras. 

lhere is striking similar:lty between the two puranas regar-
• 

ding the status and the clas-sification of different castes. 

The castes placed in the Brihad dharma Purana in the list 
• • 

of Uttama Sallkara have been placed in the list of the · 

sat/udras. The only exceptions are that Magadha, Gand..havanika, 
. . . 

Taulika or Tailika, Dasa, B5rujfvi and iura have been exempted 

from the list of the Brahmavaiva.rta Purana and in lieu of 
• 

this we find the inclusion of Bhilla, J(uver a and the v aidyas. 

• 



Beside this the Rajaputra of the former work has not been 

mentioned in the latter. There is close resemblance between 

the madhyama safikara list of the former and the list of the 

asatfudras. The only difference is that Abhlra, Nata, labaka, 

lekhara and Jalika of the Brihaddhama :Purana have not been 

given place in the Brahmavaivarta.. Purana and we find 
fh, .. (.~,,;)~ C~)"W~._ 

attaJ1KBkara, Ko~aka, Leta, malla, Cb,a~makara. 
• ~L . • . • . , ~ - , 

J 

w:e ·• .. . • - -mamso.chchheda, Kaivarta, Gangaputra, Yungi 1 Agari etc. in 

Asat ludra group and among them Halla and Ct'larmakara have 

0 

been placed in the list of a;dhama Sankara of Brihad dharma 

purana. In the Brihaddharma. Purana we find the names of 
--~·- 0 

dhivara and Jalika associated with fish trade, but in the 

Brahmavaivarta Purana we find the name of one caste Kaivarta 

who used to maintain fish trade. According to 3hatta bhavadeva 
0. 

the Kaivartas belonged to adhama saiikara 21 • 

It appears from the informations fur·nished by both 

the Pwir:as that the wor·kers a.nu the businessmen were not 

0 

elevated to the rank of Uttama sankara. Among them mention 

may be made of Svarnakara, Suvarnavanik 21 a, 
• • • 

I -.. 
tailal\,ara, sutradhara, Suqi, Takshan, Dhivara - Jlllika -

Kaivarta, attaJ ikakara, kottika etc. They were all derogated 
- .... . __...._ 

to the rank of madhyarnu...sai1kara. The genesis of this may be 

sought to the primary dependence of the Bengali society upon 

• 
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a.gricuJ.ture and cottage industry since 7th - 8th Century A.D. 

and .wage earning labour .class was gradually losing the social 

status and the 1 inte.tt<Slctual and agricultural class· were grad

. ally becoming prominent in the Society' 22• 

Position of the Branmanas 

The Brihmanas stood at the top of the social hiera-
o 

·,, . 8' 
6 

J??l:.ly. The digests of the eleventh and twelfth centuries A..D. 

23 .contributed to conservation of social pattern • These digests 

~d la.w books give us the impression that the Brahm~as were 

~he real leaders of the society. Lak#dhara states that th~· 

·'ideal Bribmana should be devoted to the Vedic studies, chaste, 
,, ' . 
. . -

.. ~ruth;flll, sere.ne, afr·aid of sin and he should practise_ ahimsa, 

keep burning the sacred fires, scrupulously observe the religion 

24 . 
vows, love the cows and be free from greed • Contemporary 

~ 

literature and inscriptions show that the Brarumanas had many 
• 

.. 
· · _sub-sections and they were divided in subsections according to 

,· ::· 

· . their localities. Benga~ Brahmins beg an to the named according / 

to the g~s, a practice began in the period between the fifth 

and seventh centuries A.D. Bha.tta. Bhavadeva1 s mother was the· 
•• 

daughter of a. Vandyaghat.iya Brarunana .. Anituddha., the guru of . . , . 
. - I 

Vallalasena was a. Champahattiya Mahamahopadhyaya and Vatesvara, 
• • • 

the recipient of the Manahali grant of Madanpala also belonged 
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)..;; 
to Champaha~~i. The names of other gamis are referred to in . - ----

the Mabadi plate and also to be foW1d in the Saduktikarnamri ta
25

• 
1 I I 

Hatayud.ha refers to the division of the Radhiya. and Varendra 
• 

Brarunanas in his Brarunanasarvasva • 
• 

It is found in different Kulap~JiKas that Adifura and 

and Ballalasena were associated with the rise of Kulinism in 

Bengal. But there is no reference of Kulinism in e~1 'igrap.hic-

records of the Senas. The system of Kulinism, the grades of hon-

our, predominantly affected the rladlya and Va.:randra .Drarunana 
0 • 

society according to personal qualification.~~adually the system 

25 spread in the Vaidya and K~a.stha community a. We have already 

seen how the story of Acti/uxa was imported into Bengal during 

the reign of the Senas who appear: to have also popularised the 

system of Kulinism in their Kingdom 25 b. 

Beside them, there were the Vaidika Branmanas. The 
• 

Kulajis observe that a section of them were de.scendants of the 

five Branmru:as brought from K!lllauj by the Varman King Samalavarman 

and another section came from the bank of the SarasVati and 

settled in Kotalipada under the pat.rona6 e of the King Harivarman. 
• • 

Amongst the Vaidika Br·arunanas who came fl'om upper· India were 
• 

~nown as Pa~hatyas and those came from Dravida and Utkala 
• 
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- · - 26 Am th 1 f Br~-anas were known as Dii.kshlna ty as o ong o er c a.s s e s o a,u.!ll • · 
----------·--·---·--·d 

the Sarasva:tas, the 'Saxadvipis, Vyasa Paralara, Kaundin-ya;, 

I - . 26 a 
Sapta~ati etc. are referred in the KuJ.ajl texts o 

Regarding the power and position of the Brarunanas 
• 

Manu observe~ ~of all the created beings the most excellent are 

said to be those which are animated ; of the animated, those 

which subsist by intelligence ; of the intelligence, manki,ng 

and of men, the Brahmana' 27 
o Being spru.ng from the superior part 

• 

. (mouth) of Brahma and as he is the first born, and possesses 

the Vedas, he is by right the lord of this whole creation 28• 

The Branmana is a great divinity, just like fire, who is not 
• 

contaminated even in burial places 29
o An eminent sociologist 

holds the view 30 that 11 in the caste system primary emphasis is 

on status evaluation on ritual plane ••••••••• aKshatriya Kind 

may be povel' fuJ. and V ai./ya trader may be rich, but their ritual 

status vlill be rated lower than that of the poorest Brarunana. 11 • 

• 

This was undoubtedly a vital basis of the Brahmanas' claim . 
for superior! ty. 

Regarding the occupations of the Brarumanas the ancient 
• 

l~~~ivers point out that they being the friends of all the 

creatures, their means of subsistence should be fair, not causing 

pain to others. ACcordingly, it is laid dov.n that a ::;rab.mana may 
• 
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subsist~~ira (truth) i.e., gleaning of corn ; ~ita i.e., 

unasked gift • Mri t~ (death) i.eo, begging; Pramrita. (what , . . 
causes many death) i.e., agricu~ture or even by Saty~ita 

(a mixture of truth and falsehood) i.e. trau.e and money lendine 

but never by ivaVritti (a dog's mode of life) i.e. service 
31 

• 
• 

The moral restrictions allowing only lean sources of subsi.stence 

were bound to make their practical life very hard, compelling 

them to deviate from the ideals even in normal times 32 o !he 

authors enlisted several means of subsistence to be adopted in 

distress. As in the past, so during the period Wlder .review, 

the Brih.manas engaged themselves as soldiers. In Bengal, Govar-
• 

dbana, the father of Bbattabhavadeva was not only a distinguished 
0 0 

s.cholar but also a warrior 33 'Having increased 

(both his) land and learning in battle fields and assemblies of 

heretit!s (respectively) by feat of his arms and (display) of 

oratorial skill he justified.his name (Govardhana) in a two fold 

sense~ 34 • The earlier dharma/astras were not unanimous on the 

propriety of Brahmanas becoming agriculturist. If a Brahmana 
• • 

showed kindness to the oxen by neither putting unreasonably 

heavy load on them nor chastising them, gave them food and water 

at the proper time he might use them for ploughing md harvesting35. 

The practice of tilling was also recognised by other sources. 

&Branmana was allowed to trade in time of distress. But the • 

ancient law givers like Manu (X 36 - 116) Gautama (VII. 8 - 14) , 



vali.shtha. (II. 31), Narada and Yajnavalkya give a long list 
• 

36 
of articles which the Brarunaztas were not allowed to sell • 

• 
The land grants to Brarunana. seem to be of immense cultural 

• 
importance. It created a class of Brahm~ land lords in the .. 
period under study and gave them immense economic power. It 

/_ . 37 
is stated in the Anusasana Parva that peace prevails in the 

Kingdom if the Brib.manas are pleased by various kinds of gift, .. 
respect etc. Vatsyayana says that blessings of the Brahmanas 

• 

were regarded as a means to long life. 

It appears from the foregoing discussion that the 

Brihmanas were the most respected caste in society. They were 
• 

the intellectual caste. The extent of their influence over Kings 

can be easily measured fi'om the fact that even during the four-

teenth Century ~D. the digest makers advised the consultation 

with the Branmanas before taking decision. The inflt .... ence of the 
• 

Brarunanas on the Buddhist Pala Kings may be surmised from the 
• 

r'act that Darbhap¥ served four generations of the Pala rulers, 

beginning from Db.a.rmapala to Narayanapala. There could be no 
0 

greater testim9ny to t~e superior authority of the Branmana ,. 

minister Darbhapani than the fact recorded in the· Bactllpillar 
• 

inscription that he kept the emperor Devapala waiting at his 

ioor. We hear of two Brarunana royal dynasties in Samatata in 
0 • 



7th Century ~.D. The ascendancy of the Brihm~as increased 

still further in the time of the Varman and Sena. Kings. Bhatt a 
• • 

Bhavadeva, Halayudha and Aniruddha Bha~~a had enormous influence 

on the Kings of the said dynastieso 

Position of KiYastha 

Kayastha : Among other. castes, having prominence in 

the society, mention should be maeie of the Kayastha. Probably 
c,,-w-,;J~ - ,..) ,) - ·. 

the first mention of the - word occurs in the Yajnavalkya . _ 

(1.336). There is a lot of controversy among scholars about the 

origin of this caste, and some has gone to the extent of seeking 

their foreign origin. As to their function, sources in Bengal 

state that they worked as Collectors of Revenue, settlement 

and survey officers, bench -clerks, accountants and auditors, 

secretaries to the King, particularly as ministers of peace and 

war (Sandhivigrahika) and ~ometimes as Chief administrators of 

· a division. From the inscriptions of Gopachandra1 Dharmaditya 

and of the Prince Vainyagupta in Eastern Bengal and the Khilimpur 

grant of Dharma-Fala, it is known that the Kayasthas formed the 

majority in the superior cadre of district and divisionai officers 

without whose knowledge and permission no transfer of landed 

property could take placeo One thing should be noted in connec-

tion w1 th the power and position of the Ka3-asthas in Bengal that 



they held more important position in the management of State 

than the Brahmanas upto the 7th Century A.D. From the nature 
• 

of the services rendered by this caste it is easily understan-

dable that the Brarunanas and the KR.yasthas held swa:y in the State 
• 

in the succeeding periods. Some times they played important roles 

1n the society as physic ian, a.s we come a cross the example of 

L - . 
one Karana-Kayas~a who was the author of the Sabda - Pradipa . \ 

and who served as c;:ourt physician both of damapaJ.a and Govindra

chandra the well known Kings of Bengal 38• 

Besides we have instances in which Karana - Kayastha 
0 

played significant part in the administration of the Kingdom. 

The assumption of .the office of Mahasandhivigrahika by Sandya -

Kara-Nand.I born in the family of Karana - Kayastha in the reign 
0 

of Ramapala is an instance in point. 

,. 

Vaidya Ambashthas 

The Vaidya - Asbashthas like the Kayastha does not 
0 

appear to have formed in important caste in Ancient Bengal. 

They held the profession of Physician. The Ambashthas lived in 
0 

Western PWljub and are mentioned in the Mahabharata alongwith 

I 39 
the Sivis and Yaudheyas • In the geography of Ptolemy, the 

.. 



tribe is located the East of the Paropanisadai 
40

• Przyluski 

has shown how various Austro -Asiatic tribes liv~d in this 

region 41 and it is not unlikely that the Ambas~has also 

belonged to the same stock. The tribe was gradually coming 

under the Aryan influence, is proved by the Ambash~ha - sut ta 

in which Ambashtha is called a Bratunanawhile· in the Jata.ko4 
I 0 

--···--~ ... -· 

are also represGnted as belonginE, the same cast e. Dr. Rai Chou-

dhury pointsvout th~t "in later times, the Ambasll~has are 

round in Sourth-Eastern India near the Mekala range and also 

in Bihar and Bengaii 42 • 

The Amba.Ehthas have become Ka.yastha.$ in Bihar and 
• 

according to traditions, they have formed in Bengal the commu-

n:ities ofthe Vaidyas and Mihishyas. It is not known whether 

the Senas of Bengal were absorved in the Ka:yastha or the 

Vaidya community and whether they originally belonged to the 

Ambashtha community of South India. It is possible that some 
• 

Ambashtha - Vaidyas entered in Bengal in the early medieval 
• 

period and merged to the class of local physicians and develo

ped Vaid.ya community _4 2 a. 

The Kaivartas 

According to Brahma vaivar ta Pur ana, the Kaivarta 
" 

caste which assumed importance during the Pala rule, sprang 

• 
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... L 43 
n-om the union of Kshatriya male and vai~ya female • 

Manu also mentioned the Kaivarta caste. Bhatta Bhavadeva 
• • 

aJ.so mentions the Kaivarta as one of the seven antyaja 

or low castes. The Marushyas of Eastern Bengal, also kno'Wil 

as Halika Dasa and Parasara Dasa. are now held to be the 

same as chaf Kaivartas of Midnapore and other districts 

of West Bengal. On the other hand, the Dhlvaras or fishermen 

in East Bengal are known as Kaivarta. The tradition is recor-

ded in the Vallalacharita that Vallalasena improved the 

44 status of the Jaivartas and made them clean caste • 

ij.ationale of the proliferation of the number of the Sudras 

It is evident from the study of the caste system 

of Bengal that the Kshatriyas and the Vdsyas. as different 

classes as existed in Nort~ern India, were conspicuous by 

their absence in Bengal. Now wnat are the factors that 

contributed to their absence in Bengal. According to N.K. 

Dutta firstly, it is because, the non~yan communities in 

Bengal, like the pods, Bagdis, Chandalas, Kaivarta etc. were ------ --- 0 • 

too. numerous and powerful to be thoroughly subdued and 

absorbed by the thinning stream of Aryan r1arriors from the 

upper Gangetic valley. Secondly, the Rajputs, the Normans of 

.. 



Medieval India who rose to prominence in almost all parts 

of Northern and Western India after the HUna cataclysm of . 
the 6th Century .LD. and \'Jho are regarded as their fOl'e-

fathers by most of the Kshatriya ruling class in modern 

India were shut out out from Bengal by the indegenous Pala 

Kings for more than four centuries until the sovereignty 

passed into the hands of the Muslims. Thirdly, Bengal was 

ever a land of heresy Jainism and Buddhism claimed Bengal q,s 

their own. The long rule of the Buddhist Pala Kings very 

~uch loosened the idens of caste and was the principal cause 

of the abandonment of the Brahmanical thread by those 
" 

Kshatriyas and Vai~yas who were associated with the court 45 • 

But the more reasonable explanation is perhaps to be traced 

to the extended significance given to the tern iudra in the 

Purina Where it denotes not only the members of the fourth 
• 

castes but also those me~bers of the three higher castes 

who accepted any of the heretical religions or Who were in-

fluenced by Tantric rites. The predominance of Buddhism 

and T antric taktism in Bengal, as compared with other p:Lrts 

of India, since the 8th Century ~D. perhaps explains wby 

all the notable castes in Bengal were regarded in the 

Brihad - dharma Purana and other latter texts as i'udras 

and the story of Vena and Pr.thu might be mer·e echo of a large 
~ 0 

.. 



scale reconversion of the Buddhist and Tantric elements 

of the population into the orthod.(iX Brarunaf!ical fold. 

It wuld perhaps be YJTong to conclude that there 

were no Kshatriya or Vai4as in Bengal, tho:ugh there is no 

reliable reference to any Kshatriya or Vaigya family. But 

constant reference to Kshatriyas or Vais'yas are found ·in 

the writings of Jimiitavahana, Bhabadeva Bhatta and other 
• 0 

writers of sacred laws 46• Moreover as a. result of the dec-

line of Buddhism in Bengal, there started the process of 

conversion of the Buddhists to Hinduism and the converted 

section did not get upper strata in the Hindu ID ciety and 

they were all degraded to the status of Sudras in Bengal. 

This explains, to a great extent, wby all other than the 

Brarunanas, were regarded as Sudras in Bengal. 
;I 

It may be noted with greater cert~inty that the 

position of the i'udras was not so bad during the early pariod 

of the Social history of Bengal as we find during the time 

of the Varmans and the Senas. The reason of this trend may 

be sought in the liberal attitude ofthe Guptas to other 

religions sects. While the champions of Buddhism conti.nued 

• 
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to argue against the birth as the basis of Varna, the 
0 

growth of certain reforming ideologies specially the creed 

of Vai~vism, secured a large measure of religions qeuality 

for the iudras. Vai~avism reached its high watermark in 

the Gupta period when we find many epigraphic, numismatic 

and sculptural records testifying to its unparallel influ-

ence not only in Northern India but even in parts of South

ern and Western India 47 • 

0 ther Social Factors. 

In the Pala - Chandra age there was no difference 

between the Brarunanas and the Buddhists in the social struc-

ture. The Buddhists also were guided by Manu. It is inferred 

from the Buddhist account of Taranath and other Buddhist 

-I works of the Tebetans~that between Hinduism based on Var~rama 
• 

and Buddhism there was no social difference. Those Who adopted 

Buddhism taking the vow of monkism, there was no restriction 

of Varna system, but those Buddhists who were householders 
• 

used to observe the usual Varna~ama system j.n household 
• 

affairs. There are evidences of conflict between the Bud4~sts 

and the Brarun~as regarding religion end social organisation 

but there is no evidence that the Buddhists developed a separate 

• 



social structure. According to Taranath and other Buddhists 

teachers, Mahayana school of Buddhism was being influenced 

by Tantricism and there appeared new principles and doctri-

nes in the management of religions rites ana other type of 

religions activities. The Branmanical religion was deeply 
(I' 

influenced and further developed by the impact of Tantricism 

and the differences between Hinduism and Buddhism were eli-

48 minated in some aspects • 

The caste system of the Brahmanas was well establi-, 
K.(1.N-'~V-

shed during the Pala - chandra - : age and observance 

" of caste system and the preservation of the same were the 

aecepted responsibility of the Buddhist states. The caste 

system was not so regid and strict during this age as it was 

in later time. The mdin reasons for this are that Bengal did 
V') 

not develop its own uoctines based on smrit • Secondly, all . ,, 
the states and the ruling dysasties were refer mers of Buddhism 

~ich they professed. Though they were the supporters and 

preserv&rs of Brahmanical system, the doctines of smritis 
0 • 

coming from North and South India could not meet their absolute 

support in Bengal. Thirdly, as the Palas did not belong to 

upper class 49 , they were not keen to observe the caste 

system and social and religious rites based on the smritis 
• 

•• 



Fourthly, most of the people of Bengal were outside the 

sphere of caste system at that time and those ~o came 

within the sphere of caste system belonged to the class of 

people or Pre-ary:an culture. They were following the Bran-

manical culture Wlder the economic pres sur e. It was not .. 
easy to knit themselves in the structure of Branmagical 

society ana there is no evidence that the Palas and the 

Chandras did anything active to that direction. During that 

time, Bengal maintained connections with other countries 

with the help of Buddhist religion and commerce to some 

extent. For this, the outlook of the state was never confined 

to local sphere. The people or villages and towns did not 

depend solely on rate. It was during the time of the Senas 

and Varm.a..qt the smritis of middle India and the conservative 
• 

outlook of the South India were going to deomnate over the 

outlook and culture of th~ Society of Bengal gradually. The 

· . people of Bengal were gradually becoming dependent upon fate. 

This dependence on fate and the gloomy outlook of life 

found support on the contemporary society based on agricul-

ture and land. Moreover the life dependent on agriculture, 

become conservative and remained self-sufficient within the 

family, clan and village and the need for broader and variegated 

outlook of the society was little. It was natural that when 

• ' 



a society which had lost its virility and lapsed into a 

state of inertia, would give way easily to any foreign invasion. 

The Senas and the Varmans settled in Bengal v.rith ortho-

dox Brarunanical culture of South India. The feature that origi-
• 

nated during the time of the Vprmans aeveloped during the rule 

of the S.enas. The Bratunanical Society became resolute for self 
0 

preservation and self establishment. Bhatta Bhavadeva was not 
0 0 

at all respectful to the Buddhists 50 • During the Sena period 

this attitude became ~stute. It is evident from epigraphical 

sources of the varmans and Senas that in the list of land grants 

there is not a single inscription regarding gift to the ffiuddhist 

monastery, though there was trace of Buddhism at that time as 

evident from Pattikera ~nscription of RanavailKawalla Harikala 
• • • 

deva (1220 A.D.). There was no sign of any kirid of l~eralism 

in the Varmans and SenO.. rule. The liberal outlook of the Society 

was no more. On the other hand, the Senas, the Varmans and the 

Devas developed strict Brarunanical culture of the Vedic Age .. 
completely ignoring the glorious li~ral outlook of the Pala 

Chandra age 51• 

The ~ts, crafts and pro.Tessions were not hereditary 

and the different castes normally followed the normal profession 



assigned to them. But there was no absolute rigidety or 

exclusiveness in actual practice. The relaxation continued 

in early Bengal which is proved by apigraphic and literary 

references. Even the Brahmanas became soldiers, rulers, ad-.. 
ministrations, counsellors and followed other vocatio~s. Evi-

dences prove that a Kaivarta served as high royal official. 

The Ka.ranas pracfised medicine and. military arts, the vaidyas 
• 

became ministers am.i the Dasas served as officials and. court 

52 poets • 

The relation between the different castes in early 

age cannot be clearly defined, but they had not developed into 

the strictly rigid system as prevailed in the 19th Century A..D. 

According to classical authors, intercaste marriage was prohi

bited 53• Hiuen Tsang states that the members of a caste marry 

within the caste 54• These statements no doubt suggest that 

intercaste marriage was not allowed as is also indicated by 

-the A.pa.stamba Dharmasiitrii;, according to which one should marry 

a girl of the same varnao It may however be pointed out that 
• 

Gautama, vLsi-~ha., Manu and Yajr(avalkya prescribe that 
• 

a person should b~ preference marry a girl of his own Var~a55 • 

Although marriage among the members of the same caste 

was the ordinary rule, inteJ.'marriac;e between a male of a higher 

.. 



and the female of a lower caste was regarded as valid down 

to the last days of the Hindu period 56
o It has been suppor-

ted by the Tippera. copper plate of Lokanatha wo was called 

a Karana. In the said inscription the grandfather of 
• 

Lokanatha1 s father is described as sprung from the family of 

the sage Bharadvaja and the great grandfather and grandfather 

of his mother are in verse 6 called respectively dvija-varah 

and dvija~sattamah, but his mother's father in the same 

verse is described as a parafava. So we see that, although 

the fii'st few ancestors (both paternal and maternal) of 

Lokanath were 13rarunanas, his maternal grandfather had not a pure 
- 0 

Bribmana origin, since it IDclY be inferred that his Branmana 
• • 

!ather married a §udra wife and he (the issue) was therefore 

known as para,ava 57 
o The facts that Ke/ava was placed in 

charge of the army, that he was in touch with the King, and 

<!' 

that he was held in high esteem. The fact proves that marriage 

of a Brarunana male and ~udra female was not always even condem-
• 

ned and the issue of the marriage did not occupy a low status. 

It is not quite certain Whether Loknatha was degraded on ace-

ount of his mother. That such a marriage between a Brahmana . 
• 

and a iudra continued down to the end of the Hindu period~ 

is proved by the writings of Bhavadeva and Jimutavanana. 

Jfmiitava:.1~ says in the Daya.bhaga that though marriage with 
"-

a tudra woman involves degradation and loss of caste, illicit 

.. 



union with her is reckoned as trivial offence. All these 

definitely prove th~ existence of intercaste marriage though 

they show a growing desire to stop the marriage of a Brawn~ 

with a iudra girl. But there is no doubt that such marriage 

was regarded asvalid and did actually take place. This is 

also evident from the statement of Bhavadeva 1n his Prayaichitta

Prakarana 58 about the 11 accomplished iudra wife of a Brarunana!'. 
------~·- . 
It appears from the rule of inheritance laid down by 

J!miitavaha.na about the 6uct.r~ wife of Brarunana 'that a woman may .. 

be espoused, but may not be ranked as wife ~s this rank belongs 

to one who is competent to assist in the performance of 

religious rites1
, 

~ regards food Bhavadeva quotes older authorities 

prescribing penance for a Branmana. eating food touched by a 
0 

Chandala or cooked by antyajas, Chandws, Pukka/as, Kapalikas 
e. I ! 

~ 

and a.number of specified low castes such as Nata, Nartaka, 
• 

Taks~ Charmakara suvarnakara., s'aundi=ka, Raj aka, Kai varta. 
•• 

and Brarunanas following for.bidden vocation 59 , 
• 

Thus from the careful observation of the social posi-

tion of that time in Bengal, it appears that the restrictions 

of intermarriage and interdining was confined to only the 

.. 



Branmanas and their relations with other castes, but gradually 
• 

it was extended not only among other castes but also various 

branches of the same caste as it was the marked signs of 

aristocracy. Subsequently marriage was absolutely confined 

within the narrow fold of one of the numerous subcastes, 

branches or clans into which a caste was subdivided and inter-

dining 'WaS similarly restricted. But it was far from being 

marked by the end of the 12th Century A-D. 00 • 

S E C T I 0 N III 

T h e position o f w o m e n • 

Ancient literature of our country both general 

legal, lack unanimity of views, regarding the question of 

the status of women in Society. So ti is rather difficult 

to draw up an accurate pJ_cture of their position in ancient 

Indian Society. Their status in life has been a subject of 

amelioration and modification 61• There have been ups and 

do~ in their social status, but these ups and do\ms helped 

very little to bring about a radical change in ~heir status. 

Reforms from age to age have tried to assign them a definite 

position of life, but inspite of their honest efforts, it 

remained a baffling problem to adjust theories with pr~ctice. 

.. 
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Manu, one of our chief authorities on the subject, is also 

a glaring example of inconSistency in the matter. But despite 

w~vering attitude, Manu is very firm about one thing; he 

could never cherish the idea of women enjoying an independent 

status in life. A.ccording to him a woman has to lead a life 

of dependence throughout her life, seeking protection of either 

her rather, husband or son 62• But this hard attitude towards 

women cannot wholly he ascribed to Manu, bee a use generations of 

writers before as well as contemporaneous to him, have expre-

. ssed the same views. It is stated in the Mahabbarata that a 

women should never be independent. She should be protected in 

childhood by her father, in her youth she should live under the 

protection of her husband and in her old age her son should 

look after her 63• Thus it is said that never in this world 

women acquire independence 64 and it is the wish of the Lord 

Pr&.j~at' that women sh0uld never be independent 65 • Early 

Dharmasutra writers, Baud.hayana and- va.lishtha harp on the 
• 

same notion. Baudhayana says that a woman is never fit for 

independence 66• valishtha, like his predecessors, enjoins 
0 

complete iependence of women and according to h.im 11 a woman 

is not independent, the males are her masters" 67• The highest 

fulfilment of women's life consists in her being an ideal 

member of a joint family, in doing the household work and in 

.. 



68 
keeping the home in order o 
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Inspite of such strict injunctions, there are instan-

ces which show that women oft en enj ofed considerable freedom. 

Women in ancient India not only had freedom of movement, but 

they carried on their activities both inside and outside the 

country. Though from contemporary literature it vecom~.s clear 

that women enjoyed some independence in different spheres of 

life, yet her world rotated round the domestic sphere. It has 

been enjoined that she shoula regulate the expenciiture of 

the family, should be careful in keeping the house and hearth 

clean and be economical in habits. She must cheerfully and 

cleverly manage her family affairs. The ancient la~ivers 

put ·every emphasis on the fact that women should be honoured 

and prgperly treateQ.: Hanu says 1.'.where· Wo111en are honoured. · .. 

there the Gods are pleased; but where they are not honoured, 

no sacred rite yields any rewards" 69 • Manu further says that 

where tl:E female relations live in grief, that family wholly 

perishes, but where they are not unhappy that famjly ever 

prospers 70 • It is interesting to note here that quoting 

Bandhayana and Gauta.m.a, Laksmidhara recommends that a son 

should abandon the father who kills the King, who teaches 

the s'udra, who ace epts money from s'udra, for performing his 



.own sacrifices or sacrifices on behalf of iuctras, who is 

guilty of killing embryos, who lives with the. lowest classes 

or Who cohabits with a female of low caste, but he should 

never abandon the mother when she is excommunicated 71• 

Side by side these admonitions, we sometimes find a 

curiously contraaictory attitude. The very birth of a female 

child in the family was viewed with displeasure and concern. 

Out ancient 'WI'iter·s are not in the havi t of setting great 

value on the standard of female morality. They are considered 

fickle in their nature and frail in their habits. Manu expre-

ssly states that it is the nature of women to lead men astray 

and for that reasons wisemen should never remain unguarded 

in the company of women. 72 He makes special provisions 

so that women may be guarded against their evil inclinations. 

~ 

He advises a man to carefully guard his wife in order to 

preserve the purity ana integrity of his family, otherwise 

she will bring sorrow to two families (her father and her 

husband) S.hahanara Hussain has pointed out certain inert 

contradictions in the thinkinc of our Pandit and la-v1-makers. 

It is no gainsaying the truth that 1 women on the one hand 

were regarded by the tastras and tantras as the f9rms of the 

mother Goddess, but on the other, were prohibited from per-

forming sacramental rites with sacred texts. A wife could 

.. 



do no religious acts independantly of her husband or without 

his consent~72 a. Even a social reformer like Buddha had great 

distaste for women's liberty. Though Buddhism aimed at a 

casteless society, Prof. Hussain observers that the fate of 

women was no better. Even after women got permission to enter 

the order, the rules of their order made the nuns rank lower 

than the monks 72 b. The Buddists assigned a distinctly infer
·~J. 'ICK t-w..;)~/J 

ior position to the because Buddha was of the opinion 

that their admission to the Buddhist samgha was bound to des

troy its integrity and purity 73• 

The position of women in ancient India has attract.ed 

the attention of scholars for a long time. Almost all of them 

are of the opinion that the position of women deteriorated 

successively through different times in history 74• The· reasons 

for the decline of the position of women in ancient India 

from the period from 1000 BoC-o to 500 A.D. have been clearly 

sorted out by A.S. Altekar. The reasons are - (1) the imposition 

of Branm~cal austerities on society, (2) foreign invasions 

of India affecting women's status adversely, (3) the intro-

duction of the non-Aryan wife into the Aryan household, (4) 

discontinuance of upanayana of girls, (5) Lack of' educational 

facilities for women, (6) the role of the caste system, joint 

' ... 



family system 7S. Sulrumari Bhattacharyya has sorted out some 

other reasons. Firstly, with the growth of personal ownership 

of wealth after dissolution of the group ownership there grew 

. ~sort of surpJ~s wealth of the individual which he wanted 

to enjoy himself. But his life was limited. He desired that 

his descendants should inherit his property. To be ensured 

that his own descendants should inherit his property, he main-

tained strict vigilance over his wifeo He observe st1·ict surve

illance over his wife, sec14aed her who must be very chaste ,, 
in sex morality and uncontaminated by the touch of other men, 

Wife must bear his own child only. Secondly, Men in many cases, 

were interested in Plurality of enjoy~ent of women and doubted 

the chastity of women probably 76 in the light of their own 

characteristic traits of nature. So restrictions were imposed 

on free movement of women. 

It is known from the Kamasiitra of Vatsyayana that 

the women of Gauda were soft, timid, sweet speaking and 
• 

graceful 77• The position of women, to some extent, imp~oved 

in Bengal in early time. The genesis of the improved condition 

of women in Bengal has been clearly analysed by Bharati Roy. 

11The dominant mother is a deeply ingrained clutural concept 

of Bengal, deriving its source, if not from an early matri-

.. 
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lineal tradition, certainly from the indigenous Pre-Aryan 
. ./ 

mother Goddess cult. A. woman is •s:_.akti 1 (source of power), 

but it is not women as an epitome of beauty (like the Greek 

Venus), not as a. sex symbol (as in the linga or male sex 

worship), but only as a mother that a woman is put on a 

pedestal". "The presiding Bengali diety, KB.li, the mother 

Goddes, standing on the Prostrate figure of iiva, her husband 

symbolises· as clearly as any such symbolism can ever do, 

the domination of Female principle aver the male principle. 

Perhaps historically this is related to the attempt to preserve 

the India of the mother Goddess against the Aryan consequence 

with their rather Gods and their semi cultural logic. In the 

struggle for hegemony, the mother Goddess had managed to 

retain her primacy, at least in Bengal. A mother, therefore, 

connotes a position of supremacy in the Bengali Hindu Psyche 

as well as family life 11 78 
o 

It appears from the description of Dhoyi that the 

women of Vijayapura, the capital city of Lukshmanasena that 
• 

the Parda system was not much in vogue 79 
o But Vatsyayana• s 

statement somewhat contradicts the above view when he speaks 

that the women of the royal harem of V~a were not accustomed 

to move out freely and used to speak with the outsiders from 

behid a curtain 80 • Inspite of serious handicap many women 



:55 ~· 

used to take education Higher education was not so common 

among them, as Vatsyayana himself says that women did not 
I_ 

ordinarily get any education in the Bastras but daughters 

of Kings and nobles as also the Ganikas were highly educated. 

In vatsyayana' s opinion, a knowledge of the Kama.sutra with 

its subsidiary sciences would be useful to all women, both 

high and low, rich and poor. A poor woman who on accoun.t of 

the absence of her husbend finds herself in great distress 

and difficulty, might earn a decent living even in a foreign 

country by means of knowledge of these sciences 81• Dhoyi 

in his Pavanadutam also refers to such a practice 82• 

Another instance of the improvement of women 1 s position during 

the Sena - Varman age was the inclusion of the queen in the 

land grant charted. It indicates certainly an improved posi

tion of women in Bengal of that time 83 
o In the Sena - Varm.a:Y\..-

lj:' 

period we find the elevations of the status. of aa!'ni who 

· held important positions alongwi th the other dignatories as 

it is known from inscriptions •. It is perhaps due to the status 

enjoyed by the wmen of South India where from the Senas were 

hailing. In South India the matriarchal system, v~s in vague 

among the different ruling families from an early age. In the 

inscriptions of the period under survey we find the ideal con-

jugal love amongst divine couples was held up before the people. 
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The Ramapala upper plate states that l{uee:t Sr~Kanchana. 

0 

was to King Trailokychandra was s'achi was to lndra, Gauri 

to Hara and iri to Hari 84 • Similarly, the Naihati copper 

plate of Vallalasena comparing Vilasdevr, q_ueen of Vijaya~ 

sena, with Lalu(mi and Gourf 85 • 

From the archaeological evidence and ancient liter

ature it appears that women used to wear ~adi something like 

those worn by modern women. But they did not make upper garmen

ts by using a portion of ~di. From archaeological·evidence it 
---A-

appears that it was a general custom to expose the upper 

portion of body of women. They used to wear a kind of dresses 

something like Kuchbanda or bodieJL-. They also used cloth like 

that of blouse. Women sometimes used to wear scarfs also. 

Dancing girls used to wear long tight Pajrur)a upto heels. They 

also used to hang long scarf ever shoulders. Both men and 

women used to wear ornaments. Ancient Bengali women used oil 

in hair dreasing. They used to wear tip of Kajal(Collyrium) 

on foreheads and eyes. Married women used mark of vermilion 

on forehead 85 a. 

Women enjoyed some privileges and loyal rights in 

Bengal and had to rely mostly upon the natural lnstinct of 

I 

I 
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love, affection and sense of duty possessed by their husbands, 

sons and other relatives. Polygany was prevalent in various 

parts among the wealthy. The kings generally considered it a 

privilage to have crov.ded harem. Princes, high officials and 

the rich also married more than one. Vatsyayana says that the 

wealthy people had generally a plurality of spouses, who 

outwardly no doubt, appeared to enjoy many objects of pleasure; 

but in reality; their conditions was miserable indeed as the 

husband was but one and the claimants to his affection were many. 

Ancient lawgivers have pointed out that an ideal 

woman should be an ideal housewife, but in Bengal during the 

period there are instances of the married women going outside 

to earn money by means of spinning, weavine and some other · 

mechanical arts 86• Sometimes the employers offered bribes 

to the wives of labourers ..in order to induce them to send 

their huabands or some other members to work 87 • This shown 

that the w1 ves of the Vai/yas and the Sudr as took active part 

·in the business of their husbands. But women were considered 

unfit for all responsible works. It was believed that they 

were incapable of performing the difficult duties of admis-

88 
tration • 

Manu is strongly against divorce. He says that 

.. 



neither by sale nor by repudiation a wife can be released 

rrom her husband 89 • According to Medhatithi, a wife sold 

or repudiated cannot become the legitimate wife of another 

man 90 • Manu in another place says thilt the desertion of 

a guiltless ~dfe is a crime for which a large amount has 

to be paid as fine 91 • Only in cases where the wife yields 

herself to gross adultery and unfaithfUlness, the husband 

is authorised to abandon her 92 • Manu also holds the same 

view. According to Kantilya, if a man apprehendine dang~ 

from his wife, desires divorce, he shall return to her 

'Whatever she has been given on the occasion of marriage 93• 

A man and wife are bound to observe mutual fidelity. They 

are the part of the united whole. The marriage vow is mo~t 

sacred, transgression from which was is to be meted out with 

severe pwlishment. This is the high ideal preached by ancient 

. 94 
lawgivers • Most of thes~ prescribe heavy punishment and 

penances for wives who prove unfaithful to their husbands 

and are of questionable conducts 95 • 

In Bengal, after the death of their husbands the 

the wives had to live in complete chastity and to avoid all 

kinds of luxury and exciting food such as meat, fish etc 96• 

The position of the widows in society was not at all enviable. 
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They were looked upon as inauspicious and were hardly allowed 

to take part in different rites and ceremonies. ·rhey seem to 

have been encouraged by the people to immolate themselves in 

the funeral pyre of their husband. The Dayabhaga law -which. 

permitted even the childless widow to become an heir, was not 

an unmixed blessing to the weak minded section of the women 

in Bengal, Social leaders took undue advantage of this grief 

stricken condition of the widow and stood to gain by her 

elimination 
97

• The Brihaddharmapurana also agrees to the 

above fact 98 • So it is apparent that the custom of Satf came 

into vogue in Bengal from fairly early time. 

Regarding the right of the widov1 to inheri tproperty 

the opinion of the scholars differs in ancient time. During 

the period from 400 - 1000 ~.D. the jurists were divided into 

two schools, the orthodox one embodied by Narada, Katyayana 

and King Bhoja of Malava not ace epted the right of the wid0\-1 

to inherit and the reformist one which was bent upon agitating 

for the popularisation of its now reforms. 

The school of reformers was not pr eparE::d to ace ept 

any compromise. It insisted that widows right to inherit the 

full share should be recognised. It based its case on logic,. 

.. 



:so 

Brihaspati pointed out that the Vedas, the Smritis and sages 
• 

of ancient time have unanimously declared that the husband 

and the wife are the joint owner of family prop.;;rty and 

together constitute one legal personality. A man, therefore, 

cannot be said to be completely dead as long as his wife is 

alive. How then can property pass on to another in the life 

time of the widow ?
99 

Brihadharma purana points out that the 

widow can offer funeral oblation to her husband and so she 

should be allowed to inherit property. Prajapati lays down 

that the widow has a natural right to inherit all her hus-

band's property including moveables, immovables, bullion 

ornament, stores etc. Her right is not the least affected 

ever if her elderly relations male or femal.e are alive. She will 

of course, show them proper reverence, but hold property in her 

own possession. If any male relation obstructs her peaceful en-

joyment of the estate, it is the bounden duty of the King to 

punish him as a thief 100• These verses have been attributed 

t B . h . i th D- - lOl . I - ~ o r~ aspat~ n e ayabhaga • It is perhaps J mutav~lana 
• 

who argues the widow's case in the most masterly fashion. There 

is no authority to hold that the ownership in the husband's 

property, which the wife acquires at marria6e, terminates with 

the husband's death. How can it be argued that the wife's right 

is destroyed at the moment she is widowed ? Nor can it be 



maintained that she is to utilise just as much of the income 
" 

as may be necessary for her bare maintenance. Vishnu says 

that the property of a person dying w.ithout sons will first 

devolve upon the widow and then upon the daughter, parents 

etc. Now it is admitted that in the above text term property 

denotes the whole income of the estate, when construed with 

with all other heirs like the daughter, the brother, parents 

etc. Row then can it have a restricted meaning when it is 

construed w1 th the widow ? 102 The new school maintained that 

the widow• s right of inheritance was inherent. The only cir

cumstance that could defeat it was unchastity 103 • 

The society of Bengal at that time lost its vigour, 

to a great extent as a result of the seximmorality and the 

evils of tantric influence. The picture was to some extent 

!' 

different in villages where the people led a simple and balan-

ced life which is evident from the description of Hamacharita. 

But the picture was altogether different in the sphere of town 

culture. The wealth, luxury and extravagance of town are hardly 

compatible \dth strict moral .sences 104• The sources of ins-

criptions and literature prove the immorality and excesses 

of sensuality in the early Bengal. Kamasutra 105 clearly 

elaborates the clear picture of the laxity in moral codes of 



the fashionable young men and women of Gauda. Dhoyi the author 
• 

the Pa.vana-dut~has gone to the extent that 11 those were not 

. 106 
merely tolerated but regarded as part of normal social life 11 

• 

This may be confirmed by the fact that the Brahanas could have 
• 

established illicit relations with the £udra women and very 

little penalty was imposed upon the Branmanas for this offence • 
• 

One of the striking feature of the society of 1:3engal was the 

practice of hiring courtesans by the wealthy persons. The 

amorous intrigues of members of the royal harem in Gauda and 
• 

Vanga with the Brahrna.nas, slaves and servants have been clearly 
• 

enumerated in the Kaoasutra 107 which testify to the fact that 

the people of outside Bengal had a very low idea of the moral 

standaed of the people of Bengal. 

The low moral standard of the people of Bengal is 

also proved by existencef of the system of Devadasi. The insti-

tution of Devadasi now looked down upon, was widely PZ:_evalent 

in Bengal. It is stated in the Deopara inscript.ion that King 

Vijayasena provided a hundred lovely female ( at~endants) 11 

whose bodily chdl'ms were heightened by ornaments 11 for the 

Prady}Dnefvara iiva. Dhoyi, the author of Pavana-diitar11also 

in a verse mentions the .uevadasr or temple c;irls of diva. 

The custom of dedicating Devadasi to shrines is only seen now 
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a. dass 1n the district Southern Malabar and the regions. 

thereabout 108• The natural inference from the fact is that 

most probably the Sena Varman Kings brought this institution 

0 

from ·the Southern India. Reference in Rajatarngini of a 

dancing girl Kamala in a temple at Pundrava.rdhana in 8th 
0 0 

Century A.D. infers that the system was in vagne in different 

parts of Bengal. These dancing girls, though dedicated to 

the temples, were no better than common courtesan. The low 

standard of morality is further proved by the pra1:!tice of 

ke.eping female slaves referred by Jimutavahana and these 

·women were kept for enjoyment 109 • So the women were no better 

than commodities of enjoyment. 

The prominence given to the voluptuous practices · 

in the festivals of the period under consideration was not an 

isolated phenomenon llO. If was a symptom of the decadent soci-

ety in which religions practices were vitiated by a frank and 

unabased addiction to sex. The Tantrika form of worship became 

much popular both among the Hindus and the Buddhists in the 

period. Home of the Hindu tantras prescribe sextual connection 

as a part of religious ceremony. It is no wonder that by 

practising this kind of religion the whole of Eastern India 

lost all vigour and the whole population became co::orupted. 

I 

, I 

I I 

I 

I 



wx.wo serious evils which ruined the whole generation of people 

of Bengal at that time originated from the degraded religions 

system ; the disintegrating and pernicious caste system and 

the low standard of morality. All these are the main causes 

lll 
of the total failure of them to resist foreign :Lnvasion • 

Section IV 

A g r 1 c u 1 t u r e 

As in ancient times, agriculture in early Medieval 

Bengal was regarded as the most honourable occupation of Bengal. 

In fact the economic system in Bengal has always been based on 

land tenure 112 • It was always the chief occupation of. the 

bulk of the people. For the masses, land was the sole means 

of subsistence. It was no longer the vocation exclusi~ely 

assigned to the Vai/yas and s'udras and for-bidden to Brarunana 
~ . 

and Kshatriya. Now all the castes and classes adopted it as a 

noble and even profitable vacation and enterprise. 

Information about the agrarian condition of Bengal 

in ancient time is scanty. If the Kingdoms of Gangaridei 

Prasioi were within the territory of Bengal as has been stated 

by the early classical writers - 'The people who live in the 

:fUrthest off part are the Gaugarides whose King 'possesses 

-! 
I 



1000 horses, 700 elephants anu 60000 foot in apparatus of 

war', and the prosperity of the country was probably uu~ to 

the flourishing condition of agriculture 113
• The Mahasthan 

- ~~\_<;.)j.)·-'.1*0- . 
Brahmirinscription of the age ment1ons Dhanya or paddy, 

j, 

114 
seasamum and mustard seeds 0 

Regarding the ownership of land there are diver-

gences of opinion among different sources. According to one 

I 
school of thought, represented by Jaimini. Sabara and others, 

the King or the state was not the owner of all land, but was 

115 . 
merely entitled to levy l~~es from the holders of land • 

This school stresses on the idea that the King collects taxes 

in lieu of protection that is offel'ed by him to llis subjects. 

The seconci school of thoU6ht emphasises on the ic.ea that the 

King is the lort of the soil ( bhillner = adhipatti-t. - hisah ) 116• 

But the real nature of the crw.nersrdp of land by King has been 

~(' 

correctly brought out by same scholars,~the ri5hts of the King 

are a theory, an abstraction poetically and politically 

spaking, he is the lord, the master, the protector of the 

earth ( ~thivipati, bhUmi~ara, bhllmrpa ) just as the lord 

the master, the protector of tne people 
• • • • • • 0 • • • but he 

is no more the actual proprietor of the soil than of his sub-

jects ; they need not have .his permission to buy or sell it or 
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to give it away11117. This has been the nature of the owner-

ship and authority of the King over land. 

There is also differemces of opinion among the 

different early Indian authorities about the percentage of 

King1s share from the amount of agrarian proa.ucts. According 

to M~asthenes, the King demanded one-fourth of the produce, 

but according to other early Indian authorities, it wa.s .. one- · 

sixth of the p£oduce 118 and this theory has been supported 

by the fact that the King received one-sixth of the merit for 

creating rent free holding in favour of Gods and Brihm.anas 
• 

out of State land sold to a partyo The fact has a striking 

support in the Mallasarul plate 119 • 

Land, being the main instrument of Bengal economy, 

was the main source of we~lth and the chief suppcrt of life. 

Our knowledge about the system of land tenure is incomplete 

and not clear at all. Most of the copper plates during the 

Gupta and post Gupta period refer to the sale or gift of waste 

land for pious purpose. The eqgerness of the state to get the 

uncultivated lands cultivated and to keep fields under culti-

vation in its own interest is easily intelligible. It was not 

possible for the state to undertake direct cultivation of all 

fresh acquired or reclaimed land. On the other hand,on the death 
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of the tenant it was quite natural his son and grandson to 

get a le~se of the same land successively for lifelong. On the 

basis of the same enthusiasm, the state allowed a tenant to 

enjoy a piece of uncultivated land, w1 thout paying any taxes, 

because he had brought tt first under cultivation 120• It may 

be presumed that the authority of tax free enjoyment of· land in 

cases was not illogical because the state did not spend any 

amount for bringing the plot of land under cultivation. 

Moreover the state was expected to receive taxes on the death 

of the first tenant and at the time of appearance of the question 

of re -allot1ng the plot to his heir 121 o It may be inferred from 

the records of the copper plate grant that land was gifted al'IB:/ 

as a revenue free holding according to the principle of 

bhiimichhidra-nyaya ( the maximum of the waste land ) • This should 

be taken to mean the cultivation of waste land 1 • The copper 

plates of the Gupta and Ppst Gupta age record the sale ·of 

extensive plot of state land in Bengal in favour of the learned 

pious Brarunanas or religions institutions as rent free estates. 

The land was mostly Khila (fallow land which had never been 

previously cultivated) and aprahata (waste land that had never 

been previouslu cultivated) oa.tegorieso The main consideration 

was in the arranging for cultivation of the fiel;is and Q.evelop

ment of the area by founding habitations, markets etc. The 

neighbouring area was sure to develop and it was anticipated 
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that in the event of the death of the landlord without an 

heir or when he would commit a crime like rebellion against 

the state, the whole estate would come to possessiJn of the 

S.tate 122 • The copper plate grants of the Gupta pe.i.'iod prove 

that these holding were governed by the principle of nivi-dharma, 

akshaya-nivi-dharm.a or aprada-dharma. It was a· peculiar kind 

of tenur.e by which the purchaser, or the person of Institution 

on 'Whose behalf the land was transferred after purchase, had . 

the right of perpetual enjoyment, but not of further alienation 

by .sale or mortgage. 

The clauses of Ramganj copper plate grant of 

I 
IswaraGhosha of the Ghosl}a dynasty of sometime about the 12th 

Century A.D. include that 1 the land is to be exempted from all 

burdens', that 1 is not to be entered by the irregular and regu- · 

· lar troops', that 1 it is to ~xempted from all taxes' and that 

. ''it is to last as long as the Sun and the Moon etc. shall endure' 

in the Traditional manner as the practice we generally come -

across in the earlier land grants of the Palas. The cultivators 

of the land were ordered to pay to the donee the customery 

Kara or tax and all other revenues 123• The Rampa~copper plate 

of lz.ichandr a. 124 - ~5 and the Bela..va copper plate of Bhojavarman 

mention all the same clauses enjoyed by the donee. 

•I 



Thus the religious grants of the Palas and their 

contemporaies contained more or less the same provision. They 

were perpetual and hereditary and were not only revenue free, 

but also carried with them the C\ssigrunent of roya...._ revenue from 

the villages. Again the heads of the revenue and other charges 

imposed upon the villages would seem to have been the same as 

in earlier times. 

During the early period of the history of Bengal 

ag~iculture, which was held to be the mainstay of the people 

of Bengal, was conducted following the courses of &reat river 

system which acted as vital furtilising agent of the soil. But 

there took place a steady increase in the cultivation area 

with the growth of. population due partly to an inc:.rease birth 

rate and partly to immigration. One can easily visualise the 

extension of the cultivablE( land in Bengal in the copper plates 

of the 5th, 6th and 7th Centuries A..D. A. careful analysis of 

the character of the land donated proves the fact that land 

donated, in most cases were 1 aprada1 , aprahata 1 anu khila 

(unsettled, uncultivated and fallow). Tippera copper plate 

of Lokonath& records the grant of a land in a place where 

deer, buffaloes, boars, tigers, serpents etc. enjoy, according 

to their will, all pleasure of home life11 126• Those example·s 

show clearly the steady extension of cultivation and rural 



settlement. 11 The pressure of a growing population, the grovJ ... 

ing desire of pri~sts for materials prosperity and the religious 

zeal of the Kings - all served in various ways to organise a. 

widespread attack on some of the •negative• lands of the pro

vince, where settlement and agriculture had at first avoided
11127

• 

The Branmanas contributed substantially to the deve-, 

lopment of agriculture by imparting a deep knowledge of the 

science to other farmers. Some early medieval beliefs and ritu-

a1s sponsored by the priests, strangely enough, contributed much 

to progressive farmil'1..g. They held that the killing of a cow was 

aJS heinous as homicide and this belief served to preserve cattle 

wea1th in the country 'Which was the mainstey of farm operation. 

Some Bribmanas wellversed in astrology taught the farmers not 
• 

only the use of plough and manure but imported to them . valuable 

,. 
knowledge of the science or agriculture as well as of su9h re-

~ted disciplines as soil chemistry and mechanics, hydrology 

and meteorology and the impact of planet movement. Prognosti-

cation about seasons and rains based entirely on astrological 

and astronomical calculations contributed a good deal to the 

systematisation and development of the agrarian economy and 

the prosperity of the period 128• 

It may be presumed that the two factors accelerated 
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the agrar·ian development of at that time. One wa.s the decl:ine 

of industry 3.ncl trade after the 7th Century A.D. Due to the 

loss. of valuable markets, the production of pri~cipal commo-

dities and the trade and commerce• in them declined and the 

bulk of those, engaged in trade and commerce and industry were 

thrown out of jobs. All were forced to fall back to agriculture, 

but the theory of decline of trade and commerce in Bengal has 

l28 a been differently interpreted by PoKo Ehattacheryya • As 

a result of urban decay the occupation of artisans were 

~uralised and they were granted land for their maintenance. 

The Pafchimbhie, copper plate of s'richandra reco1ds the gift 

of land to dancer, two couch-shell blowers, two drum-beaters, 

five big drum-beaters and eight Kettledrum beaters and groups 

of servicing clasess comprising four florists, two oilmen, two 

potters, two carpenters, two mashons, two blacksmiths, eight 

sweepers 129 • This obviously proves that as a result of decline 

of trade and industry the artisans had to rush to the rtU'al 

areas for subsistence 130 o The second factor that aggravated 

agricultural production was the new democratic legislation, 

aiming at the establisr1l!lent of an egalitarian social system 

without distinctions of caste and colour, also c::ontributed to 

that end 131o 

The revenue collected from the agricu.lt'LU'al land 

'I 

. ' 
I 
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through the heads of territorial units such as Uparika, 

Visb.ayapati, Da/agramika and Gramapati. The revenue collected 

a.::e referred to in general terms as Blmga, bhoga, Kara, Hiranya 

Uparikara etc. in the land grants 132• It seems that bhaga 

was the usual land revenue paid in kind. During the entire 

Pal-a rule this Bha,ga formed the main basis of Pila economy. 

·. 
Bhaga means 11 the periodic supplies of fruits, firewood, flowers 

and the like which the villagers had to furnish to the King 11
• 

!tara means tax in general. Hiranya means, as held by U .N .Ghosal, 

Kings s~e of certain crops paid in cash 133• 

Cattle rearing was also emphasised alcn.gwith agri-

culture. The expression "trina-puti-go-chara-parvanta 11 men-

tioned in most of the land grants of the time, suggests that 

good pasture grounds, which were provided for the cattle, pro-

duced various kinds of grass and was located in a corner of 
f 

the village boundaries. 

The cultivation of the land mainly depended on rain 

water wch is evident from the description of Ramacha.ri ta134 • 

A.. number of embankments were built by the minor rulers of 

that time. BhattaBbavadeva, the minister of Harivarman 

caused the excav&tion of a tank before the temple of Visnu in 
• • 

_____ , 
I 
I 
I 

!I 



Ridha:. The Bhuvanelwar inscription claims tha. t 11 the waterless 
• 

boundary lands abutting on a village situated in an arid 

region, has been made by him a. reservoir of water which gladd-

ens the soul and mind of the company of tourists sunk in fati-

gues and ~ose beds of lotuses have become devoid of bees as 

they are fascinated by the reflections of its surface of the 

"135 lotus-faces of beautiful demsels engaged in bath • Besides 

canals, lakes, tanks and wells, the practice of a.ccumulating· 

water in reservoirs for purposes of irrigation was also in 

vogue •. The Irda copper plate of Nayapaladeva. refers such a. res-

ervoir of water for the purpose of flourish of agriculture. 

ftega;rding the measure of land before tr-~.e Pr egupta 

age, we have very little information. The inscriptions of the 

Post..Gupta age throw some light about the measurement o·f land. 

- i; -These were the Patakas or Bhupatakas which were equal to forty 

dronas. Excepting pataka and drona, other terms used in the 
• 0 0 

later records are adhaka, unmana Kala possibly s.tood for 

uncertain equation 136• The Gupta records generally mention two 

technical terms, Kulyavapa and Dronavap-a regarding the measure-

ment of land. But the exact equivalent of those in modern time 

cannot be determined 137
o The actual work of measurement throu-

ghout the whole period of the history of Bengal was done by 



means nalas or rods varying in length from region to region. 

It is not possible to draw up a conclusive picture 

about the agricultural practice. It appears from the study of 

the inscriptio~s that the paddy (dhanya) was cultivated in 

Bengal r.rom early period. There 1s the reference to a granary 

of rice and other grains at PudaOgala in the Mahasthan Brihmi 

inscription. The Raghuvainfa describing .da.ghu1 s conquest .. of 

the va..Ogas, remarks that Raghu uprooted and replanted the Kings 

like rice plants. The Ramch~ita holds a poetic description 

about the various products. 11 (Varandri) which was (esteemed as) 

the sparkling crest jewel of the earth because of (the presence 

-of) Lakshmi (beauty) whose lovely farm was beheld in the paddy 

fields of various kinds, which was further spread over by fire 

bamboo .clumps and v.hich had (as addit-ional charm) the suger

cane plant tha.t was flourishing excellantly there 11 138• 

It has been referred in the Sadukti Karnamrita of 

£ridhara. that paddy and barley fields lay at the outskirts of 

the village 
139

• In another verse of the same work there are 

references to some food grains and vegetables 140 o Some ins.-

criptions from Pundravardhana mention ( Samra-madhUka) 141• 
. . . 

Some other mention Samrapanasao The mango, the madhuka and the 
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jack:fruit or Panasa were common products. Yuan Chwang refers 

to the abundant growth of ja.ck:fruit in Pundrava..rdhana 
142

• 
0 • . 

Guava and coconut (Sa.-guvik~narikela) were other important 

143 
agricultural products as mentioned in early inscr'iptions • 

Pavanadutal1fefers that the ladies planted betel trees in the 

courtyards and watered themselves. 

Besides the above, the contemporary records mention 

a variety of other crops grown in different parts of Bengal. 

These include malabathrum and spikenard mentioned in the 

11feriplus of the Erythra.ean Sea' among the exports of this 

144 province • These were of an excellent quality and 1vere grown 

on an e~tensive scale in the Eastern Himal~yas. Another import-

ant crop cultivated in Bengal was mustard. The Vappaghoshavata 
• 

grant of Jayanaga mentions the existence of mustard channel in 

145 I~ . 

Kar~asuvar~a • The A.shrp.Jpur grant of Deva.kha~ga specifi-

cally states that the donee should enjoy the donated land by 

the cultivation of betel-nuts, palms and coconuts 146• 

The foregoing discussion based on literary and 

opigraphic evidences makes it clear that our survey period 

(5th Century A..~. to 13th Century A..u.) witnessed so many ups 

and downs in agricultural development. Owing to some distUl'-

bances and regional wars, the economy of the country was rudely 
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disturbed. The decline in ind.us try a.n<i the intr· ociuc tion of 

the new conceptions leadill6 to the establishment of an egali t

a.rian society, though it shattered the traditional caste-basEd 

occupations and associated prejudices, yet it promoted the 

growth of agriculture. Due to the fertility of the land and 

the hard la bour farmers put in, food grain production rose 

unimaginably. The economic condition of the farmers again 

deteriorated in the 11th and 12th Centuries A.J. \~ich was re

garded as the heyday of Indian feudalism, because of excessive 

taxes imposed on the farmers. 

Section V 

Industry 

Tho11.6h agriculture played a predominant part in 

in Bengal's economy, a number of crafts and inc.:.ustries \.levelop

ed at a very early age and played an important part in the life 

of the people of Bengal. It is evident both from the literary 

and epigraphic sources that whereas the rural population was 

mainly dependent on the soil and its produce, the to\-ms, 

although not probably divorced from agrarian activity, tended 

to do variety of functions, commercial, ina. us trial, politic a1, 

juciicial and military. It has bc:en describeci ill contemporary 
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sources that the most distinctive feature of the towns was 

147 
the comparative richness and luxury • 

:-;.,"lJ:.' 
~\) 

However, it has been assumed by some scholars that 

Industry was extensively on the decline between the 8th and 

12th Centuries ~1. due to some inconveniences. But some in-

dustries were repo~tedly functioning normally and contributed 

much to the economic growth of Bengal. Sources of the period 

testify to the technical superiority, manual experience and 

scientific acumen of the artisans and craftsmen of this period 

"Which were all much more advanced in comparison to the ancient 

Indian epoch. The genesis of the development of industries may 

be improved condition of the labour class. Since the Gupta 

period there developed a broad and liberal outlook in the 

society about the status of working class. The legislators of 

the period under review realised the dignity of labour. There 

~e some factors that contributed to the improvement of the 

condition of the labour class. First ana. foremost among them 

was the emergence of a new religious movement in northern and 

eastern India for levelling the social distinctions that set 

apart the high and low classes since the end of the 8th Century 

A..D. The movement was led by a Buddhist monk rlahulabhadra who 

was a. pupil of Haribhadra, a renowned Nalanda scholar and a 

contemporary of King Dharmapala ( 770 - 815 A.D). This movement 



of the levellers started by Rahulabhadra appealed to the 

common people. It represented a revolution in the fUndamental 

pattern of thought and culture. It was a great blow to religi

ons tradition. The lower classes of people welcomed the revol

ting movement ~ it held out promises in the social and eco

nomic spheres of life. The demand for labour during the period 

under discussion when wars were a passion with the King,increased 

considerably and served to promote the status of the working 

class. The feudal lords were ever on the lookout for chances 

of the extension of their territory and of self aggrandisement. 

A.. weak ruler anywhere was a signal for aggressive wars and 

usurpation. This radsed the demand of war -like instrument and 

subsequently heightened the status of the labours. The assimi

lation of the foreigners in the Hindu society also lowered the 

gap between the higher and the lower class in the society and 

thereby upheld the condition of the working class. By complete 

merger of foreign tribal havits, custom, manners, beliefs and 

tradition, the age old tradition of us was shatte;:·ed beyond 

repair. The egalitarian ideology had so Wldermined the basic 

concept of Caste that the people of all tribes became unrestra

inedly exogamous in disregard of caste injunctions 148• As a 

result of this tribal amalgamation and injection of mixed blood 

in the veins of high andlow, the very concept of a caste based 

society disappeared. The rece-ption of foreign culture into the 
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national life and the resulting syncretism greatly served to 

promote the status and living condition of the working class. 

The improvement of the condition of the working class greatly 

influenced the position of the industry and paved the way for 

the economic growth of the country. 

Among the industries that furnished in Eengal during 

the period of our study textile industry took the J;·rominent part. 

Bengal achieved great fame for her textile industry in remote 

I_ 149 
past. During the time of Arthasastra , it was already a 

wellestablished industry. Four varieties of the textile commo-

dities produced in early Bengal were Kshauma, dukUla, Patrona. 

and Karpasika. Kshauma probably denoted linen of coarse quality 

and its centres of production were Pundravardhana and Benaras. 

DukUla was the finer quality of linen and its centres of manu-

facture were ~ast and North ~engal, both of which were the pro-

minent centres of textile industry from very early times probably 

before the beginning of the Christian era. The nature of Patrona 

is not known. It was probably wild silk add the centres of its 

production were Magadha, Pundra and elsewhere. Karpasika was the 
• t . 

was the cottom fabric and those were manufactured in various 

parts of India 150• 

It is apparent from the early sources that Bengal 

attained great eminence in textile industry as early as the time 



of Kautilya. Subseque.t1t evidences show that she retained 
• 

eminence in this field down almost to the beginning of the 

19th Century. 1The periplus of the Erythraean sea• v.Titten 

by a Greek sailor in the first Century A.D. refers to the 

Maslin of the finest sort• exported from Bengal. The reputa-

tion of Bengal in the field of textile industry is also testi-

fied to by the Arab write.rs. Accordingly to the Arav merchant 

Sulaiman in the 9th Century A. • .U. there was 1 a stuff made in 

this country(Ruhmi probably located in Be.ngal) v.:.1ich is not 

to be found else-v.here; so fine and delicate is tnis material that 

dress maae of it may be passed through a signet-:cing 1 ;-Marco 

Polo, who visited India in the 13th Century A.D. states that 

151 
in his time Bengal still plied a lucrative trane in cottom goods • 

Another important industry that attained importance 

during the period was sugar. Bengal was probably one of the 

earliest homes of sugercane cultivation. It has been pointed 

I 
out by Susruta that Paundra....;..ku..canes were noted fur the yielding 

•• 

of large quantity of suger. Marco Polo witnessed tr...at suger was 

152 one of the most important commoditi""s of export from Bengal 

Another important inClustry was the making of salt 

• 

by means of evaporation either f.rom the infiltrated sea water or 

from sub-soil brine practised in certai:-' ar·eas. T ne Irda copper 



plate of Nayapala of the Kamboja dynasty in the tenth century 

A.D. records tr.~.e grant of a villa,g e in the uandabhuktimandala 
! e e I 

of the Vardhamana bhukti along with salt pits (lavana.karaJ;t) 153• 

on the other hand the .t<.amapala copper plate i'r ichandl· a of the 

11th Century A..D. 154 and the Belava plate of Bhoj avarmq.n of 

155 12th Century A.u. records the grant of village in 

Pund.ravardhana bhukti 'alongwith salt' (Sa-lavanah). But it 

should be mentioned in this connection that salt is not menti-

oned in any of the grants of the Pala and Sena Kings. It may 

possibly because that the manufacture of salt though practised 

in some parts of Bengal from the lOth Century onwards, yet it 

had not developed into any considerable industry. The large 

amount of fresh water flovJing in the sea from different rivers 

and the dampness of climate prevented the growth of this 

industry in Bengal. 

The metal work of various kinds must have been known 

from very early times. The most important function of the black-

smith was the making and the repair of the agricultural imple-

ments. The Karmakara was, accordir~ to the Brihad-dharma Purana, 
• 

included within the Uttama-saUkara group. Agriculture being the 

profession of the majority, the services of the Karrna.l{ara were 

in great demand. Besides, the royal authority wa§.. ed incessant 

warfare, where the Karmakara played a vital role. Some arrow 

. i 
i 



heads and spear heads of iron have been unearther ':~d in P8.harpur 

excavation 156• The high standard of metal casting may be seen 

J I-
in the gold plated image of Manjusri from Balaidhan mound near 

Mahasthan. It is undoubtedly one of the finest pieces of bronze 

IIJ..57 
icons discovered in Northern and Eastern India • The image 

has been dated to the Gupta period. The tradition thus was fair-

ly old and was follovred by the artists of later period like that 

of the Pala.- Sena bronzes. The smiths also were making various 

utensils of metal. They even made water vessels of iron, as men

tioned in the Edilpur grant of Vilvarupa-Sena not ;)f Kelavasena 

as it was thought earlier 158• 

The pottery making was also an important means of 

subsistence of a group of people of Bengal. The Kumbhakaras 

0 

also belonged to the Uttamasankara group. Among all the indus-

tries pottery was probably the oldest. The earliest of its 

specimen in Bengal has been 'excavated in Bangad which represent 
" . . 

the Maurya.-Sunga period. Terracotta images of tf1..is style have 

been unearthed from the excavation 159 • The excavation at 

Mahasthan also reveals the same tradition. A. number of Gupta. 

style pottery has been discovered in its early level l60. 

A whole series of terracotta plagues have been found at Paharpur. 

These terracotta plaques made Bengal potters uniq].le in Indian 

history. According to Niharranjan fuy, every conceivable subject 



of ordinary human life finds its place on these pla~es. The 

ordinary people expressed their· sorrows, happiness and desire 

in these plaques. & large number of storage Jars, lotas, cooking 

utensils, saucers ana dishes of the 8th and 9th Century A.D. 

have been unearthed at PB.harpur 161• The making of bricks may 

also be mentioned here. The inscriptions from L1e Gupta period 

onwards show that innumerable .Devakulas were built. A.s there 

was large scale building activity during the Pala-Sena period, 

so quite a good number of people were engaged in brick making 

and the work of a mason was urgently needed. Some people 

assumed the pro-Jession of Taks10P or carpenters who were inclu-

ded w1 thin the Madhyama - Sat'lkara group of the Brihad 
0 

dharma Purana. 

Two other cate6ories of craftsmen we~·e the workers 

in stone and wood. The numerous stone images of the Hindu period 

of Bengal and the beautifully engraved inscriptions on stone 

slabs bear eloquent testimony both to the volume and skill of 

the stone-carvers• profession. The black chloride stone, out of 

which most of these images were carved, was probably obtained 

from the Rajmahal Hills and carried in boats to the different 

centres of the sculplor1 s art in the Pr-ovine e. Side by side with 

the stone-carving, wood carving and carpentry also appear to 

have been practised on an extensive scale. ~ few evidences of 



1 bl t s and most of them perished wood carving are avai a e o u 

because of the perishable nature of wood. The carpenters seem 

to have built houses and temples and made household furniture, 

boats, ship and wheeled carriages. 

Jewellery also provided occupation to considerable 

group of metal workers as it was the fashion of the rich to use 

gold and silver ornaments made of pearls and preciou.s stones. 

'.rhe Deopara inscription of Vijayasena mentions· 11 flowers made 

of precious stones necklaces, ear rings, anklets, garlands .and 

golden bracelets 11 worn by the wives of the King 1 s servants and 

the jewellery worn by the temple girls. The Naihati copper plate 

of Vallilasena refers to necklaces of pearls worn by ladies 

of royal blood. The Ramachari ta mentions 11 J ewelled anklet-bells 1 

"charming ornaments set with diamonds, lapis-lazuli, pearls, 

emeralds, rubies and saphires 11 162 
o According to Tabaqet-i::..Nasirf 

~golden and silver dishes 11 were used in the palace of 

~- 163 Lakshmana,. o 
• A. 

Another important industry was ivory making. The 

Bh;ter; plate of Govinda-Ke~va mentions ivory workers(dantakara) 

by name 
164

, while the Edilpur plate of vi£varupasena refers to 

palanquins supported by staffs maae of elephant's tusk 165 • 

Reference may be made to the growth of many minor arts, crafts 
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and professions and mention may be made in this connection 

of the florists, garland makers, carpenters, mason, painters, 

braziers, goldsmith, blacksmiths, potters, weavers, oilmen, 

barbars, cobblers, butchers, distillers of wine etco 

The persons following the same traae or industry 

grouped themselves into associations which amongst j.ts wider 

social and religious functions, regulated the economic life 

or their members and dealt with the people at la.rg e on behalf 

of its members. These associations, which secured social and 

legal recognition of their status, rights and activities and 

.possessed a true corporate identity, may conveniently and 

approprietly be termed guilds. The so-called 11 thirty six" 

castes of Bengal which must have evolved before the end of the 

Hindu period, are living testimonies to the industrial and pro-

ressional organisations known as trade and craft guilds which 

are referred in the early smriti literatureo .Reference, to the 
0 

trade and craft guilds in Bengal in the 5th and 6th Centuries 

.L.D. have been made in the Damadara;.pur copper plates of Kum~ra 

Gupta and Budha Gupta of the Later Gupta dynasty. The important 

position occupied by the nagar a;. iresh~hi (Guild president) , 

Prathama Sartha.va1\a (Chief merchant), Prathama Kulika (the chief 

artisan) and the Prathama Kayastha in the local administration 

prove the fact that the guilds played an important part in 



industrial life of Bengal. The nagara /reshthin, the most 

wealthy man of the town, represented perhaps, the rich Urban 

population and held the position of the president of the town 

guild of bankers. The Prathama sarthavc!ba, the chief merchant 

represented, perhaps, the merchant class or the various trade 

guilds •. The Prathama Kulika, the Chief artisan, represented 

perhaps, the various artisan classes. The Prathama-Kayastha, 

the chief scribe VJhomight either has represented th,_; Kayasthas 

ii\s a class or have been a Government official in the capacity 

or a Chief Secretary of the present day 166o The Chief of 

important guilds commanded great respect and authority in 

Society. The Deopara inscription refers to iU1apani vbo was the 
• 

-head of artisans of Varend.ri. He was so well regarded and res-

pected that by common consent he became Chudamani (crest jewel) 
~ 

amongst. varendra1 s artisans. As he owed his reputation to his 

perfection as a craftsman, the King honoured him by conferring 

on him the title of ranakao In classical literature, the word 

of Chu~amar:i has been used by renowned poets like Ka:adas, 

Harsha etc. to describe persons outstanding in their act or pro-

fession. B.P. Majumdar holds that the ruler of the period con

ferred on iillapar;.i the title of r[~aka 167 o 

Nevertheless the position of the guilds \vas not as 

sound in early medieval India as it had been in the ru1cient period. 
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There are some factors that worsened the position of the guilds 

at that time. Under the nnstable political, economic and .social 

condition of that time, it was hardly possible for the corporate 

bodies to carry on their trade, business and manufacturing work 

at one place. The prosperity and development of guilds were 

generally based on trade. But in the period nnder survey~ during 

the 11th and 12th Centuries in particular, disturbed political 

condition caused the volume of trade to dominish. The destruc-

tion of important markets must have affected output and produc-

tion in industries involving the principal commodities. The 

bulk of people, who previously,earned their livelihood through 

trade and commerce, had to fall back on agriculture, In short, 

because of internal and external wars and because of a crisis 

of public confidence in the guilds, the country w-as under the 

throes of an economic depression 168
o 

Section - VI 

Trade and Commerce 

Trade and commerce formed an important part of the 

economic life of Bengal since remote IR st. It has a source of 

prosperity of Bengal which is attested by the accounts of vari-

ous ancient sources. Human life in the Delta has been deeply 

. 169 
influenced by the r1vers and the variations of monsoonal climate. 

The great rivers of Bengal had played a significant part in the 



agrarian production of the area. Besides renewing fields, 

the rivers carried an immense number of fish Which provided 

a readymade source of food to the Delta dwellers. Moreover 

the alluvial soil of the region resulted in the ht~e agrarian 

production. The warm humid climate, in conjunction w.ith the 

futility of land, made the region an extra ordinary produc

tive agricultural land capable of supporting a lur·ge surplus 

consuming class. The surplus production caused by the above 

factors fostered the trade and commerce of the region. Over 

and above the gulf region of the South-eastern part of Bengal 

and so also many navigable rivers with natural ports a.ggJ;a.-

vated the trade and commerce facilities of the region. The net

work of rivers provided a readymade system of interconnecting 

· ~terways for easy communications anu econo~cal transporta

tion l?O. Similarly the qualitative and quantitative develop

ment of Bengal's production~accilerated the process of the 

trade and commerce of the region. 

We have dearth of information regarding our inland 

commerce in the remote past. The inscriptional sources shed 

little light in that respect. On the other hand the writings 

of the foreign travellers and historians do not come to our 

much assistance because the Chief interests of the foreign 

travellers lay in the foreign trade of the province. The deve

lopment of foreign trade of which our sources of information 
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na.l 

are plenty, asserts the existence of certain amount of inter

trade of the region 171 
o There are references to officials 

collecting tolls ('aulkika) and supervisors of marts and for 

markets (hattapati) and officer incharge of markets, customs, 
t! 

tolls and ferries which indirectly testifies to the existence 

of brisk nature of internal trade and proves that the state 

derived from it a considerable revenue. The centres of inland 

trade were the towns. It has been gleaned from the inscription

al sources of Gopachand.ra, Dha.rmadi tya and Samacharadeva 172 

- -/ - . tha.,t Navyavakasika was the centre of merchants and businessmen. 

The inscriptions of Budha Gupta and Kumara;gupta also give the 

similar information about the status of city of Kotivarsha 173• 
0 • 

We have references to ships add the dockyards and to custom 

officers called 'vyapara-K~andaya.' or Vyaparandye; in the two 
----------~~·--- .. 

grants of the time of Dharmaditya and Vyaparaya-viniyukt~ 

in the grant of Gopachandra. They were obviously officials in 
I; 

charge of the duty of looking after trade and commerce. The 

rivers of the province and proximity of the Orissa and 

Chittagong coasts afforded great facilities for riverine and 

coastal trade. There can be no doubt that a large number of 

people were engaged in shipping and the province must have 

carried on brisk trade and such a department of commerce must 

have been an important source of revenue. Its duties would 

have been to levy custom dues on foreign trade ano. octroi on 

internal trade. It must have been, as Pargiter h~ pointed out, 



a. most luera.tive office 174
o It is .known :from the 

Katha-sari tasagara that Pund.ravardhana had a great market 
0 0 

place and its streets were lined with shops. Villag€s were 

also often centres of trade and business. There are refer-

ences to ha.tta or market in the Damadarapur copper plate of 
' , 

Kumaragupta 175 and Hattika in the Khalimpur plate of 
' ! 

Dha.ramapala. 176, The grant of villages with its market place 

(sa~atta) 177 , shops (hattiya~riha) and big markets (hatta-
----~·~·- .. . .. 

vara) 178 speaks of the existence of tucretiv~ trade in 
-===--
village in ancient and early medival Bengal, Thouth the 

rivers and canals of Bengal were the chief routes of inter-

nal trade there were land routes also connecting different 

parts of the province. These are referred to by foreign tra-

vellers like F~hien and Hiuen-Tsang and the mention is made 

of I raj a-pa thaI or public highwaJ' passing by a vL_lage in the 

Chittagong copper plate of Damodaradeva 179 , 
-~ 

We have got much more information about the trade 

of Bengal. The reason is probably that the oversea trade of 

a large part of North India passed through Bengal and its 

well known ports were at the mouths of the Ganges. Strabo, 

the Greek geographer and historian, who wrote his famour 
• 

1 Geogr~y' between A.D. 17 and 23, refers to the 11 Ascent or· 

vessels from the ·sea by the Ganges to Palibothra11 180 We 0 
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further come to know from the Jataka stories 181 that the 

merchant took ships a..t Benaras or· lower down at Champa 

(modern Bhagalpur) and then either made coasting voyage.to 

Ceylon or crossed the Bay of Bengal to SuvarnaabhUmi. W.e 
0 

also learn from the 11 P eriplus of the Erythraean Sea 1 that 

Bengal maintained an active oversea trade with South India 

and Ceylon in the first Century A..u o Articles li.Le · malaba-

~hrt,1,m, Gangetic spikenard, pearls and Muslins of the finest 

sorts were exported. 11These were all shipped from a. 1 market 

town called Gange (Probably the same as Tamralipta) 11 
o 

~~jl~)~./ 
According to ~-- · · Pahh()f- the trade was carriE:d on from 

Va/J.ga across the sea to many countries 182 • Among the impor-

tant ports of ancient Bengal, mention should·invariably be 

made of Tamralipta. It is hardly necessary to stress the 

fact that in all periods the city which controlled the 

mouth of the Ganges was commercially the most imr ortant in 
f 

E~tern India, just as the city which controlled the gates 

of the Euxine was commercially the most important in Hellas183• 

Now, there is a controveroy among the scholers 

about the position of trade and commerce in the post-Gupta 

period. According to the prominent historian ri.S. Sharma 

India, after exhibited the characteristics of feudalism involving 



payment of services in land ins tead of coins which develop-

ed in an economy marked by the dearth of coins and the absence 

of trade and commerce 184 • But D. c. Sircar holds ·~hat the 

above theory is incorrect. According to him, there is no evi-

dence of any real dearth of coins in Indian markets during 

. 185 
the early and medieva.l. period· • ·Perhaps a standf!l'd currency 

was no longer needed for measuring the prices of commod.i ties in 

terms of money, for trade by barter or through cov.r.ries became 

usual practice in the country where foreign trade was either 

non-existent or negligible. 

South-East Bengal had altogether a different fea-

ture. The regional rulers felt the necessity of maintaining· 

metallic currency obviously for the purpose of catering to 

the economic needs of the country. The Gupta gold coins dis-

covered alongwith "Imitation type 11 clearly point to the ade-
' 

ctuate political and commercial importance of the Maiamat! -

Lilmai urban centres up.to the 8th Century A.. D. although no 

indigenous coins have come to light representing the period 

between llth and 12 Centuries A.JJ. The traces of minted metallic 

coins in the regions show not only the brisk commer·cial 

transaction, but also the continuous supply of golu and silver 

from abroad. As the Chittagong-Tippera region did not have 

deposits of golci-silver bearing ore, \\'e are to locate the 
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sources of the precious metals in Southern China, Burma, 

Pegu and South-East Asia. 186 
o The precious metals could 

come to South-East Bengal if the region was in a pcsition 

to export commodities needed by the neighbouring countries. 

It is highly probable that South - East Bengal got gold and 

silver from Southern China, Pegu and South-East Asia in 

exchange of textile goods, earthen wares and also perhaps 

or rice. 

In the pre~uslim period Harikela, Samatata and 
0 

• Vanga formed an economic unit. They maintained communication 

with different regions of their hinterland along the course 

or Ksh!roda river which used to encircle Mainamatr in the 

form of a moat 188• It is reasonable to hold that Devaparvata 

and other cultural centres of Mainamat1-L8.lmai l'egion were 

connected with Chittagong and Ramu noar Cox 1 s hazar on the 

Arakan road by a land route. Chi tta5ong and .rtamu v!hose 

antiquity is attested by archaeological and literary evidence189 , 

served in that case as the sea-ports_of South-East Bengal. 

Vikamapura, an administrative capital from the lOth Century 

to 12th Century ~D. 190 , had perhaps some commercial impor

tance indicated by the location on the Dhalefvari Ll Samatata 
• 

mandala is clear from its location near the Kshiroda and 
•• 

the Gomati. 
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The indication of trade that we get from the literary 

and numismatic sources are not reflected in the epigraphic 

records of the Devas, the Chandras and the Varmans and it 

is impossible to determine hovl far the society vl3.S commer-

cialised. The inscriptions do not mention the existence of 

merchants and skilled artisans whom we frequently noticed 

in the Gupta land grants. It indicates the importance of 

land at that time and the feudalistic character of the 

society. But the feudal economy as indicated by ··~he lan.~ 

grants could hardly preclude the possibility of trade and 

urban centres supported by a standard currency. 

Regarding the trade routes, we have got some 

information from several sources we are here going to high-

light only the main routeso The oversea trade of Bengal 

from Tamralipta followed different courses. The first course 

was along the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal right upto 

Malay Peninsula and then through the Malay straits to South-

East AsiGt as far as China. The second was the co,,stal voyage 

to Palaura near modern chicacole and then right across the 

Bay of Bengal to the opposite coast. The third route was 

along the eastern coast of India to Ceylon and then turni.ng 

· north along the western coast to the mouth the Indus and then 
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191 
upto the ports of Arabia and Eastern Africa • 

Regarding the land routes which connec~ed the 

north-eastern, northern and western India. with this region 

we have got some information. One of them connected Bengal 

with Kamariipa and China. Hiuen-Tsang travelled through 

this route in the 7th Century A..D 192 • This route was con-

tinued upto the 9th Century A.D. Another route following 
. ' 

the ganges joined the network of highways YJhich converged 

at Benaras. Merchants travelled from different areas of 

Bengal to Ayodhya, Pataliputra etc. through this road. 
0 

Another important land route passed through the Himalayas 

across Nepal, Sikkim and Chumbi valley to Tibet and China • 

• Another important land route followed the coast of Kalinga 

and ran upto South Indian peninsula. 

' . i 
I 
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C h a p t e r - VI 

R 1 i g i 0 n. 
--·- -·- -----··· -----------------

1 We have already seen earlier that the culture and 

civilization of the Indo-Aryan.d reached Bengal quite late. 

There is no mention of Bengal in the Saibita the Rigveda. The 

:"'\..._ la 
Pundras are referred as Dasyus in the A1 tareya Brwu.uana • 

• • 
• - - 2 . .. 

Vangavagadha referred in the Ai tareya Aranyaka , .1n aespJ.s.lng 

~. ~ 
terms, really meantl .. Vangas and..,_Magadhas. It clearly indicates 

that Bengal was outside the area of Aryan culture even in the 

later Vedic period. The same feature prevailed even in the 

.. - - 3 Sutra period. The Baudhayana Dharma Sutra prescribed penance 
• 

----------------~-----
for those visiting Pundra and vailga comprising South-East 

• 0 

Bengal·. The Jaina icharailga Sutra describes the people of 

Ridha as barbarous o 
• 

We are not going to treat the gradual expansion of 

Aryan culture in detail. The study of Videgha Mithava in the 

lata patha Brarunana and the like were the stories of Aryan ex

pansion in the Eastern countries 
4

• The Juina PraJnapana inclu

des the Vangas and Lidhas in the list of Aryan peoples 5 • It 
• 

has been referred indirectly in the Di vyavadana that the Jaina 

religion was established in Pundra or North Bengal in the time 
0 • 
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of Afoka. The first definite evidence of the further progress 

of j.I'yan culture to-wards the east is furnished by the Mahabha-

rata. In the Mahabharata, we come across the episode of 

-Paundrakavasudeva. Devakiputra Vasudeva .K:·ishna, the great 

religious pr:eceptor was challenged by the King of the Pundras 
! I 

and Kiritas. He was, however, defeated by Krishna 6 • The 
• • 

Mahabhirata also refers to the places of Pilgrimage in Bengal. 

• - 0 

The Ganga..Sagara..Sa.ngama is referred in connection with the 

-legend of Bhagiratha and the Pilgrimage of Yudhishthira. The 
• 

rivers like the Karotoya, Lauhi tya were considered as sacred 

and a dip into these rivers was equal to the virtues of perfor

ming an ~amedha sacrifice 7• All these indicate that the 

Aryans had much more intimate contact with Bengal at the time 

of the Mahabhirata than in the time of the Dharma-sutras. It 

has also been indicated that there were powerful states and 
t' 

religions sanctuaries in Bengal which were respected by the 

Al"yans. J.ll these go against the contemptuous references of 

Bengal in earlier records 8 • 

Though the precise date of the Aryan contact is diffi-

cult to ascertain, yet it has been suggested that this signi-

ficant change might have taken place between the ages repres

ented by the Baudhayana Dharmasutra and tr.e Mahabharata. 
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It may, therefore, he reasonably assumed that the first stage 

of Aryanisation of Eastern- India took place between 4th Cen

bury B.C. and 4th Century A.D. 9 

With the spread of the Aryan culture the Vedic reli-

gions system was also introduced into the region. It is, how-

ever, likely that this system became associated with the pre-

vailing forms of religious beliefs and rituals of the people 

inspite of the initial resistance by the Vedic seers. It was 

probably due to the intermarriage between the Aryan males and 

the Non-Ja-yan females, the speech and the social and religious 

life of the Aryan people began changing from early time. Atten-

tion may be dra-wn, for example to the borrowing of the cere-

bral sounds from the Non-Airyan speech, to the gradual amalga-
. I 

mation of the Rigvedic God Rudra and the pre-Aryan God Siva-

PJupati and to the germ of theism, a Non-aryan institution 

later, completely absorbed in Indian religious life 10• The 

concept of intense devotion and a sense of abso~te surrender 

to the God, the technical nam-e for which is 'bhakti' explained 

a.s 'exceptional attachment to God' may be regarded as an 

un-Aryan concept gradually adopted by the mixed Alryo-Non-Aryan 

population 11• 

Thus the Vedic religion itself sustained some changes 
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by coming in contact with the Non-Aryan culture and it 

resulted in fusion of the two cultures. In course of time, 

as observed~.c. Majumdar, the leaders of the Orthodox reli

gion having observed Vaishnavism and s(aivism proceeded to . . . . 

evolve an altogether new pantheon whose history is told and 

glories sung in a new 11 terature, the Puranas. "These texts, 
• 

whose number is ever on the increase, now came to- forefront 

and gradually became the principal religious literature of 

. -the people at large, in place of the old Vedic Samhitas and 

Br8hmanas"12 • 
• 

. Branmanical religion : The. extension of the Vedic 

civilization in various part of India, which were outside the 

pale of Vedic culture, is evidenced by the extant epigraphic 

evidence since thefGupta period. It resulted in the spreading 

or the Yarnasfama-dharma. The society was compartmentallsed . 
into various varnas and the Branmanas were provided v.1. th the 

• 

highest position in the society. The inscriptional sources 

also refer to the construction or temples for various Brihman-
• 

ical Gods and permanent endo'Wlllents were made for defraying 

expenses or their repair and making provisions for their 
., 

maintenance 13• Lands were donated for the settlement or the 

Brihm~as in the region full of dense forests apparently 
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14 
in view of reclamation and extension of agricultural land • 

The supremacy of the Branmanas was not only in the field of 
0 

religious runction, they were also important factors in admi-

ntstration of the village. The involvement of the Brarunanas • 

in the Local administration is proved by various epigraphic 

sources 15 • 

Hence the entire religious environment was comple-

tely controlled by the Brarunanas almost in the identical mann-
o 

er as else\lhere in Northern India. It was tne Gupta· adminis-

trative unity \lhich brought the whole o~ Northern India into 

one cultural unit and furthered the cause of the Brihmanical 
• 

religion. 

The syst;m of Brihm~cal domination in the religi-

' 
ons life continued even after the coming of the Palas, 'Who 

. were Buddhists. There are abundant references to land donation 

made to the Brihmanas versed in the study of the Vedas, Vedangas, 
• 

Mimamsa and Vyikarna and capable of performing Vedic sacrifi-
• 

16 Ac d. t th th ces • cor 1ng o e au or of the work Haricharita, 

Dharmapala granted land to Brarunanas, adept in Vedic stUdies17 • 
• 

In the Khalimpur copper plate .of Dharmapala, Lakshmi, the 

goddess of fortune·has been compared to the line of 

Dayitavishnu 18
o In the monohyr copper plate 19 of Devapala , 
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Dharmapila has been described as putting back the misguided 

castes to their folds. The tradition continued in later times. 

I 
Lakshmf, Indra, VisP~u, Siva were specially favourite with the ----·- -
Pila..Chandra rulers. In the Ram-pili inscription of irichandl'a ~ 

his wife iri'Kift'chan; has been compared "With "'achl of Indl'a, 

Gouri or iiva and Lakshmi or Vishnuu 20• Similar comparison 

from the Bribmanical myths and Purinic literature has been 
• • 

21 made 1n many other Chandra record • 

Thus it is quite clear that being devotees of 

Buddha, they were not lagging behind in the general culture of 

the time W.ich was basically flavoured w1 th the Purinic myths • 
• 

As a result of the influence of the Brihmanical cults some 
• 

or the Pala-Chandra rulers became converts to Hindu Worshippers. , 

The Pala Kings had (ereditary Brahm~ ministers and Devapala' s 

conquests were masterplanned by his minister Who unashamedly 

i t hi 22 -pr ded a t s • Thus the Puriinic religion was gaining 
• 

upperhand even when the royal religion was Buddhism. 

The Aryan culture gained much prominence in Bengal 

·- 1n the 11th and 12th Centuries under the patronage. of the 

I Varman and Sena Kings. The BhubanesvaJtt.,temple inscription of 

Bha~~a Bhavadeva refers to hundred villages as the birth place 

of Savarna gotra Brihmanas versed in the Vedic lares 23 • 
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The copper plate of Bhojavarman refers to grant of land in 

the province of Pundl'avardhana to Brab.minas who were attached 
• • • 

to the studies of the Vedas. It has also been referred in the 

same Copper plate that the Varmans had the zeal for the three 

Vedas which are described as the only protection of men 

(covering the nakedness of men) 24 • The Varmans particularly 

Simalavarmana is credited to have brought Palcha~ya Vaidika 

Brarunanas from the west 25 
o Th-e Sena monarchs were staunch 

adherents to the Vedic and Puranic religion. The names of the 
0 

Vedic iwas like Kauthumi, A.S'valayana,Kanva and Paippalada 

are mentioned in the inscriptions of the Sena Kings and 

Samantasena, the founder of the Sena royal family, is. called 

Brahmavadf, who retired in his old age to a hermitage in forests 

on the banks of the Ganges \!lhich were a fUll or renowned 

asceties 26• .,-
' 

Thus it is reasonable to think that the revival of 

the Vedic culture in the Midlands under the Imperial Guptas led 

to the infiltration of the orthodox vedic culture in Bengal and 

with the extension of Patronage to such Brarunanas by the Kings 
• 

of Bengal, the movement of the Brarunanas from Midland gathered 
• 

momemtum from the middle of the 7th to 12th Century A...D. 
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Now the question comes Wn.y the Kings patronised 

the Brarunanas in this area. The reasons are - (i) aryanisation 
• 

of Bengal (ii) to preach aryan culture (iii) supporting the 

royal class by preaching the King as the incarnation of some 

god himself on earth. The priestly class received generous 

donation from the rulers as rewards. This resulted in the ere-

ation of tax free landed property of the Brahmanas. We have 
• 

already noticed that the Branmanas played significant part in 
0 

reclaiming the lands and also introducing newer techniques in 

the field of agriculture, which was naturally helpful for 

sustaining growing population. Our recor~s however, does not 

give us any indication whether there w~~e any tension between 

the village people on the one hand and the Brarunanas on the 
• 

other. But mere silence about this episode· in out available 

record does not pr~clude the possibility of the existence of 
I 

such tensions or hostility between the two classes. 

In the followdng pages we seek to present an account 

of religions and religious ideas with which the rulers of the 

Minor dynasties were associated. From a careful studY of our 

sources of information it is evident that these rulers were 

generally the followers of Vaishnavism, sfaivism, /aktism and 
• 

Buddhism. 
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It is interesting to note in this connection that 

inspite of great popularity of solar cult i.e. Worship of S~ya 

in different parts of Bengal during our period of studY, this 

could not appeal much to the rulers of mi~or dynasties under 

discussion. This is because of their devotion or adherence to 

the worship of principal forms Branmanical religion or Buddhism. 
0 

We are h~·e inclined to discuss those religions cults only. 

Vaishnavism • • Vishnu is represented as one of the 
• 

great Gods in some section of the Bigveda o He was not reg~ded 

as the greatest God in the early Vedic .times. The Rigveda 
• 

conceives Vishnu as one of the manifestations of the sun 27 • 
• 

. God Vishnu is noted in the Vedic tradi tio!1 for his exploits of 
• 

traversing the -whole of the universe w.i th three strides 28• 

He, however, had e,erged as the most influential member of the 
I 

Brarunanical triad in the epic and purar·lic periods29 • "This 
• 0 

Vishnu round whom one of the major Brahmanical cults grew up, 
' . . 

was really a result of the syncretism of three God concepts; 

the man-God V:asudeva - Krishna, the Vedic sun God Vishnu and 
~--~------· ___ o_ ----·-

the cosmic God Narayana_ of the Brarunanas 11 30 
• • 

The popularity of the cult of Vishnu has been 
• 

demonstrated by the discovery of numerous Vishnu images from 
• 

all over Bengal. 1'he eal.'liest reference to. this cult is found 
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in short record of three lines engraved on the back wall in 

-· -a hill named Susu.r1ia in Bankura. 

It certainly refers to the dedication of the cave to Chakras

vam1n, 1. e, Vishnu 31 , It was probably an inscription of the 
• 

4th Centuary A..D. 

Another inscription dated 447-8 ~D. found at 

Baigram 32 in the Bogra district refers to a gift· of land 

for the purpose of making an endo\\IIIlent for defraying the ex pen-

ses of the 11 repairs of the temple of Lord Govindasvimin, when 

damaged or dilapidated and for the performance of.the daily 

worship with perfumery, incense, la.mp and flO'\vers 11
• 

A Damodarpur inscription 33 of the time of Budha Gupta 

(477-95 A.D.) spe4ks of the Uods ~etavar~~asvamin and 

Ko.kamukhcqamin, both representing the. Va.raha Avatara. The tern-

ples of these Gods stood on the Hima.vao - Chikha.ra (Peak of 

the Himalay~) apparently at Varahachhatra ( Varaha. Kshetra) 

at the junction of the river Kau~iki and Koka in Nepal 34 • 

In the fifth Century A.D., an inhabitant of North Bengal seems 

-to have visited Va;;r811a:-Kshetra or Kokamukha tirtha on pilgri-

mage and constructed temples for the installation of two dei

ties of the same name near Damoda.rpur in North Bengal 35 • 
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The Gunaighar inscription of th(; time of Vain.ya 

Gupta of the 6th Century a.D. mentions the name of 

I 36 
Pradyumnes#tJa.ra • The form continued to be popular in the 

Sena period also when the same form occurs in the Deopara 

inscription of Vijayasena 37 • 

Another trace of the worship of the avatira of 

. - 38 
Vishnu may be found in the Tippera copper plate of Lokanatha 

in the 7th Century A.D. where Loknatha granted lands, for the 

temple of Lord Ananta. - Narayana., in an almost inaccessiple 
• 

forest region in Tippera district. 

The Krishna cult is supposed to have formed an 
• • 

important element of Vaishnavisrn in Bengal as early as the 6th 
• 

or 7th centuries A,D. Excavation at Paharpur unearthed a number 
1 

of images and the terracottas relating to the life and exploits 

of Krishna. It includes such scenes as the lifting of the 
• • 

mountain GovaJ.'dhana, the deaths of Chi.nura. and mushtika in 
• 

-wrestling combat with Krishna. and Bala:.rama., the uprooting of 
• • 

the AJ: juna. trees and the killing of the demon Keli 39 , The mast 

interesting among the sculptured scenes. at Pinarpur is the 

representation _or-Krishna engaged intimately with a lady. Some. 
• t 

scholars have identified the lady with Ridha, a very important 

feature of Bengal Vaishnavism in later years 40 • But this has 
• 
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been rejected by some others who think that the Ridha-K:ishr;a 

cult developed later on and J aya.deva was the chief archi teet 

of it. 

The same fe~ture of the patronage to Va;ishnavism by 
• 

the rulers prevailed from the 8th Century A.D. The Khalimpur 

inscription of L~e time of Dharmapala 41 tells us about the 

temple of Nanna-Narayana. Nanna was probably the name of the 
• 

person who had installed the ima.g e, a. very common and popular 

custom observed throughout India in the early periods. In the 

names of the Pala Kings also we come across· Vaishnava. influ-
• 

ence. Gopala remained a favourite name among the P_ila rulers, 

so also Nil.·ayana, Vigraha, Rama, Mada...rla etc. This was owing to 

the close contact between the two religious and Buddha was held 

as one of t.~e ten ~va tarr1d of Vishnu. 

The recently published Mainamatf plate 42 of Ladaha 
. . 

Chandra. of the Chandra dynasty proves that O\ving to the influence 

of Va.ishna:.vism he, though a member of the Buddhist royal family 
• 

repudi tated the Buddhist fa.:i th of his prececessors and granted 

land in favour of a Vaishnava deity in the name of Vasudeva -
• 

Bhat tar aka. Laksruna.r;asena and his successor, Vilvarupa, show 

special lea.:?ling to the Vaisru:avite cult and their inscriptions 



- - 43 B 1-begin with the invocation of Naray~ o The e ava copper 

plate 44 of the Va..rman King Bhojava.rman containing a seal wi t.'1 

the repres.entation of Vishnu's seal at the top, opening with 

·•om Siddhih' and with the Vaishnavi te gene~ogy point to t.'1e 
• 0 

staunch Vaishnavite lea~ngs of the f~~ly. 
0 

The representation of Vis~~u of G~·uda in the seal 
• • 

- - 45 1tr of the Mehar copper plates of Damodaradeva is certain..L.J 

symbolical of the Vaishnavi te faith of the King Damodara. The 
• 

Vaishnavite faith of the royal family to which Damodara belen-
• 

ged is evident from his name as well as of his three predecess-

ors. N.G. Majumdar has observed that t.I-J.e dynasty professed the 

46 
Vaishnava faith like the Varmans and the Senas. • 

• 

.; 
I 

From the foregoing discussion, we may form some 

idea about some special features of Vaishnavism in Bengal 
• 

during the period of our study. It is evident from epigraphic 

records that six special forms of Vishnu, Viz, Govinda$Vamdn, 
• 

I t :'!... - in - - I . . S.ve a-varC;i.uasvam , Kokamukha-svamin, Pradymnesvara, Ananta-

Narayana and Nanna-Narayana. were "WOrs~ipped in Bengal. During 

the Pre..Chai tanya age the chief object of worship was probably 

Vishnu of whom Krishna might have been tegarded as one on the 
• 0 • 

man,y incarnations. In the Bela:va copper plate of Bhojavarma 
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1 - i-re'"'~ 
mention is made of Sri Krishna .might ·have been regarded as 

----Z--..z.-" 

one of the many incarnations. In the Beliva. copper plate of 

Bhojavarman mention is made of /ri Krishna not only as the 

Mahibharata-sutrad.ha.ra but also as gopi-:lata Kelikara of 

irfmad-bhagavata although he is still an incarnation and not 

the supreme deity himself. 

It is probable that Vaishnava bhakti cult emerged 
• 

after the advent of the Senas in Bengal. Some are of the 

opinion that the advent of the Karnatas in Bengal with the . ·. 

advent of the Chedi prince Ka.rnadeva. introduced the 
• 

~imad-bhagavata emotionalism which had its most probable 

origin in Southern India and it is of much importance that the 

Senas, who were probably Vaishnavas, are described in inscrip-
• 

' 47 tions as Karnata B[shatriya • 

£nother complicted problem is the influence of the 

Pancharitra system o& :Bengal Vaishnavism. In this contest 
• 

the observation of P.C. Bagchi seems to be very reasonable. 

&:cording to him, "The Vyiiha-Vada 11/hich was the central idea 

of the Pancharatra is absent from the Bhagavatism of the Guptas 

which appears as a syncretism of various Vaishnavite beliefs 
• 

which ca~e to stay in the country. 
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It is this Vaishnavism which had found its way to Bengal 
• 

in the Gupta period and had been firmly establishe~ in the 

P:'!:',a . u 48 
Q...l. per~od • 

£aivism • • Siva, associated not only with the 

act of sruhhara (destruction), but also with those of Srishti . ~ 

(creation~,sthiti (preservation),anugraha (favour) and tiro-

bhava ( pm1er of concealment), emerged as a sectarian God 

almost simultaneously with Vaishnavism round about 4th or 5th 
• 

Century B.C. Some of the cr~acteristics ·of iiva were furni-
I 

shed by the non-vedic peoples as early as the Harappan 
49. 

culture • I 

According to some scholars, taivism originated in 

the east among the Vr~tyas or outcastes. But P.C. Bagchi refu-

ted this by stati~ that it would be unreasonable to thir~ 
I 

that £aivism originated in Eastel'n India among the Vratyas or 

outcastes w.ho did not conform to the rules of the orthodox 

Vedic religion 50
o 

The deity was represented in the beginning aniconi-

• cally but later icons developed. The Linga form of.Uod however 

continued to be most popular and slowly came to occupy the 

sanctum cella of the iaivite temple 51 • In the Gupta period 

£iva became an established dietyo 

! 

I 

I 
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It is lear·nt from the Damoctarpl.U·· copper plate of 

Buddha Gupta that before the end of the 5th Century A.li. , 

£iva \·tas worshipped in li;J.ba form even in the most inaccess

i~le parts of Northers ~al 52
o The cult of £iva obtained 

the patronage in Eastern Bengal, for the Gunaighar Grant 

---------------

0 

Terra.cotta lingas have been discovered in the 

~- I ~. 
P~arpUl'. Saivism also enjoyed the patronage of Sas.anka and 

Bhashkarvarman in the 7th Century A..D. 

With the advent of the liberal Pala Kings in the 

political scene, there occurred liberal attitude in the reli-

gio~ultm·al atmosphere and there \·laS practically, no obstacle 

I -in the field of Siva and Vish..nu worship. The Bodhgaya inscri-
• 

f 
ption of Dharmapala refers to the installation of fourfaced 

image of Mahooeva in Gay a 53 
o 

I 

I 

I 

The Pala power received temporary setback, during I 

the rule of Narayanapala (861-916 A.D) by the arrival of the I 
• 

Kambojas. Kuffjaraghatavarsha, a ruler of the Karnboia family, 
• 

·occupied Gau~a throne and established a £iva temple at Devlltota54,: 
----1-

Naraya.z;apa1a, being a Paramasaugata, patronised the construction 

of a. "Sahasrayatana11 temple of /iva Bhattar.:lli:a at Tirubhukti 55 
------~•w•~--- • 
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Rajyapala, the son and successor of Narayanapala, was instru-
• 

mental in building an, enormous ~va establisP~ent at Brihaddh

atta as is evident r~om the Bhaturiya inscription 56 • 
...1.!-

The excavation of Bangad inscription has thrown much 
• 

light on the religion of the Pala Kings 57 • The inscription 

refers to the stupendous /aiva establiShment in honour of 

ia.1vach~ya Indra(iva at Davikota under the patronage of the ... 
- -King Mahipala. According to D.C. Sircar, it appears from the 

discovery of the plate that Hahipala probably inclined towards 

the /a1va religion 58 • Nay~pala (1027 -43 A.D.) and his son 

Vigrahapila III ( 1043 - 70 A.D.), iriheri ted the £a1 va religioU4 

tradition. It is evident from the Bangad Prafas ti of Nayapala 

- - I -that Saivacharya. Sarvasiva \-laS the 1Gru·u1 of Nayapala. It may 
f' 

not be wrong to infer from it that Nayapala was a conve'ht 

to /a;i vi sm. 

The Amgachi inscription of Vigrahapala III 59 refers 

probably to temple of Mah@rala, a popular form of Sai va temple, 

t B :::-... __ ~.r - I -a raL.uL.LQ..L;-t-gramama.r:~ala. The Paschimbhag copper plate of 
I- 60 
Srichandra (925 - 75 A.D.) also refers to the templ~ of 

Mahakala. ~o it is evident that Mahakala was one of the popular 

I 
from of Siva worshipped in Bengal during the Pala-Chandra periodw 
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King G ovinda Chandra, ( l 020 - 55 A.D. ) the last 

King of the Chandra probably repudiated Buddhism and became a 

I I 
Saiva and made his grant in favour of the dancing form of Siva 

~--

called Natesvara 61 , whose worship might have been popularised 

in Bengal by the South Indian settlers. 

I . I 
The Sadasiva image of Siva is found on the seals of 

the copper plates of the Sena Kings,such independent figures 

of the God, representing the description given in the Uttara 

-·- - 62 Kamikagama and the Garuda purana. , are found in karge number. 
• • 

A specimen of this type of sculpture has.been preserved in the 

Indian Museum, bearing the inscription No. B. The sculpture 

is finely carved specimen of Pala art. The image of Nataraja 
• 

~va, one of the important aspects of the God £iva ~ been 

./!. 
discovered in Beng~. This type of Siva wo~ship ~~ supposed 

I 

to have been bro1J8ht from Southern India. 

U ... ah I . ma-M esvara aspect is one of the commonest from 

of images associated with the iaiva cult found in Eastern 

India 63• The extreme frequency of such images in Eastern India 
~o.J-

can be explained by the fact A these are the regions where 

· Tantric cult) originated and developed to a ·large extent. 
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I I·· 
There is another variety of Siva and Sakti merged ~:f'V 

one body, the right half b·eing male and the left female. This 

is the Ardhanarf/vara. for•m of Siva which is comparatively 

rare in Bengal. The purapari image of that type is a. fine 

~, 64 piece of sculpture of the P~a age • 

The. terrific aspects of the God £iva were .also 

iconogra.pllically represented. The four armed image of Vatuka.-
• 

Bhairava discovered in the Dinajpur district. '!he image stands 

65 
in a Prat~idha posture on a severed human head • 

I 
S ~ k t i : The worship of the female principle 

held as the mother Goddess seems to have existed in some.form 

or other among 

seers put more 

the people of Indus Valley 66 • Though the vedic 
~ 
I 

importance to the male deities, they were supp-

osed to have well understood the importance of female energy 

from very early days. This brought about the creation. of such 

Goddess as Aditi, Uma, Prithivf, Vae besides Sarasyatr, Ratri, 

Dhishana and few other Goddess whose glory are sung in the 

Rigveda 67• The Dev!mahatmya section of the Mirkandeya Purana 
I I 

.·contains the most important elements of the ~~ta cult 68 • 

-
The ,devistutis describe different strands contributed to the 

growth of the composite. cult Goddess. It may be held that the 
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1- · 11 esoteric tenets of the Saktas took long time to atta1n fu 

development and the extant Tantric texts explaining these 

doctrines cannot be taken back beyond the early medieval perioa
9

• 

R.P. Chandra 70 has suggested that iaktism originated 

in the Eastern countries of the outer Aryan belt such as Bengal, 

I 
North Bihar and Gujrat-. He even asserted that the Sakti culture 

was revealed in Gauda. Dr. P.C. Bagchi has refuted this on the 
• 

ground that "There were mountain Goddesses like Vindy?-vasfni, 

the vegetation deities like £akambhar! etc., but these did not 

I I 
give rise to Saktism. The basis of Saktism was a well-establi-

-· shed system of Philos-ophy like Siimkhya in 'Which Prakri ti and 

Purusha play the same role as that of the £akti and £ival 71 • 

He traces the origin of £akti cult directly from of the 

la1va canan. 
f 
I 

The Devipur~ a text composed about the end of the 

7th and the beginning of the 8th Century A.D. shows that she 

-was worshipped in different forms various Devi temples are men-

tioned in the Pala records. It is evident from the study of 

the siyan inscription 72 that the divine mother in varous forms 

was already populat in Bengal. The Pingalaryactevf is mentioned 

in the verse 63 of the same inscription. These inscriptions 
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show that the idea of divine mother was quite a popular 

feature in Bengal. 

Ambika aspect of the Goddess was one of the popular 

I 
features of the worship of Sakti during the period of our 

73 -
study. In the Vajasaneyr sa.IDhita and TaittiriYa Brarunana 

... 
Ambika appears as the sister of RUdra, but in the Tai ttiiHya 

Aranyaka 74 , she is known as the consort of the latter. The 

Brahma-vaivarta-purana 75 gives a long list of various names 

of Durga which includes the name of Ambika. From the explana-

tions of different texts, it appears that it represented the 

placid aspect of the Goddess. Among other images of this aspect 

of the Goddess, the Pahiirpur image of the Goddess Ambika, with 

two arms se&ted in lahitasana on lotus pedestral, attracts our 

attention. Accardi~ to P .K. Bhat tacharyya, 11 the sim.plici ty 
I 

of the w.hole composition marks it out as one of the fine 

specimen of ,Pala aJI't (late lOth Century A.D.") 76 •. 

The standing four armed images of the Goddess Parvatr 

are very common in eastern India, Particularly in Bengal. Des-

cription of some placid aspects of Durga are found included in 

the list mentioned in the Prakriti-Kandam of the Brahmava:Lvarta 
, ! ' 

Purina 77• It is difficult to distinguish one aspect of this 

class w.ith others, unless the name is written on the pedestal. 
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All these are the placid aspects of the Durga images, 

I 
but the Goddess like her consort Siva, bad her terrific or ugra 

form. Mythologically, the most important among them is the 

Mahisasura - Mardin! images. Among the different varieties of 

Durga images, the Mahisasura - Mardi~ type is the most popular 

Goddess in India and Bengal in particular, from an early time. 

The earliest reference to the Goddess Durga (Durgi) occurs in 

-
the Taittiriya A.r-s:nya.ka in which two other names of the Goddess 

i.e. Katyayani' ,and Kanya-Klllilirf have been added 78• The 

Markandeya Purina describes in a characte:ristic way how the 

Goddess came out of the accumulated fury not only of Brah.ma, 

Vis~u and /iva, but also of all other Gods ~en the Gods were 

defeated by the Buffaloe demon (Mahisasura) in the initial 

stage of the rise of the demon 79• She is represented in icons 
., 

with 2,4,8,12,16,20 and even 32 hands 80 • Prabhavati, the 
f 

queen of Devakhadga caused the construction of Sarvani image 
• • 

of eight ar~ 1n the 7th Century A.D. A ver;y interesting 

sculpture w1 th ten armed image of Mahisamardinf, discovered at 

Sakla (Dacca) with a padestal inscription describing· , it- ~s .: 

• irf-Masika-Chandi 1 represents the character of the 12th 

Century A.D., 
81

• The relief of Nawa Durga from Por~ha (Dinajpur) 

represents an extremely rare type consisting of nine figures 

Of Mahisamardini, one represented as the central piece with 

eight other miniatures grouped round it. The centr-al figure 
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82 
is eighteen armed while the rest are endowed with sixteen arm.i • 

B u d d h i s m : The predominance of the Brihmanical 
• 

culture brought about wrath among the non-Aryan people. The 

elaborate system of sacrifice associated with the Brahmanical 
• 

religion falled to gratify the religious aspirations of all 

sections of people, This led to religious speculations of a. 

different type and thinkers like the author of the Mundaka -
• • 

Upanishad 83 began to question the val~e and efficacy of sacrifice 

It is difficult to ascertain definitely the· first 

entry of Buddhism in Bengal, ~cording to the sanskrit work 

Vinaya Which usually preserves the tradition of Pre-Aiokan times, 

the Eastern limit of Aryavarta was upto Pundravardhana 84• If 
• • 

it is accepted, then it may be assumed that Buddhism had obta
if 

ined some footing in North Bengal even before the coming of 

&ioka to power. The Buddhist canonical work Samyuktanikaya as 

well as the introduction of the T elapatta Jataka speak even of 

Buddha's visit to a locality in the Summa country in South-

West Bengal. But the life story of Buddha as recorded in the 

early Buddhist literature indicates that Buddha's activities 

were limited to North and South Bihar as well as the Eastern 

part Of Uttar Pradesh 8S o 
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Whatever it may be, the gact cannot be denied that 
I . .. 

Buddhism gained firm hold during the time of Asoka (269-2~ B.C) 

86 who was great champion and propagator of Buddhism • According 

· to Hiuen-Tsang, Aioka built many Buddhist monastaries in diff

erent parts of Bengal 87 • The Mahasthan fragmentary stone ins-

cription of the 3rd Century B.C. clearly indicates that Buddhism 

. 83 
was firmly established in Pundra=naga.ra at that time • 

•• 
0 

Subsequently Vanga became famous as one of the centres of 

• Buddhism. This has been proved by the mention of Vanga in a list 

of Buddhist countries found in Nagarjunikonda inscription the 

89 . 
third Century A.D. but the progress of Buddhism in Bengal 

from the decline of the Manryas and the rise of the Guptas 

cannot be determined owing to the paucity of materials. 

( 
The Chinese Pilgrim I-tsing who travelle~ in India in 

671-95 A.D. saw the ruins of the 1 t ample of China 1 wich was 

built up under the patronage of a King lri Gupta about 500 years 

i I -Mr ga:sikhavana or • 
before his visit. It was built up near 

M;"igasthapana in Varendra (North Bengal) for some Chinese 

Pilgrims 
90

• It may be supposed that the first Gupta King was 

··devoted to Buddhism. The Bhaik~i inscription, preserved in 

Malda .fiuseum, proves that there were foreign monks residing 

in Varendra 91 • 
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The first definite evidence of the prosperity 

Buddhism in Bengal is furnished by the accounts of Fa-hien 'Who 

visited in the first part of the fifth Century A.D. He visited 

Tamralipti, the sea _port in the South Bengal 'Where he found 

Buddhism in flourishing condition. There were 22 monasteries 

with resident monks and Fa-hien stayed there for two years 

writing out his Siitras and drawing picture of images 92 • 

We may form a fairly good idea of the condition of 

Buddhism in the 7th Century A.D. trom the detailed ac·counts of 

the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen-Tsang 'Who visited Bengal in about 

637 A.D. According to him, there were 20 Buddhist monasteries 

and above 3000 Brethrens in Pundravaidhana, and 30 Buddhist 
• • 

monasteries and above 2000 Brethren in Sama,ata 93• The biggest 
• 

of the monasteries was the Po-shi-no monastery 94 whe.re about 

f 
700 monks lived and some of them were distinguished in Eastern 

In,dia. Cunningham had identified the Po-shi-no Vihara with a 

site called Bhasuvihara near Mahasthan in Bogra 95 • 

The Chinese pilgrim Sheng-chi, Who visited India in 

the second half of the 7th Century A.n., has left a valuable 

account of the state of Buddhism in Samatata. According to him, 
• 

the King of the country at that time was Rajabhata who was a 
• 

devoted worshipper of t-riratna and played the part of a great 
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Up&saka. He used to read hundl'ed thousand {lakas of Mahaprajffa-

pare¥Ilitisiitra and there were more than 4000 monks and nuns in 

Samatata at that time 96• The King Rajarija belonged to the 
• 

Kha.dga dynasty of Samatata in second half of the 7th Century A..D. 
• 0 

The Chinese accounts undoubteclly prove that T amrallpti 

was an important centre of Buddhist studies and Buddhism was in 

a flourishing condition all over Bengal at least in the seventh 

Century .Ln. 

The Kingly house that took up the reins of political 

·control in Bengal was the house of the Palis. It rul.ed for four 

hundred years over Bengal and Bihar. The above discussion proves 

that the establishment of the Buddhist Pala dynasty in Bengal 

about the middle of the 8th Century A.D., may not be a fortu-
f 

itous event, but was facilitated by the growing dominance or 

Buddhism in this region. The rule of the P ilas saw the heyday 

of Buddhism, but Buddhism declined and ultimately disappeared 

from Bengal after them and whereever it remained it changed 

its basic characteristics. 

It may be mentioned here that the Goddess Tara appears i 

to have been originally worshipped by some aboriginal people 

probably of Eastern India and was adopted in both the 
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Bribmanica.l and Buddhist pantheons in the early centuries or 
• 

the Christian era 9? o 

Among other monarteries, flourished during that time, 

mention may be made of the Traikiitaka, Devikota, Pandita, 
I I 

Sannagara, Phullahari, Pattikeraka, Vikramapur! and Jagaddala... 
• • 

The royal patronage has always been an important factor in the 

growth of religious sects into importance and Bengal enjoyed 

1 t to the :full during the period between 750 - 1150 A... D. Not 

only the Palas, but even the minor ruling dynasties during the 

period were ~dent followe1•s of Buddhism ~8 o 

It appears from the study of the inscriptional sources 

that many of the Buddhist and Jaina religious establishments 

. were patronis.E3d by lhe Bratunanical Hindus and that the Buddhists 
I o 

and Jains were not socially distinct from the ordinary Hindus. 

It is recorded in Paharpur inscription of 479 A.D. that a 

Brihmana named ·Nathalarman and his wife Rw donated land for 
I 

99 Jain mo~tery o It has been recorded in the Gunaighar grant 

that a Buddhist monastery was made by a ia1va King 100• It has 

,. been informed in the kailan inscription 101 , of a Vaishnava 
. . 

King £rid!liranar~ta, that a ·.piece of land was donated to . . 

Bhagavat Tathagata or .Ra.tna traya (Buddhist trinity of Buddha, 
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.. 
Dharlllal. and Sangha) for the reading and writing of Buddhist 

religions texts as well as to a number ·of Br~as for the 

...Jok - .,.J performance of their Pan ~a-mab.ayanja. It appears from the 

tact noted above that "in the 7th Century A..D. when the 

Br8hman1cal and Buddhist philosophers were busy in refUting 
• 

one another's view, the life of the ordinary man was marked 

by absolute toleration " 102
• 

The royal family of the Chandras of South-East 

Bengal adopted Buddhism. The Kings of the dynasty were called 

Pawama-Sa.ugata. The grants of £richandra were made in the name 

of the Buddha.-bha.ttiraka 103• The recently published Mc:Unimati 

plates 104 of Ladaha Chandra (1000-20) and Govinda Chandra 
• 

(1020 -55 A.D.),however, show that the latest members of the 

Chandra family rep~ated the Buddhist faith and they made 

grants of land in :favour of a Vaishnavite or ia1vite diety • 
• 

Ladaha. Chandra.' s gifts· were made in favour or the Vaishnavi te 
~ . 

and named after 

lOS · 
himself • Govindaehandra made his grant in favour of the 

dancing from of £1va called Nates~a.ra 106 •. 
• --

The Bhagalpur plate of the Parama-Saugata Narayana-
• 

pila. (854 - 908 A.D.) records the gift or a village in favour 
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I I - -or the temple or Siva-bha.ttaraka and the Pasupatacharya 

Parisad in a locality of Kalasapta 107• This inscriptions 

appears to indicate a sort of repprochment between sfaivism 

and Buddhism. 

The repprochment between Vaishnavism and Buddhism 
•· 

is tr~ced in Vajrayogini tortoise shell inscription of the 

Va;rman King SamalS.varman of the 11th Cent~y A.D. It has been 

described "Namo Bhagava te Vasudevaya I Namo Budhaya I I Savas ti

ni/reyasay = astuJino Jinanam II = "Adoration to the Buddha. 

May ~ Jina (Buddha) be for the prosperity and salvation u108 

The Narayanapur inscription or the time or Mahipala I 
0 

(988 - 1088 A..D.) indicates a sort of merger or the Buddhists 

'109 
in the HindU commnn¥ty ·• The above view has also been supp-

' ., 

orted by the Ma.ndhuk inscription 110 • According to the Mandhuk 

inscription, a merchant named Buddhamitra who wa. the son of 

Jambha:lamitra of Samatata caused the establishment of an i.mage 
• 

Vinayaka Brahmanical God. This fact seems to indicate that 
• 

Bu.ddhami tr a and J ambhalami tr a were Buddhists , but were 

• 

. Hinduised enough.. to pay homage to the Braha.ma.zp.cal deity or 

·that their family had been Buddhist at an earlier date, although 

they were themselves followers or the Brarunanical ra1 th ll1 • 
0 
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The ordinary Buddhist house holders had perhaps 

. no rea;l touch w1 th the Buddhist philosophers. The MahSYana 

Buddhists worshipped icons quite simila~to that)rarun~cal 
Gods and Goddesses. This might have wiped away gradually the 

batriers between the two religions. According to D.C. Sircar, 

11 In the early medieval age, Buddhists, appear to haue been 

joining the worship of Brarunaru.cal deities and social and re-
• 

ligious festivals of the Hindus and were enjoying recitations, 

on such ·-occasions, of stories from Brarunanical 11 terature 
• 

along'Wi th their HindU neighbours who adopted -wholly or partly 

some Buddhis.t deities including the Buddha himself and certain 

Buddhist social and religious festival'~ 112 • The old Mahayana 

form of Buddhism was transferred into mystic forms known as 

Vajrayan.a and Tantrayana, more specifically Saha.jayana and 

Kalachakrayana. Mucp of the religious concepts of these sects 
I 

were adopted by the Tantrika school and various other religion 

-communi ties. oi\_ the Hindus ll3 
o This led to the ultimate decline 

of Buddhism in Bengal • 

., 

Another contributing factor was the rise of Senas 

Who were the followers of orthodox Brihamanical religion and 
. , 0 

·ctue to the absence or royal patro11a1ge Buddhism lost its impor

tance in Bengal which had been its last refuge. Another impor

tant blow was the indirect economic disability produced by the 



arrival in Bengal of invading Muslim troops covering off the 

• 
land, thus rendering popular economic support of the Sangha 

impossible to maintain. Once the critical situation had been 

reached all the forces detrimental to the survival of Buddhism 

would have been brought into play. Loss of popular support 

• because of economic shortage denied to the Sangha the chance 

of being popularly maintained 114 • 

The Pilas advocated a. policy of compromise in social 

and cultural. spheres with Brihmanical Hinduism for political 
0 

and diplomatic reasons. The Senas tried to build up the Society 

on the basis of rigid! ty of caste system resulting the decline 

of the policy of compromise with differ.ent religious sects 

pursued by the Palas. ~cording to M.d. Tara.fdar the excessive 

dependence upon agr:i1culture and the neglect of trade during 
I 

that time and the consequent derogation of the position indus-

trial and Business class who were the mainstay of Buddhism, 

sounded the death knell of Buddhism in Bengal 115• 

Conclusion • • From the foregoing discussion 

we may. ;cl.MI!Q)v)v certain striking features of religious system in 

Bengal down to the end of Hindu rule. One of the most signifi-

cant feature was the importance of Buddhism in Bengal. on the 

basis of the evidence of Hiuen-Tsa.ng we may assume that 
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Buddhists and Jainas almost out numbered the followers of the 

Brarunanical religion. The Patronage of the IC'-la~~, Pilas, 
• 

Chand.I'as, Kantideva. saved that religion from the fate wich 

occurred to it in other parts of Indi~ But all these could 

not curb the dominance of the Brahmanical religion inspite of 
• 

the royaJ. patronage in favour of Buddhism • 

.Another important feature was the absence of s ecta-

ri&n jealousy among the followers of different creeds. The 

Catholic attitude of the Buddhist rulers may be cited for 

example. Some of the Buddhist rulers are given credit in offi-

cial records for maintaining orthodox social ord~'• Some of 

rulers built various temples of /iva and. Vishnu and reverently 
• 

poured sacrificial water upon their head. Prabhavati, the queen 

of Devakhadga, set ~P the image of Chandi. Chi tramatika, the 
• , • ? 

Chief queen of Madanapala regarded it meritorious to hear the 

- - . ' recital· of the Mahabharata· .. One of the reasons may be that the 

royal families of Bengal often sought matrimonial relations 

\IL th the important Brahmanical royal families like the Rashtra.-
• . 

ku~as, the K~achur Is etc. The religion of the queens influenced 

the religions lives of Kings of Bengal very often. Another impor

tant factor, as assessed by some, may be due to the political 

necessity rather than to a firm religious conviction 116 • 

. , 
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A p p e n d i x 

c o i n a g e o· f B e n g a 1 

The significance of the study of coins for the 

reconstruction of the history of ancient India is well 

known to the Indologists. A large number of Kings of the 

country are known only frorn their coins. r-~any a 

historical facts are known fro~ coins. In addition to 

political history, a series of information on social, 

religious and economic life as also the polity and 

administration, palaeography and language, fine arts and 

geography are also known by coins. 1 

The i~roduction of minted metallic coins is ap 

important step towards the progress of civilization. Contro-

versy arises as to the first introduction of minted metallic 

coin in Bengal. The system of barter and also some -kind of 

comrnodit )· rr:oney could have been c;mr;Jo:·ed for eccnorc~ic trans-

action ir: the pre-1,\';aurya tir..es in the different areas of 

Bengal and tl1ey were at least partly replaced b::z coin money 

with tJ-·,e introduction of f-unch-rr.ar}~ed silver coins in tr,e 

territories of Radha and 1-undra and tJ-.e 
• 

south-'v·:estern f.2.Ct 

of the: vaJ'HJa region probilbl~- in the:: e.ge of the i·_o.uyc: adn,ir.i:. 

stration from about the le.te 4th earl} 2nd Centuri· S.C. The , 



3:;2 
v .3~1 

The information available to us cannot definitely prove 

the regular use of coins of this class in other parts of 

Bengal, though a fair number of coins of that type have 

been excavated in the vahga and samatata regions of Bengal • . 
It may be conceded that the silver punch-marked coins came 

into circulation, in the Vahga and samatata regions by way 
• 

of trade, but no new coin was minted in those divisions. 2 

Recently a hoard of 174 silver punch-marked coins has been 

found in the Murshidabad district of West Bengal 3 and another 

hoard·of about 600 similar silver pieces have been found in 

the Comilla district. 3 

In addition to silver punch-marked coins and the 

circulation of courries in different regions of Bengal, 

copper punch-mark~ issues, struck on the weight standard of 
I 

silver punch-marked pieces (32 ratties or 57.6 grains) were 

used in the Ractha and the Pundra regions of early Bengal. 4 
• • • 

The cast copper series (based on the wei9ht system of 

silver punch-marked coins) was introduced in the 2nd century 

B.c. in the territorial divisions of Radha and Pundra regions . . . 
' 5 

of early Bengal and in the 2nd Century A.D. it became, to 

some extent, metrologically and typologically, integrated ~ith 

a copper series based on the imitations of Kushana coins which 
• 
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found their way to Bengal by way of trade. It has been 

recent·ly discovered that a powerful class of traders from 

the North-Western sections of the Indian Sub-continent 

migrated into the different areas of Bengal, particularly 

in the Ractha region, during the Kushana Age. This powerful 
• • 

section of traders started their activities in Vahga from 

about the 2nd half of the 1st Century A.D. to about the 

early 5th Century A.D. During this period a new series of 

cast copper coins developed which was based on the Kushana 
• 

coins, but integrating, to some extent, metrologically and 

typologically, the indigenous cast species. 6 

A few gold coins of the Kushana Kings have been 
• 

discovered in Bengal, but there is no evidence to show that 
I 

they were used as medium of exchange within the territories. 

They might have come by way of trade, along with pilgrims or 

7 in the trail of an invading army. 

The coinage of Eengal took a turn with the establish-

ment of the Gupta rule in Bengal. It is known from the 

epigraphic records of the Gupta period that two varieties of 

coins, namely the Dlnara (gold coin) and the rupaka( the 

silver coin) were widelj.-- circulated in different areas of 

Bengal and the rate of exchange between the oinara and the 
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Rupaka coins was 1: 16.
8 

Now it is not difficult to ascertain the ratio between 

two metals, if the weight of the gold and silver coins is 

definitely known. It is known that the exchange relation 

between the metallic value of dlnara and rupaka was 1:4.
9 

However, a question naturally comes to our mind as to 

the steady fall of the value of gold in relation silver in 

the 5th century A.D. It may be due to the sudden stoppage of 

the importation of silver. This stoppage may be connected with 

the break-up of the Roman Empire in the 5th Century A. D. The 

more plausible explanation may be that the dinara did not 

refer to original gold coins of the Gupta monarchs, but rather 

" I 

to these light weight, debased gold coins which were usually 

described as 11 Imitation Gupta" coins and which had abundant 

.supplj; in Bengal after the Gupta rule. 10 

It is said that feudalism involving payment for 

services in land instead of coins developed in an economy 

characterised by dearth of coins and absence of trade and 

commerce and this characteristic was prevalent in India after 

the fall of Guptas: 1 Some scholars take it otherwise. 
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According to them, a large number of Kings and other agencies 

of the post-Gupta age are known to have issued co.ins -which 

have been found in all parts of the country. It is known from 

various sources that different gold, silver and copper coins 

like l?urana (called also as Karshapana, Dharana, Dramma, 
• • • 

Rupak.a and churn!) , Mada, Dl.nara, Nishka or ·su_varna,· vi~·lopaka __ ..;....•_ . . . 

~- ~ -or V~sa, Kalanja, Accu, Pana, varaha and Cowries w~e exten-
• 

sively used in various parts of Ancient India during that 

time. 12 On the other hand during that period, the right of 

minting money was leased to goldsmith who manufactured coins 

according to the demand of the traders and bankers who were 

responsible for deciding whether fresh coins were necessary at 

any particular time. They had to pay a COIT®ission for getting 

bullion minted into coins. 13 According to Hiuen-tsang, who 

~ 

visited the differ~nt parts India in the 7th Century A.D. 

11 Rare precious substances of various kinds from the. seaports 

are bartered for merchandize, but in the commerce of the 

country gold and silver coins,· cowr.ies, and small pearls are 

14 the media of exchange. 11 

The immediate successors of Bengal after the fall of 

the Gupta~ appear to have adhered to the Gupta gold coins, but 

silver coins were not unknown. This has been highlighted in the 
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recent discoveries of silver coins of £a£ahka as well 

as the silvers coins of the rUlers ruling in south-Eastern 

parts of Benga1.
15 

The cowries could have continued. to be 

in use in the post-Gupta period and pre-pala period when 

gold coins were issued in Gauda, Vahga 16 and samatata region:7 
.. • 

Two coins of King Samacharadeva are known so far. 

They are both of gold. One of them, of the Rajalila type 

was found near Maharnmadpur in Jessore district of Bengal 

along with a gold coin of ta£anka and· another gold coin 

of the light weight "Imitation Gupta" type as well as 

- 18 silver coins of Chandragupta, Skanda Gupta and Kumaragupta. 

A careful study of the two coins convinc~s any 

if 
I scholar that the name of the King is the same as on both 

the coins and it cannot be read as anything else than 

samacha and the reading is confirmed when we come across 

the name of a contemporary King Sarnacharadeva whose copper 

plate inscription was discovered not far from the find spot 

of one of these coins (Rajalila coin) and the lettering of 

whose name as written on his copper plate, closely agrees 

to the lettering on those coins. The coins may be assigned 

19 
to samacharadeva of Ghugrahati plate. 

Mr. Allan attributes the 'Archar t}~e' coins to a 

I 1-. 20 h l t. period earlier than that of Sasanka and from t e supp an 1ng 

.__ __ . 
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of Garuda staildard __ of.lthe Guptas by the bull standard on 
• 

. the coin, surm,ises that the coin was a devout £aiva. 

samach-aradeva must, on palaeographic g~ounds, be placed 

earlier than £a(anka in chronology. It may be assigned 

that samacharadeva was the predecessor of £a(ahka in the 

21 Kingdom of Gauda • 
• 

Jaya (naga) is known to us from some gold coins 

found in Benga1. 22 Allan suggested that the full name 

might have been Jayanaga and he may be 'identified with 

donor of the Vappaghoshavata charter issued from Karnasuvarna 
• • • 

in the Murshidabad district. 23 

.f 
On palaeographic consideration the coins of Jayanaga 

may be placed between 550 - 650 A.D. It is known from the 

Manj u-£r 'ImUlakalpa that the son of £a(ahka had a short 

reign of 8 months and 5 days and was succeeded by a kind 

narr,ed Nag a. If this Nag a is identified with J ayanaga, the 

reign of Jayanaga may be placed between 640 - 650 A.D. The 

Goddess on his coin folds her feet in the same manner that 

is to be seen in the reverse of the coins of £a(ahka. But 

he was Paramabhagavata or Vaishnava and so he discontinued 
• 

the obverse of £a£anka' s coin which shovJed £iva standing on 



Bull. He replaced it by the well established Archer tY,pe. 

The coins of Jayanaga are heavily adulterated and one of his 

coins in British Museum, No. 614, which was tested had only 

24 34% of gold. 

The gold coins of the samatata region have been 
• 

wrongly described as imitations of Gupta coins. They really 

formed an independent coin series. 25 The ardha-£atamana type 

of coin was introduced by £a£ahka in that region, but the 

said coins bear the devices of the suvarna type of coin 
• 

(£iva on bull Lakshm! seated on lotus). These were struck 
• 

with the weight standard of 90 grains (ardha-£atamana). 

Moreover, the percentage of gold in the metal content of the 

ardha-£atamana type of coins is higher than that of the 

·is~ues of the suvarnf_type of coins. _It .. appears_ !;.hat , §a£anka 
• 

tried to introduce a comparatively purer gold specie, perhaps 

for their ready acceptance in an area which became important 

' . 26 
in international trade from about the early 7th Century A. D. 

The gold specie adopted new devices in the post-£a£a~ka 

era, though it continued to follow the weight standard of about 

90 grains. The best specin:en, now preserved in Indian .r--:useum, 

displays on the obverse a standing male figure holding a bow 

and an arrow and on the reverse an eight armed Goddess standing 
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and holding an elephant headed baby. The latter obviously 

represents Gan-:e£a, the deity must be recognised as Durga 

or Sarvani the mother of Ganeta. She has so far been 
• 

wrongly identified with the Goddess Kali or with a B~dhist 

d 't 27 e1 y. 

It became increasingly corrupt on later issues, so much 

so that after a certain stage of distortion the figure of 

Gane£a disintegrated. The quantity of gold in the metal 

content of the coins and the quality of minting also 

deteriorated. During this period some gold coins of the 

imitation Gupta type have been found in the Bogra district 

of North Bengal and also in the Jessore, Faridpur, Dacca 

~ 
, 27a and Camilla districts of East Bengal and in Sundarban area. 

These coins often have barbarous look, though some of them 
·, 

2E are better manufactured. 

"The findsr-ots of the coins as well as tJ-,eir association 

with those of sanlacharadeva and £a£aMza in son;e finds shov: 

that the rulers who issued these crude pieces held sway 

in Eastern Bengal. 'l'hey were very considerably influenced 

by Gupta numismatic traditions, but v1ere no·t slavishly 
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following them, as is shown by the eight-armed 

Goddess on the reverse. In their weight and border of 

thick dots they imitate the half-£atamana type of 

£a£anka. we may therefore attribute them to some local 

rulers in Eastern Bengal who ruled aft~r the death of 

£q.£anka. To judge from the uniformity of type, these 

29 rulers may well have belonged to the same dynasty. 

It has been suggested by D.C.Sircar that about 

the middle of the seventh Century, the Khadga King Deva-
• 

khadga ousted the Ratarule from samatata which was then 
• • 

annexed to the Khadga Kingdom. It seems that Deva Khadga 
• • 

and his son and successor Rajarajabhata ruled practically 
• 

as independent rul~s and it was during their rule that 

the gold coins of the type were issued. 30 It also appears 

that the same type of coins continued to be issued during 

the rule of the successors of the Khadgas(the Devas of 
• 

Devaparvata). 31 

A gold coin of the imitation Gupta ty~e was dis-

.covered in course of excavation at ~ainmati near Comilla 

in East Bengal. The golc coin has been assigned to the 

Deva dynasty because it is said that the legend Ballgala 

~iga~ka is also found on the seal attached to King. 
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Bhavadeva's plate discovered at the salvan Vihar site on 

the r-~ainarr.ati hill. 32 The excavations at Hainamati further 

yielded 52 silver coins (of three denomination), 172 

silver coins of the highest of the denominations of the 

same type, the majority of which bear the legend Patikera 
• 

(known to have been an early Medieval city near the ~ainamatl 

hills). 33 With the end of the rule of Bhavadeva of the Deva 

dynasty towards the end of the 7th or in the early 8th 

Century A.D, the gold specie ended in the territories of 

34 samatata. . . 

The series was supplanted b~f a class of silver 

specie bearing the regional name Pattikeda. It was based, 
• • • 

typologicall:y and m~rologically, on t:r.e silver coins of 

Harikela. 35 Harikela region witnessed, in the 7th and 8th 

Century A. D, the circulation of a series of highly pure 

silver coins based, typologically and metrologically, on 

the coinages of the Chandras of Arakan.A coin of full 

unit v.reigh c. 8 gms. a piece of tb..ree quarter unit c. 6 gms. 

a specin.en of half unit C 4 gms, and a sample of quarter 

unit c. 2 gms. However the weight standard was changed and 

the flan was gradually made broader and thinner indicating 

the transition to second series. Palaeographic features of 
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the legend (Harikela) on different coins indicate the 

circulation of series II from the 8th/9th to the 12th/ 

13th century A.D. when at times parts of Harikela were 

in the Pala or sena Kingdom. 36 

It is known from the available data that a com-

plex system of currency prevailed in the Pala-sena age 

r 
(750 A.D. - 1206 A.~). Its base was maintained by 

Kapardakas or cowries. No metallic money was coined in 

h . f th -1 . d 37 H t e maJor portion o e Pa a or sena Klng om. owever 

some outside coins could have found their way to the 

territories of Bengal by way of trade and could have 

been used according to their intrinsic worth. The same 

silver coin popular tn Northern India during the early 
I 

medieval period is mentioned as Dramma in the Bodhgaya 

) 38 -inscription of Dharmapala (775 - 872 A.D • as Pur~na 
• 

in the Bhaturiya inscription of Rajyapala (917-52 A.o) 39 

and as Karshapana in the Gaya inscription40 of Govindapala, 

though the last document also records the transaction in 

which the mone:y was paid in Kapardakas or cowries. 41 But 

large scale transactions could have been done regularly 

in units of silver and gold duststthe former weighing 32 

rattis and the latter 80 rattis). 42 Each unit of silver 
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dust conformed to the weight standard of silver Purana 
• 

which was equal to 1280 cowries and each unit gold 'dust' 

conformed to the weight standard of gold suvarna which 

was equivalent to 20480 co-vn:-ies. 43 Thus "dust" silver and 

gold money had exchange relations with the cowrie money. 

On the other hand the units of silver dust (mentioned 

as ChUrni in epigraphs) were exchangeable with the 

silver coin of Harikela having Purana weight standard • 
• 

The 1'1eh~ plate of Damodaradeva of the £aka era 1156, 

which equates purana with Churni, suggests also the use 
• 

of cow.ries(regulated numbers of which were equal in 

value of different fractions of Purana or ChUrni). 44 

Silver coinage was maintained in Harikela because of 
1' 
I 

the comparatively higher pressure of trade. This area 

probably had enough quantity of silver imported from 

outside, but genuine copper do not appear to have been 

minted in the Zone and period in question. The purpose 

of using copper coins for carrying on daily transaction 

of small value was perhaps served by cowries. 45 

C o n c 1 u s i o n 

On the basis of above observations, based on 

the latest researches, it may be suggested that the 
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different geographical divisions of early Bengal did not 

have uniform system of coinage. The development of ·cur~-

ency in one region did not always lead to the similar 

development in other regions. Coins played an important 

role in the economic life of the people of Pundra and 
• • 

Radha regions of early Bengal from the Maurya .to the 

Gupta age. Excavations in those regions clearly suggest 

that Pundravardhana and Radha regions were more prosperous 
• • 

than other regions from the Maurya to the Gupta age. These 

regions carried on international trade through the ports 

of Ganga and Tamralipta during that period. 46 

The base of currency in all divisions was mainly 

.; 
maintained by cowries which were imported from outside. 

The intrinsic value of the cowries being incorruptible, 

they remained as a stable medium of exchange throughout 

the long period. 

During the post Gupta and specially during the 

Pala-sena time coins began to play significant part in 

the economic life of the people of the vanga, samatata 

and Har ikela regions.. However, the importance of the 

Radha and Pundra regions in. the commercial life continued 
~ . 
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to about the 7th century A.D. From about this period 

samatata and Harikela regions became gradually more 
• 

important in respect of. inte~nal .and international 

trade. The political and cultural centres of Mainamati 

and Lalmai which had grown into Urban comp1ex, had a 

considerable volume of trade sustained by a system of 

46a a standard monetary system. But it is hardly 

probable as P.K.Bhattacharyya has noticed that brisk 

trade was carried on in the narrow region of South-Ea.,.. 

stern Bengal without having any impact over other areas 

of Bengal. The territories of south-Eastern Bengal might 

have used other regions of Bengal as hinterhand and that 

augmented the trade and commerce of the area. 46b 

The problem of trade and currency in early Bengal 

has a theoretical bearing on the question of feudalism. The 

continuation of trade and the existence of currency may not 

at all negate the possibilities of agrarian economic forms. 

Moreover the kind of commercial activities could hardly ori-

ginate a process of urbanisation that might bring into being 

a stable commercialized middle class for profits from trade 

were either appropriated by foreign merchants or frittered 

away by feudal lords. Capital formation under these conditions 

must have been impossible and the ruralisation remained una-
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